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PREFACE 

In deciding to undertake a study of judicial role 

perceptions, it was my intention to fill an obvious void 

in the literature on the judicial role. Previous researchers 

have tended to focus on a single aspect of the judicial 

role, specifically the role that a judga assumes while 

sitting on the bench and rendering decisions. Moreover, 

much of the previous research has concentrated only on the 

higher courts, ignoring the iraportant function that the 

trial courts play in the judicial process. 

Therefore, I propose to examine the judicial role ín 

all of its politically-relevant facets. Obviously the v/ay 

that a judge likes his coffee or his interest in bridge 

does not constitute politically-relevant activity, while 

his activity in political parties, in civic and service 

organizations, in the local bar association, and in 

coirjnunity matters are very relevant to the political arena. 

These aspects of judicial behavior and their relationship 

to judicial decision-making should be explored, and the 

role concept appears to be the most feasible framework for 

undertaking such an endeavor. 

Hopefully this research will verify the utility of 

the role concept for the study of judicial behavior and 

• t • 
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demonstrate how that the concept may be operationalized. 

A further objective q>f my research is to determine the 

various sectors of the judicial role, the interrelationships 

among these sectors, and the possible variables related to 

diverse perceptions by judges. 
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CHAPTER I 

JUDICIAL ROLE CONCEPTS 

The concept of role has been utilized in social science 

research primarily by sociologists, social psychologists, 

and anthropologists. The attention that has been accorded 

this concept steras from the assumption that an actor's 

role perceptions raay be a significant variable influencing 

the behavior of actors in various capacities in society. 

Interest araong political scientists in role theory has been 

stimulated because of the postulated connection between the 

actor's role perceptions and his behavior. 

This study is an attempt to apply the role concept to 

judicial behavior. Specifically, this research is an analysis 

of the role perceptions of the major trial judges in one 

state, undertaken to deterraine factors associated with 

variations in role perceptions. 

The terra "role" has been employed in social science 

research with varying meanings and frequent ambiguity. 

Role is often considered synonymous with such terms as 

position and status. In the vocabulary of the role concept, 

position refers to "a collectively recognized category of 

persons for whom the basis for such differentiation is 



their common attribute, their comraon behavior, or the common 

reactions of others toward them." Position has been 

defined more broadly as "a unit of social structures."^ 

In some instances, role may be used in such a manner that 

it is coterminous with the concept of position. Position 

may be substituted for role in the event that the same 

prescriptions are applicable to all individuals occupying 

a given position. 

Gross, Mason, and McEachern synthesized the primary 

usages of the term role into three categories based on the 

unit of analysis: the cultural or societal level of analysis, 

the personal level of analysis, and erapirical analysis. 

The societal level of analysis refers to those normative 

cultural patterns which are ascribed by society. The 

personal level of analysis focuses on role conceptions or 

role perceptions, "the individual's definition of his situ-

ation with reference to his and other's social positions." 

The function of role analysis in considering the societal 

Bruce J. Biddle and Edwin J. Thoraas, Role Theory: 
Concepts and Research (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), 
p. 29. 

2 
Neal Gross, Ward S. Mason, and Alexander W. McEachern, 

Explorations in Role Analysis: Studies of the School 
Superintendency Role (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1958), 
p. 48. 

3 
Ibid., p. 13. 
"̂ lbid. 



or personal level of role perceptions is to analyze the 

influence of norraative perceptions on huraan behavior. The 

empirical level of analysis avoids considerations of per-

ceptions and seeks to describe only the actual behavior of 

the individual(s) in a given position. 

The concept of role provides for constraints upon 

individual variation or recognizes that there are acceptable 

boundaries of behavior. This concept has been enunciated 

by the anthropologist S. F. Nadel, who isolated the various 

dimensions within the internal structure of role behavior. 

The internal role is shaped by three different attributes: 
5 

those which are peripheral, relevant, and pivotal. 

Peripheral attributes are those in which there is individual 

discretion, where options and alternatives are available to 

the role occupant. Relevant role attributes are those in 

which structural factors are not totally controlling, but 

which permit less individual discretion than do the 

peripheral role attributes. The pivotal attributes are the 

most confining aspect of the internal role structure. 

Pivotal role attributes are structured by the institution 

and are basic in that "their absence or variation changes 

the whole identity of the role." At the level of the 

S. F. Nadel, The Theory of Social Structure (Glencoe: 
The Free Press, 1956), pp. 31-32. 

Ibid., p. 32. 



pivotal role, there is no tolerance of role variation. 

Although Nadel's analysis of the internal structure of 

roles was intended to explain behavior in the pursuance of 

a role, his typology has been applied to the study of role 

perceptions. 

Applications of role analysis to political beliavior 

have been made primarily within the framework developed by 

other disciplines of social science. The first systematic 

application of role analysis in political sciencc was by 

John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, William Buchanan, and LeRoy C. 

Ferguson's The Legislative System. Role was defined in 

this instance as "a coherent set of 'norras' of behavior 

which are thought by those involved in the interactions 

being viewed to apply to all persons who occupy [that] 
p 

position." The rationale for the use of role theory for 

analyzing the legislative systera was the probable utility 

of the concept for integrating the institutional, functional, 
9 

and behavioral aspects of political science. The unique 

utility of the role concept for analyzing legislative 

behavior was conceived as allowing the investigator to 
7 
Dorothy Jaraes, "Role Theory and the Supreme Court," 

Journal of Politics, XXX (February, 1968), 160-186. 
p 
John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, William Buchanan, and 

LeRoy C. Ferguson, The Legislative Systera (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 8. 

9 
Ibid., p. 7. 



focus on those aspects of a legislator's behavior which 

make the legislature an institution distinct from other 

institutions. Wahlke, Eulau, and their associates 

further asserted that the legislative role was not con-

fined to a consideration of the legislator's activities in 

the process of passing a bill, but also included the rela-

tionships with other political actors, i.e,, the political 

party, one's constituency, pressure groups, the executive 

branch, and others, in addition to extra-legislative and 

extra-party groups such as fraternal, recreational, and 

kinship groups. Consequently, the orientations and percep-

tions of those serving as legislators were considered to 

be wider than siraply the individual's perceptions of his 

appropriate behavior in the forraal processes of the 

institution. 

Eulau provided a systeraatic theoretical framework for 

the application of the concept of role to political science. 

In The Behavioral Persuasion in Politics Eulau contends that 

"Political behavior is always conduct in the performance of 

12 a political role." Whereas Eulau accepts tlie individual's 

political role as the basic theoretical unit of behavioral 

•̂ ^ bid. , p. 9. 

•'••'•Ibid. , p. 13. 

12 
Heinz Eulau, The Behavioral Persuasion in Politics 

(New York: Random House, 1963), p. 40. 



13 
analysis, he warns against considering in a vacuum this 

facet of the individual's role network. One aspect of the 

individual's role network is always implicated in the 

other facets of the role network. In other words, a change 

in the individual's role as a husband will tend to affect 

his role as a party leader. Consequently, a researcher 

must consider the entire role network, since a change in 

one role (not to be confused with a change in position) 

may be expected to affect other segments of the individual's 

role network. 

Whereas role analysis as such has only been applied 

to the study of judicial behavior more recently, the 

assumption and implication of the iraportance of the judicial 

role in decision-making can be found in earlier studies. 

The case study method of analyzing judicial decisions 

assumed a crucial importance for differing interpretations 

by Supreme Court justices of the appropriate judicial role. 

Even preceding the seminal work by Wahlke, Eulau, and 

associates, C. Herraan Pritchett postulated that there 

existed a variable that intervened between the values and 

policy predilections of the individual judge and his voting 

15 behavior. This important variable vras the judicial role. 

•̂̂ lbid. , p. 100. 

^^lbid., pp. 41-43. 

15 
C. Herman Pritchett, Civil Liberties and the Vinson 

Court (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953), pp. 191-2 



Jack Peltason in The Federal Courts in the Political 

Process implied the importance of the judicial role in 

the study of judicial behavior. In his chapter, "The 

Judicial Environment and Interest Conflict," Peltason 

looked at "the stated norms of behavior to which judges 

and those who deal with them are expected to conform. . . 

Peltason liraited his discussion to the sanctions and 

restrictions which are placed on the conduct of judges. 

Since the publication of Pritchett's and Peltason's 

books, other public law scholars have applied role analysis 

to the study of judicial behavior, sorae with greater pre-

cision than others. Joel Grossraan contended that judicial 

behavior cannot be explained simply by tallying the votes 

of judges on specific courts on specific categories of 

18 cases. Grossman suggested that judicial behavior raust 

be understood as a coraplex of structural, institutional, 

psychological, and philosophical factors. He postulated 

that one such factor is the "role-playing" factor. To test 

this hypothesis, Grossraan attempted to determine if the 

denial of judicial responsibility (DJR) factor could explain 

„17 

Jack W. Peltason, The Federal Courts in the Political 
Process (Garden City: Doubleday, 1955). 

Ibid., p. 22. 

18 
Joel B. Grossman, "Role-playing and the Analysis of 

Judicial Behavior: The Case of Mr. Justice Frankfurter," 
Journal of PublicLaw, XI (Spring, 1962), 286. 
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the votes of Justice Felix Frankfurter on civil liberties 

claims. A scaling of the civil liberties cases considered 

by the Court according to the DJR factor indicated that in 

a percentage of these cases, Frankfurter was "role-playing." 

Whereas no concrete findings could be offered, Grossman 

indicated that the role-playing factor could supply an 

analytical tool for the explanation of votes on the high 

court. 

Dorothy B. Jaraes applied Nadel's concepts of the 

internal role structure to the analysis of role perceptions 

of individual justices on the United States Supreme Court. 

As discussed earlier, Nadel contends that the internal 

structure of role behavior raay be conceived in terras of 

peripheral, relevant, and pivotal roles, depending on the 

degree to which the institutional norras take precedence 

over individual discretion. In "Role Theory and the Suprerae 

Court," Jaraes applied this typology to role perceptions, 

assuming that the same three aspects would be a part of 

19 judicial philosophies. The advantage of this approach 

was that it perraitted organization of the structural and 

behavioral elements within the judicial role set. This 

theoretical framework was tested through studies of two 

Roosevelt appointees, William 0. Douglas and Robert W. 

20 Jackson. Information regarding the roles of the two 

19 
James, "Role Theory," p. 160. 

20lbid. 



justices was gathered from the published and unpublished 

materials of the two justices, secondary materials such as 

biographies and commentaries on their works, and a personal 

interview with Justice Douglas. Based cn this information, 

James concluded that pivotal roles for the Supreme Court 

included supervising the federal court system, giving 

opinions only in cases or controversies, and maintaining 

judicial independence. Those relevant attributes, or 

attributes which permit some individual discretion, were 

adherence to precedent, um.piring the federal systera, and 

judicial self-restraint. The only peripheral role attribute 

discovered vías the justice's perceptions of extra-judicial 

22 activities with partisan or policy iraplications. Conse-

quently, only supervision of the federal court systera, 

opinions given in cases or controversies, and judicial 

independence are roles in which the institutional fraraework 

is the controlling factor, and no alternatives are perraitted. 

David J. Danelski briefly treated the question of the 

23 judicial role in his study of Justice Harold H. Burton. 

The role perceptions of Justice Burton offer an interesting 

avenue of research since he served both in the United States 

•̂̂ lbid. , p. 163. 

^^lbid., pp. 183-186. 

23 
David J. Danelski, "Judicial Decision-making: The 

Case of Mr. Justice Burton," in S. Sidney Ulraer (ed.), 
Political Decision-Making (New York: Van Nostrand-Rinehold 
Company7" 97 0), pp. 129-138. 
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Senate and on the United States Suprem.e Court. Danelski 

based his research on the private papers of Justice Burton 

and on official publications of the Senate and the Supreme 

Court. These sources revealed that Burton viewed the role 

of a justice as restricted to interpreting and applying the 

law rather than judicial legislation. This concept of the 

judicial role was considered to be a function of Burton's 

perception of the senatorial role, resulting primarily from 

his five years of service in the Senate. Danelski concluded 

that Burton's behavior was related to two iraportant variables, 

his values before ascending the bench and his perception of 

the proper judicial role. 

Available data on United States Suprerae Court justices' 

role perceptions are generally found only in judicial 

biographies and published judicial papers. Consequently, 

students of judicial role behavior have concentrated their 

attention on the behavior of judges serving on Ipwer courts. 

Much of this research has focused on the lower federal 

courts and state appellate courts. The advantage of 

studying these courts is the greater accessibility of 

inforraation and opportunities for interviews with the judges 

and with those interacting with thera. In addition, written 

opinions are available on decisions rendered, with their 

limitations respected, which can provide an avenue for 

^^lbid., pp. 131-136. 
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comparison of perceived roles and actual decisions. Such 

records are not readily available on cases decided in state 

trial courts. 

To determine the effect of role perceptions and 

precedent orientations on decision-making, Francis Marion 

Rich conducted interviews V7ith thirteen of the sixteen 

judges serving on the United States Court of Appeals for 

25 the Fifth Circuit during the period 1957 to 1966. During 

the period under consideration, twenty-four en banc decisions 

were issued, of which only seventeen were split decisions. 

On the basis of these decisions and semantic differential 

questions adrainistered to six of the judges, Rich found 

the judges falling into three well-defined prescriptive 

roles: a role of restraint, a federalizing role, and an 
2 6 

activist, policy-raaking role. The data were inconclusive 

as to the effect of precedent orientation and the role 

27 perception of the judge. In addition, it was suggested 

that precedent orientation should not be treated as an inde-

pendent variable, but rather as one coraponent of the complex 

of judicial role expectations. However, Rich cautioned 

2 R 
Francis Marion Rich, "Role Perceptions and Precedent 

Orientation as Variables Influencing Appellate Judicial 
Decision-Making: An Analysis of the Fifth Circuit Court of 
Appeals," (University of Georgia, unpublished Ph.D. disser-
tation, 1967). 

^^lbid., pp. 122-126. 

'̂'lbid. , p. 142. 
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that these conclusions are qualified due to the sparseness 

of the data and the limited nuraber of cases considered. 

State suprerae court judges and their perceived roles 

have been explored by Kenneth N. Vines and Henry Glick^^ 

30 and by Gene L. Mason. Vines and Glick interviewed twenty-

four suprerae court judges in four states to deterraine the 

relationship between role perceptions and role behavior and 

to determine v/hat factors might influence variations among 

the judges. An indepth interview of approximately four 

hours in length was conducted with each judge. It must be 

noted, however, that the findings based on this data were 

basically descriptive rather than analytical. Four purposive 

role orientations and three decision-making roles were 

31 isolated among the judges included in the study. The 

^^lbid., p. 122. 

29 
The findings of Kenneth N. Vines and Henry Glick have 

been reported in the following places: Kenneth N. Vines, 
"The Judicial Role in the Araerican States: An Exploration," 
in Joel B. Grossraan and Joseph Tanenhaus (eds.), Frontiers 
of Judicial Research (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1969), 
pp. 461-488; Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. Vines, "Law-
making in the State Judiciary: A Comparative Study of the 
Judicial Role in Four States," Polity, II (Winter, 1969), 
pp. 142-159; Henry Robert Glick, Supreme Courts in State 
Politics: An Investigation of the Judicial Role (New York: 
Basic Books, 1971); ãnd Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. 
Vines, State Court Systems (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc, 1973) . 

30 
Gene L. Mason, "Judges and Their Publics: Role 

Perceptions and Role Expectations," (University of Kansas, 
unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 1967). 

31 
V ines , "The J u d i c i a l Role in t he Araerican S t a t e s , " 

p p . 467-468. 
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purposive roles isolated by Vines are the ritualist, the 

adjudicator, the policy-raaker, and the supervisor. The 

ritualist judge is one who sees his work in terms of the 

"complexities of settling cases, the often demanding work 

load, as well as the structure routine involved in the 

judicial process, provided work satisfactions, affective 

32 connotations, and a kind of institutional raoraentura." The 

adjudicator is the judge who very simply views his purpose 

33 as the settlement of disputes. The policy-maker perceives 

the position of supreme court judges as more than following 

34 precedent, entering into the realm of making law. The 

supervisor sees the main portion of his work as supervision 

of the judicial system, including appellate review of lower 

court decisions, judicial administration, and keeping the 

lower courts within the federal guidelines which have been 

35 \ established. \ In addition, Vines deterrained that there 

are three distinct decision-raaking aspects of the judicial 

role: law-interpreter, law-raaker, and pragraatist. The 

descriptions of the law-interpreter and the law-raaker are 

rather self-evident. The pragraatist is the judge who 

erabodies eleraents of each of the other two positions, but 

approaches decisions quite differently. The judges with 

•̂ l̂bid. , p. 468. 

"̂ l̂bid. 

•̂ l̂bid. , p. 469. 

•̂^ bid. 
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this role perception will base each decision on the specific 

case before him which may require a very specific interpre-

36 tation or a broad policy decision. 

In another work, Glick and Vines concentrated on the 

decision-making roles of the judges interviewed. In 

"Law-Making in the State Judiciary," they postulated that 

law-interpreters would consistently choose to follow 

precedents in case decisions, that law-makers would not 

emphasize precedent, and that pragraatists v/ould be flexible 

37 in the application of precedent. Glick and Vines then 

carried the application further, attempting to deterraine 

the relationship between role perceptions and behavior. 

Glick and Vines did not view perceptions as causes of 

behavior, but rather suggested that perceptions and behavior 

would correspond as both "are part of the sarae underlying 

38 orientation to the judicial role." Vines and Glick noted 

that relating perceptions to written court opinions is 

difficult as less than 2 per cent of the cases analyzed 

dealt explicitly with the judges' decision-making orienta-

39 tions. However, evidence was found that judges who 

•̂ l̂bid., p. 476. 

Glick and Vines, "Law-making in the State Judiciary," 
p. 143. 

-̂ l̂bid., p. 152. 

•̂ l̂bid. 
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conceive of themselves as law-interpreters and law-makers 

tend to be affected by this orientation in the decision-

, . 40 

makmg process. 

In a third report of findings, Glick and Vines con-

sidered the question of off-the-bench activities and judicial 
41 

ethics. The relevance of these facets of the judicial 

role relates primarily to the assuraption that judges should 

consciously atterapt to be irapartial in their decisions. 

Therefore, a judge should insulate hiraself from those off-

the-bench activities which raight influence a decision. 

Glick and Vines found considerable agreement among the 

judges on off-the-bench activities. The level of extra-

judicial activities which the judges viewed as appropriate 

tended to vary frora state to state. However, no atterapt 

was made by Glick and Vines to relate the off-the-bench 

role perceptions to purposive or decision-making role per-
42 ceptions. 

The objective of Gene L. Mason's research on state 

supreme court judges was to determine if there was consensus 

among position incurabents (the Suprerae Court justices of 

Kansas) and counter-position incurabents (raembers of the 

Kansas Bar Association, senior law students from Kansas, 

"̂ l̂bid. , pp. 152-153. 

Glick and Vines, State Court Systems, pp. 52-69. 

^^lbid., pp. 65-68. 
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and a sample of the general public) on how a judge ought to 

43 
act. He conducted personal interviews with five of the 

eight justices on that state's supreme court. Questionnaire 

responses were obtained from fifty-three senior law students, 

235 lawyers, and 197 mem.bers of the general public. Mason 

found that there were seven judicial role attributes which 

were considered by counter-position incumbents to be 

extrem.ely iraportant: honesty, irapartiality, law degree, 

objectivity, co.llege degree, capacity for deliberation, 

law degree, objectivity, college degree, capacity for 
44 

deliberation, and corapetence in writing opinions. When 

comparing these expectations with those of the judges, he 

found that the general public's expectations were more con-

sistent with those of the judges than were the expectations 

45 of the law students or the bar association. In the case 

of non-decisional activities, the bar association was found 

to be in greater agreeraent with the judges than were either 

46 of the other two saraples. On questions of decisional 

role expectations, all three of the counter-position incura-

bent saraples differed frora the judges on basic considerations 

47 of the judge's view of iraportant factors for deciding cases. 

43^ Mason 

44 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 

"Judges and Their Publics," pp. 36-39 

p. 146 

p. 161. 

p. 251. 

p. 319. 
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Mason concluded that there was consensus on the iraportant 

role attributes of suprerae court judges, but there were 

conflicts among the judges and their publics on decisional 

and nondecisional roles. 

The indepth studies by Rich, Glick, Vines and Mason 

are indicative of the emphasis which political scientists 

have placed on the higher courts. This focus may be, in 

some instances, a function of what Jerorae Frank referred to 

as the "upper court rayth." The upper court rayth holds that 

"Upper courts on appeals can and will safeguard litigants 

48 against the trial judge's raistakes concerhing the facts." 

There are two obvious iraplications of this rayth. First, 

only the upper courts define legal policy which trial courts 

then apply in the fashion of a rational bureaucracy. 

Secondly, as these trial courts are no raore than the lower 

realras of the judicial bureaucracy, the judges at the trial 

court level do not need to be as well-qualified nor as 

meticulous, since the higher courts will always be able and 

willing to correct their errors. According to Herbert 

Jacob and Kenneth Vines, this bias toward studying only the 

higher federal courts and the state suprerae courts has 

resulted in the neglect of the entire judicial process in 

48 
Jerome Frank, Courts on Trial: Myth and Reality in 

American Jurisprudence (New York: Atheneum, 1970) , pp. 
'222-22Z. 
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49 
the states. The large number of trial judges and the 

varying institutional fraraeworks in which they function, 

coupled with the previously raentioned absence of written 

opinions in state trial decisions, have made studies of the 

role perceptions of state trial judges less frequent and 

more limited in scope than studies of higher courts. How-

ever, some research on various facets of the judicial role 

in trial courts has been conducted. 

Charles H. Sheldon surveyed the judges in Nevada, 

Utah, and Verraont, coraparing the perceived roles of trial 

judges as opposed to appellate judges. The raajor short-

coming of this research, as it relates to the present 

research, is his treatment of role as a concept synonymious 

52 with characteristics. In the study of Nevada judges, 

however, Sheldon did differentiate the major considerations 

in decision-making roles between the trial judges and the 

appellate judges. Specifically, the concept of justice 

was found to be more iraportant to the appellate judges than 

49 
Herbert Jacob and Kenneth Vmes, "The Role of the 

Judiciary in Araerican State Politics," in Glendon Schubert 
(ed.), Judicial Decision-Making (Glencoe: The Free Press, 
1963) , p. 246. 

Charles H. Sheldon, "Perceptions of the Judicial Role 
in Nevada," Utah Law Review (September, 1968), pp. 355-367. 

51 
Charles H. Sheldon, "The Uniqueness of State Legal 

Systems: Nevada, Utah, and Vermont," Judicature, LIII 
(1970) , pp. 333-337. 

52 
Sheldon, "Perceptions of the Judicia.l Role in Nevada," 

p. 355. 
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to the trial judges. Conversely, rules of precedent were 

found to be given greater consideration at the trial court 

level than at the appellate level. 

Sheldon later conducted similar surveys of the judges 

in Utah and Vermont for the purpose of comparison with his 

54 findings in Nevada. Again, both trial judges and appellate 

judges were included in the study. He found variations in 

the orientations of the judges in the three states. Sheldon 

suggested that the Nevada judges were philosophically oriented, 

the Utah judges were legalistically oriented, and the 

Vermont judges v̂ ere "comraon sense" oriented. Sheldon postu-

lated that these variations were the result of differences 

in the state judicial systems and the variety of socio-

economic backgrounds among the judges in each of the three 

states. For exaraple, he suggested that the advanced age, 

extensive judicial experience, and Morraon religious back-

ground might be responsible for the more restrained attitude 

55 of the Utah judges toward the law. 

Judicial scholars have tended to ignore the judicial 

role in the federal trial courts in rauch the same manner 

as the state trial courts. Robert Carp and Russell Wheeler 

investigated judicial socialization of federal district 

^^lbid., p. 358. 

Sheldon, "The Uniqueness of State Legal Systeras," 
p. 333. 

^^lbid., p. 337. 
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judges which is one coraponent of the judicial role. 

Judicial socialization was defined as the educational 

process by which a new judge learns the norras and attitudes 

57 accepted by the judicial systera. In this sense, the 

socialization process for judges raay be regarded as an agent 

in the formulation of the individual judge's role perceptions 

They attempted to outline the judicial socialization process 

and to delineate the agents which serve to socialize judges 

after appointme.nt. For this purpose, Carp and Wheeler inter-

58 viewed thirty-four federal district judges in five states. 

The primary means of socialization were found to be both 

formal and informal. The raost influential agents of 

socialization were found to be fellow trial judges and "self 

education" by judges. In addition, they found that inforraal 

agents of socialization included local lavryers and local 

59 business, civic, and political leaders. 

More frequently, however, studies of judicial role 

perceptions at the trial court level have been directed at 

state trial courts. In 1966 Dean Jaros and Robert I. 

Mendelsohn studied the sentences iraposed by three judges of 

Robert Carp and Russell Wheeler, "Sink or Swira: The 
Socialization of a Federal District Judge," Journal of 
Public Law, XXJ (1972), pp. 359-393. 

^^lbid., p. 363. 

^^lbid., p. 365. 

^^lbid., p. 390. 
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the Detroit Traffic Court to ascertain the effect of judicial 

role perceptions on sentencing behavior. The study was 

an attempt to test the hypothesis that sentences for a 

given offense will vary according to location, time, and 

judge. The assumption was that the variations are a result 

of the judge's interposing his personality into his decisions, 

for if legal criteria were strictly followed, variations 

would not occur. To test this proposition, Jaros and 

Mendelsohn sent observers to all coraplete cases tried by 

three judges during a two-week period. The observers 

recorded the sex, race, and other relevant characteristics 

of the defendants, the charge, and the sentence iraposed by 

61 
the judge. Based on these observations, Jaros and 

Mendelsohn found that the judges tended to sentence in 

accordance with legally relevant criteria, without the 

appearance of the influence of personal biases. However, 

they found that defendants who did not recognize the 

"rights" of the judicial role, such as respect and deference, 

6 2 
were sentenced raore harshly. 

Thomas D. Ungs and Larry R. Baas proposed a taxonomy 

of purposive judicial roles based on 120 articles by 

Dean Jaros and Robert I. Mendelsohn, "The Judicial 
Role and Sentencing Behavior," Midwest Journal of Political 
Science, XI (November, 1 9 6 7 ) , pp. 471-488. 

^•'-Ibid., p. 478. 

^^lbid., pp. 486-489. 
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incumbent or retired judges who expressed views on the 

63 
judicial role. The result of a factor analysis was a 

four-fold typology of role perceptions, quite similar to 

those used by Vines and Glick: law-interpreter, law-maker, 

adjudicator, and administrator. Based on the findings of 

other researchers, such as Sheldon, Ungs and Baas suggested 

that trial judges would perceive their roles as law-

interpreters and administrators, whereas appellate judges 

would tend to view theraselves as law-raakers and adjudicators. 

To test this hypothesis, raail questionnaires were sent to 

109 trial and appellate judges in Ohio, of which fifty 

responded, in v/hich the judges were asked to rank eleven 

personal perceptions of their judicial role. Through the 

use of the Q-technique, they found that the hypothesized 

relationship between the level of the court and the percep-

tions of the judicial role could not be verified. Rather, 

it appeared that age and length of service on the bench 

were more important factors in deterraining the judicial 

, 66 role. 

Beverly Blair Cook approached the question of judicial 

role araong the trial judges in Kansas frora the perspective 

Thoraas D. Ungs and Larry R. Baas, "Judicial Role 
Perceptions: A Q-Technique Study of Ohio Judges," Law and 
Society Review, VI (February, 1972), pp. 344-345. 

"̂̂ lbid. , p. 347. 

^^lbid., p. 362. 

Ibid., p. 363. 
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67 of role lag and role conflict. The two specific problems 

of role lag which she has considered were the creation of 

multi-judge courts and judicial redistricting. She defined 

the concept of role lag as "the resistance of a role actor 

to meeting new expectations stemraing from a structural 

68 adaptation affecting his position." In January, 1969, 

the state legislature drew new boundaries for the judicial 

districts of Kansas, basing the new districts on population. 

Cook found that the greatest opposition to the redistricting 

came from the rural judges who viewed the reform as a threat 

to their position, whereas the urban judges suppcrted the 

69 
measure as a raeans of updating the judicial systera. 

Another aspect of the judicial redistricting was the creation 

of raulti-judge courts in the urban areas of the state. Role 

lag occurred also in this instance as sorae judges were 

unwilling to alter their perceptions of the individual 

courtroora as a specific subsystera within certain boundaries. 

Cook found, as had Ungs and Baas, that age and length of 

service on the bench were the raost important factors in 

fi7 

Beverly Blair Cook, "Judicial Roles and Redistricting 
in Kansas," Kansas Law Review, XV I (1969), pp. 391-418. 

^^Beverly Blair Cook, "Role Lag in Urban Trial Courts," 
Western Political Quarterly, XXV (June, 1972), p. 234. 

Cook, "Judicial Roles and Redistricting in Kansas," 
p. 391. 
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determining the willingness of a judge to change his role 

70 perceptions and conform to the new multi-judge system. 

Perhaps the most innovative approach to determining 

how judges in state courts view their role has been developed 

by Theodore Becker. Becker's "A Survey Study of Hawaiian 

71 
Judges," is the result of mail questionnaire responses 

from twenty-six Hawaiian judges, whose positions within 

72 the judicial system of that state were not specified. 

Becker asked the judges to rate the influence that each of 

the following factors exerts in deciding a case: highly 

respected advocate, personal view of justice, public needs, 

precedent, comraon sense, public deraands, and highly respected 

73 member of the coramunity. This question provided a means 

of quantifying variations in the individual perceptions of 

the judicial role. Becker also asked the judges to decide 

a hypothetical case in which precedent was clear. Becker 

was then able to classify the judges as objective (precedent-

oriented) or subjective (non-precedent-oriented). Becker 

concluded that the judicial role does vary frora judge to 

"̂ Ĉook, "Role Lag in Urban Trial Courts," pp. 247-248. 

71 
Theodore L. Becker, "A Survey Study of Hawaiian Judges 

The Effect on Decisions of Judicial Role Variations," 
American Political Science Reviev;, LX (September, 1966) , 

pp. 677-680. 

"̂ l̂bid. , p. 677. 

•̂̂ lbid., p. 678. 
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judge and that the relation between the varying roles and 

decision-making should be tested. 

The most comprehensive effort at a description of the 

role perceptions of state trial judges was undertaken by 

Donald W. Jackson. Mail questionnaires were sent to 418 

major trial judges in seven states, representing various 

regions of the country and various methods of selection for 

judges. About 45 per cent, or 210 judges, responded to the 

thirteen-page questionnaire. Jackson noted the lim.itation 

of research for generalization due to respondent self-

selection inherent in such a procedure. The purpose of the 

research was two-fold. First, Jackson was attempting to 

determine how judges perceive the law-making process and 

particularly their role in this process. In other words, 

should judges be law-raakers or law-interpreters? Is law-

making a function solely for the legislature, for the 

appellate courts, or for the trial courts? The second object 

of Jackson's research was to deterraine the interactions 

between judges and various reference groups. The reason 

for this eraphasis was the expectation that reference group 

interaction raight aid in explaining the perceptions of 

judges. Jackson found that raost judges reject law-making 

as it relates to trial judges, believing that precedent 

^^lbid., p. 680. 
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should be followed where clear regardless of personal 

feelings and despite the fairness of the result. In 

addition, Jackson concluded that the trial judge is incap-

sulated by the legal profession to such an extent that only 

through research on the recruitraent and socialization of 

law students and lav̂ yers can judicial role perceptions be 

76 understood. 

Based on the preceding survey of the literature on 

the judicial role, two observations raay be raade. First, 

many students of judicial politics consider role analysis, 

at the very least, to be a valuable concept for explaining 

or describing certain aspects of judicial behavior. 

Secondly, there seems to be little consensus on the meaning 

and scope of the judicial role in previous research. 

A primary question to be considered at this point 

must be: what utility does role analysis offer for 

explaining judicial behavior? A leading assumption under-

lying role analysis is that one's perception of his specific 

political role is related to the decisions made in the 

performance of that role. This position was enunciated by 

Theodore Sarbin who stated that "Role expectations influence 

the behavior of the perforraer by inducing conforraity. . . . 

Donald W. Jackson, "The Incapsulation of the Trial 
Judge—Who Makes the Law?" (Idaho State University, 1972, 
unpublished raanuscript), p. 23. 

^^lbid., p. 35. 
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Behavior is interpreted and reacted to differently, according 

to whether or not it is perceived as conforming to the role 

77 expectations which have been assigned to the person." 

Although the relationship between role perceptions and role 

behavior has been presumed and discussed, it is a relation-

ship which has not been confirmed. That such a link exists, 

much less that it is a causal link, remains conjectural, 

particularly in the case of judicial behavior. Kenneth 

Vines recognized this limitation and suggested that role 

analysts should not expect role to be an independent vari-

78 able capable of absolute prediction of judicial behavior. 

If role cannot predict behavior, the ultiraate goal of 

social scientists in their quest to be scientific, then 

what is the validity of role analysis? It should not go 

unnoticed that no other raethod of analysis has successfully 

predicted judicial behavior or judicial decisions. Theodore 

Becker notes that both Stuart Nagel and Sidney Ulraer have 

been atterapting to develop a method for quantitatively 

predicting court decisions for a period of time. However, 

Becker warns that: 

Political science must be interested in better pre-
diction (than that proffered by traditional legal 
analysis) only as it is a raanifestation of greater 

77 
Theodore R. Sarbin, "Role Theory," in Gardner Lindzey (ed.), Handbook of Social Psychology (Reading, Mass.: 

\ddison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1954), p. 502. 

Vines, "The Judicial Role in the American States," 

Add 

78 

p. 462. 
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understanding (raore powerful theory). Perfect (or 
near perfect) prediction based solely on similar 
past performances is siraply equivalent to seeing 
certain patterns—not explaining them. It is like 
observing that it rains eight out of every ten 
Mondays in Tahiti, and thus accurately predicting 
rain, even though no one knows or cares why. 

Kenneth Vines added that role perceptions and behavior may 

be expected to be consistent within the sarae conceptual 

framework. Therefore, role perceptions in conjunction with 

behavior should be useful in understanding political insti-

80 
tutions. For this reason judicial behavioralists have 

emphasized the importance of the judicial role. Theodore 

Becker has contended that attention should be centered on 

the judicial role if political scientists are to move closer 

81 to a theory of judicial decision-raaking. Sirailarly, 

Kenneth Dolbeare has asserted that "the way in which the 

judge conceives of his judicial role is probably the most 

82 significant single factor in the whole decisional process." 

The second point raised in the survey of the literature 

is the scope and meaning of the role concept. This 

79 
Theodore L. Becker, Comparative Judicial Politics: 

The Political Functionings of Courts (Chicago: Rand McNally 
and Company, 1970), p. 33. 

80 
Vines, "The Judicial Role in the Araerican States," 

p . 462. 
81 

Becker, Coraparative J u d i c i a l P o l i t i c s , p . 96. 
82 
Kenneth M. Dolbeare, Trial Courts in Urban Politics: 

State Court Policy Irapact and Functions in a Local Politic'al 
Systera (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967), p. 69. 
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situation is not peculiar to studies of judicial role or 

even to political scientists. Biddle and Thoraas concede 

that there is no "role theory." The use of the terra "iraplies 

that there is actually more theory than in fact is the case. 

The role field exhibits much speculation, and there are 

certainly hypotheses and theories about particular aspects 

83 of the subject, but there is no grand 'theory'." The 

most common, although not universally accepted, meaning of 

the terra role in political science is that eraployed by 

Wahlke, Eulau, and their associates: "a coherent set of 

'norras' of behavior which are thought by those involved in 

the interactions being viewed, to apply to all persons who 

occupy the position." 

Students of the judicial role have generally accepted 

this basic definition, but have liraited and deliraited the 

precise "behavior" to be considered, the "interactions being 

viewed," and the "persons who occupy the position." For 

exaraple, Theodore Becker originally defined the judicial 

role as "the expected behavior of the judge characterized 

as being precedent-oriented, i.e., in an objective decision 

by referring to established legal precedent as the grounds 

85 for such a decision." Joel Grossraan argued that the 

p *3 

Biddle and Thoraas, Role Theory, p. 14. 

^'^Wahlke, et al. , The Legislative Systera, p. 8. 

Theodore L. Becker, Political Behavioralism and Modern 
Jurisprudence (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1965), 
p. 99. 
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Becker definition was too limited, recomraending that role 

should be treated as an open-ended concept having certain 

86 constant and raany variable factors. Becker later redefined 

the judicial role by substituting "law-oriented" for 

"precedent-oriented" in such a way that objective decisions 

would be understood to be those "referring to and abiding 

37 by existent, expressed, primary ncrmative principles." 

Apparently in response to criticisms of his limited defini-

tion of the judicial role, Becker tempered his use of the 

term by stating that he was referring only to the judicial 

factor which differentiates the judicial role from other 

governraental decision-raaking roles. The judicial factor, 

then, is one portion of the broader concept of the judicial 

T 88 role. 

How broad is the "broader concept" of the judicial 

role? If one follows the lead of Wahlke, Eulau, and 

associates, the judicial role encorapasses the entire "role 

set" of the individual. The rationale for considering the 

entire role set is the assumption that a change in one 

segraent of the role set will result in variations within 

^^Joel B. Grossman, "Further Thoughts on Consensus and 
Conversion: A Reply to Professor Goldraan," Journal of 
Politics, XXXI (February, 1969), p. 227. 

87 

'lbid. 

Becker, Coraparative Judicial Politics, p. 35. 

88 
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the remainder of the role set. For this reason, The 

Legislative System considers not only the role of the legis-

lator on the floor of a. legislative chamber or in committees, 

but also his activities as a member of a political party, 

of a kinship set, of fraternal and service organizations, 

8 9 

and as a participant in civic and other public affairs. 

Consideration of the entire role set of the judge seems even 

more important. As Glick and Vines pointed out, judges are 

expected to consciously attempt to be impartial in making 

decisions. "The value placed on impartiality is probably 

higher in judicial decision-making than in any other politi-

cal office, and the goal of insulation and independence is 

a particularly distinctive and significant feature of the 
90 judicial role." 

The proposition that judges display perceptions that 

are different frora those of other political elites in non-

judicial settings tends to be substantiated by Sprague, 

Goodraan, and Cornwell who conducted interviews with the 

delegates to the New York Constitutional Convention of 

1966-67, including judges, lavryers, and other political 

actors. Their findings indicate that judges are systeraati-

cally different from other political elites in that their 

89 
Wahlke, et al., The Legislative Systera, p. 13. 

90 
Glick and Vines, State Court Systems, p. 65. 
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perspective is less partisan and that they are more sensi-

91 tive to the interests and symbols of the system. 

Another evidence of the importance of off-the-bench 

activities is the rather specific Code of Judicial Conduct 

accepted by the American Bar Association. The Code is 

asserted to be based on the belief that "An independent 

and honorable judiciary is indispensable to justice in our 

92 society." The Code is generally considered to be raandatory 

and carries specific disciplinary procedures for its enforce-

93 ment. The pervasive tone of the Code can be suramarized 

briefly: "Public confidence in the judiciary is eroded by 

irresponsible or iraproper conduct by judges. A judge raust 

94 avoid all irapropriety and appearance of irapropriety." 

Apparently, an integrative and coraprehensive study of 

the judicial role should include the judicial factor, or 

the decisional role, and the off-the-bench role which 

relates to other political institutions and to civic, 

service, and business activities. 

Furtherraore, at this tirae, students of judicial role 

behavior should m.ove beyond a description of judicial role 

91 
John Sprague, Elraer E. Cornv/ell, Jr., and Jay S. 

Goodraan, "Judicial Role in a Nonjudicial Setting," Law and 
Society Review, IV (February, 1970), p. 383. 

^^Code of Judicial Conduct (Chicago: Araerican Bar 
Association, 1972), p. 7. 

•̂̂ lbid. , p. 3. 

"̂̂ lbid., p. 8. 
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and toward analysis. How do the various parts of the 

judicial role set affect one another? How do socio-economic 

background variables affect the role perceptions of judges? 

How do district types and judicial socialization affect 

perceptions of the judicial role? These relationships must 

be considered if the judicial role concept is to be a 

worthwhile and analytical method in explaining judicial 

decision-raaking. 



CHAPTER II 

PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHOD OF STUDY 

The present research is an atterapt to analyze the 

judicial role set at the state trial court level, including 

the decisional role, court-related off-the~bench role, and 

the non-court-related off-the-bench role. As noted in the 

discussion of the literature on judicial role theory, there 

has been a tendency to study isolated segraents of the 

judicial role, such as the sentencing role, role lag, or 

the decisional role. This pieceraeal approach to the judicial 

role has not perraitted an understanding of the coraplete 

judicial role set. Kenneth Vines and Henry Glick considered 

the entire judicial role, but did so in a purely descriptive 

manner. No attempt was made to analyze the factors 

affecting the judicial role nor to explain the inter-

relationships among the various sectors of the judicial role. 

In addition, Vines and Glick's study tocused on state 

supreme court judges as opposed to trial judges. Donald W. 

Jackson centered his research on the state trial judges, but 

Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. Vines, State 
Court Systeras (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1973), 
pp. 52-69. 

34 
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concentrated on the decisional role to the exclusion of the 

other aspects of the jud'icial role. 

The present study will rely heavily on techniques 

used in earlier research. More specifically, this research 

will be, in some respects, an extension of the work of 

Jackson and of Glick and Vines. These two earlier studies 

provide models which raay be effectively utilized and data 

for comparison. 

For the purposes of this study, the Wahlke, Eulau, and 

associates' broad definition of role will be followed: 

"Role, for any indivi.dual [in a given position] , refers to a 

coherent set of 'norms' of behavior which are thought by 

those involved in the interactions being viewed to apply to 
3 

all persons who occupy [that] position." Consequently, the 

emphasis will be upon the perceived normative aspects of 

the judicial role. 

The terra "role set" will be used in the same sense in 

which Biddle and Thoraas used "individual position set." 

Role set, therefore, raay be defined as the particular complex 

Donald W. Jackson, "The Incapsulation of the Trial 
Judge—Who Makes the Law?" (Idaho State University, 
unpublished raanuscript, 1972). 

•̂ John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, William Buchanan, and 
LeRoy C. Ferguson, The Legislative Systera (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 8. 
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of roles which an individual holds simultaneously. The 

judicial role set has been divided into three categories: 

the decisional judicial role, the court-related off-the-

bench role, and the non-court-related off-the-bench role. 

Determination of the judicial role set will be based on 

the personal level of analysis, or how the individual views 

his position in relation to others in society. 

The decisional judicial fole refers to the orientation 

of the individual judge toward his function in the govern-

mental process. In other words, this orientation refers 

to the appropriate decision-making norms which a judge 

perceives to be appropriate in the conversion of inputs 

through the judicial process into policy outputs. The 

orientation of the individual judge toward his judicial 

decisional role is conceived in terras of judicial activism 

as opposed to judicial restraint. 

The position of a judge on the continuum betv;een 

judicial activism and judicial restraint will be based on 

his perceptions relating to three components of the judicial 

decisional role. The first coraponent of the judicial deci-

sional role is the policy-making orientation of the judge, 

or how the judge perceives the appropriate functioning of 

the judiciary as a whole in the process of deterraining 

"̂ Bruce J. Biddle and Edwin J. Thoraas, Role Theory: 
Concepts and Research (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1966), 
p. 41. 

« ^ 
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public policy. Precedent orientation is a second component 

of the decisional role. Precedent orientation refers to 

the influence which a judge perceives that precedent should 

exert in the rendering of judicial decisions. Finally, the 

approach to judicial decision-making must be considered as 

a component of the judge's decisional role. A judge may 

perceive judicial decision-raaking as a routine of applying 

the applicable law to the facts in a case (a mechanical 

approach) or as a matter of justice and equity, or appli-

cation of intuitive reactions to the evidence presented. 

Based on perceptions of these three orientations, the 

judicial decisional role of a judge may be defined as that 

of a judicial activist, a pragmatist, or a judicial 

restraintist. A judicial activist is one who perceives a 

law-raaking orientation, who is not highly precedent oriented, 

and who does not subscribe to the raechanical approach to 

judicial decision-making. The judicial restraintist is one 

who perceives that the judiciary should be a law-interpretive 

body, who is highly precedent oriented, and who adheres to 

the mechanical approach to judicial decision-making. The 

pragmatist judge is soraewhere between these two extreraes. 

He would tend to approach each case individually, perceiving 

that for some cases interpretation is appropriate, for some 

cases precedent should be the guiding criterion, and for 

some cases the law should be applied to the facts of the 

case. However, there are other cases which would require 
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that a broad policy change be initiated which could be 

regarded as making law, that precedent should be ignored, 

and that other factors besides the applicable law should 

be considered. 

The court-related off-the-bench role is defined for 

the purpose of this study as the orientation of a judge 

toward official functions which are separate from the dis-

position of legal disputes. The court-related off-the-bench 

role may be defined as the perceived restriction (or absence 

of restrictions) on judges in attempting to influence other 

branches of government to affect a policy outcorae, in raain-

taining his relationship with his political party, or his 

local bar association, and in raeeting public obligations 

connected with his judicial office. 

The non-court-related off-the-bench role raay be 

defined as the orientation of a judge toward activities 

which are politically relevant, but which raight be under-

taken by any political actor. The non-court-related off-

the-bench judicial role may be defined in terms of the 

perceived restriction, or absence thereof, incumbent upon 

a judge in participation in political activities, in busi-

ness affairs, in civic and service organizations, and in 

public affairs. 

The following assuraption, adapted frora the work of 

Wahlke, Eulau, and associates, is fundaraental to this 
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research: A significant portion of a political decision-

maker's behavior is role behavior that is substantially 

congruent with the individual's role perceptions.^ This 

study is intended not only as a description of judicial 

role perceptions, but also as an analysis of the key vari-

ables which might influence judicial role concepts. 

. As was noted previously, there has been little attempt 

in prior studies of the judicial role to approach the sub-

ject analytically. As a result, there are fev/ hypotheses 

which may be dravm from the literature. However, other 

judicial studies, particularly those studies of judicial 

decision-raaking propensities, have provided a basis for 

postulating relationships between judicial role conceptions 

and deraographic characteristics, socialization, education, 

and prior judicial experience. 

The following hypotheses have been forraulated to test 

the relationships in the judicial role set: 

1. Prior judicial experience will be related to a 

pragraatist orientation toward the judicial decisional role. 

The iraportance of prior judicial experience in determining 

the policy predilections of judges has been suggested by 

Kenneth Dolbeare. In his study of federal district judges 

and their political policy irapact and role in the urban 

areas, Dolbeare found that the greatest differences in 

5 
Wahlke, et al., The Legislative Systera, p. 29. 
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judgments requiring policy changes in these areas was 

between judges who had prior judicial experience and those 

who did not. Those with prior judicial experience tended 

to support the present policies of the cities to a greater 

degree than did their colleagues lacking such experience. 

However, the differences were not sufficiently great to 

indicate that judges with prior judicial experience are tied 

to the status quo. Therefore, one could expect that because 

of his prior judicial experience, a judge would tend to be 

less disposed toward law-making, which is consistent with 

the findings of Dolbeare. However, John R. Scliraidhauser 

found that on the United States Suprerae Court frora 1790 to 

1957, during which tirae eighty-one precedents were over-

ruled, justices who had held other judicial offices were 

more inclined to overrule precedent than were their colleagues 
7 

without prior judicial experience. Schraidhauser's findings 

would tend to indicate a definite law-raaking orientation in 

judges with prior judicial experience. However, because 

trial judges cannot be equated with Suprerae Court justices, 

we would not expect that trial judges would be as likely 

to overturn existing legal precedent. However, based on 

r 

Kenneth M. Dolbeare, "The Federal District Courts and 
Urban Public Policy: An Exploratory Study (1960-1967)," in 
Joel B. Grossraan and Joseph Tanenhaus (eds.), Frontiers of 
Judicial Research (New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1969),' 
p. 388. 

John Schraidhauser, "Stare Decisis," Toronto Law Review 
(1962), p. 211. 
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these findings, it would appear logical to expect that a 

trial judge who had prior judicial experience would perceive 

a pragmatic orientation toward judicial decision-making. 

2. A judge with prior judicial experience will per-

ceive an unrestricted non-court-related off-the-bench role. 

This perception on the part of a judge with prior judicial 

experience might be expected because of his realization 

that as an official elected on a partisan ticket, there are 

certain political and civic duties which are expected of 

him. Further, there is a possible realization that the 

public no longer expects judges to lead a secluded existence. 

Instead, it has been suggested that raany judges perceive 

that the public expects a judge to act as a comraunity 
p 

leader. At the sarae tirae, it must be recognized that the 

length of time which a judge has served on the district 

court bench may have a mediating influence on this role 

perception. 

3, A judge with longer service on the bench will 

perceive the non-court-related off-the-bench judicial role 

as raore restricted than will a judge v/ith fewer years of 

service on the same bench. The rationale for such an 

expectation raay be found in the time-consum.ing nature of a 

district judgeship, which in conjunction with various civic, 

service, and political activities raay have precluded a faraily 

^Glick and Vines, State Court Systeras., p. 65. 
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life and/or adequate attention to the work of a judge. 

Consequently, many judges who have served a long tenure on 

the bench may feel it inappropriate for a judge to neglect 

his position. A second consideration that might suggest a 

restrained non-court-related off-the-bench role perception 

by judges with many years of service on the bench is that 

the judge might have encountered specific cases in which he 

felt a conflict between his judicial decisional role and 

his non-court-related off-the-bench role. Such ccnflicts 

could result in disqualification for trying certain cases, 

in personal conflicts, or in political conflicts. There-

fore, these judges might be expected to perceive that the 

proper role for a district judge entails a restriction of 

non-court-related off-the-bench activities. 

4. A judge with longer service on the district court 

bench will have a pragraatist or activist judicial decisional 

role. This expectation was suggested by the findings of 

Beverly Blair Cook and by Thoraas Ungs and Larry Baas. In 

her study of role lag in the Kansas courts, Cook found that 

judges with a longer tenure on the bench tended to view 

their court as a subsystera within the larger judicial systera 

and, as such, were inclined to be raore hesitant to accept 

changes which would lirait the individual judge's authority 
q 

over that subsystera. The Ungs and Baas study of Ohio 

q 

Beverly Blair Cook, "Role Lag m Urban Trial Courts," 
Western Political Quarterly, XXV (June, 1972), p. 247. 
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judges reported that length of service on the bench was an 

important deterrainant of judicial role perceptions. Ungs 

and Eaas did not postulate the direction in which the 

length of service on the sarae bench would predispose a 

judge. However, one would expect that increased service 

on the sarae bench would have effects sirailar to those which 

might be expected as a result of prior judicial experience. 

However, it might also be anticipated that a judge with 

long experience on the bench would perceive that he is 

sufficiently secure in his tenure so that venturing into 

the area of law-raaking would not jeopardize his re-election 

possibilities. This would be true particularly if a judge 

had served on the district court for a sufficient period 

that concerns such as his appellate record were of no 

iraraediate interest to hira. 

4a. A judge with longer service on the district court 

bench, but who aspires to a higher judicial office, will 

have a restraintist judicial decision-raaking role. Aspira-

tions for a higher court position would obviously off-set 

that security of tenure resulting frora many years of service 

on the bench. More iraportantly, a judge with aspirations 

for a civil appeals, crirainal appeals, or suprerae court 

position, or even a federal district court bench, would 

Thomas D. Ungs and Larry R. Baas, "Judicial Role 
Perceptions: A Q-Technique Study of Ohio Judges," Law and 
Society Review, VI (February, 1972), p. 365. 
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remain cognizant of his appellate record as a matter of 

political expediency. 

5. A judge who is a meraber of the Araerican Bar 

Association will perceive a restricted orientation toward 

the non-court-related off-the-bench role. A more restricted 

view of the non-court-related off-the-bench role would be 

in keeping with the Code of Judicial Conduct adopted by 

the American Bar Association in August, 1972. The Code 

provides that a judge should restrict his participation in 

fund-raising activities, certain financial activities, and 

all partisan political activities. Therefore, an expec-

tation of the non-court-related off-the-bench role percep-

tions of meraber judges would be that those judges would 

verbalize compliance with the ethics of the association 

insofar as possible considering the judicial system in 

which they are serving, i.e., a system of partisan election 

of judges. 

6. A judge with a pre-judicial career as a prosecuting 

attorney will have a judicial decisional role of a pragmatist 

or of a restraintist. Stuart Nagel has deraonstrated that a 

pre-judicial career as a prosecutor does have a relevant 

association to the decisions of judges, at least in crirainal 

proceedings.'''̂  The hypothesis that the general orientation 

•̂'•Code of Judicial Ethics (Chicago: Araerican Bar 
Association, 1972), pp. 8-10, 28-29. 

^^Stuart S. Nagel, The Legal Process from a Behavioral 
Perspective (Horaewood, Illinois: Dorsey Press, 1969), p. 229 
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of a judge with prior prosecuting experience would tend 

toward perceptions of the decisional judicial role as a 

pragmatist or as a law-interpreter is suggested for two 

reasons. One who has served as a prosecutor would expect 

that the law, when dealing with life or liberty, should be 

certain or, in other words, be an adherent of the doctrine 

of stare decisis. This would suggest the decisional judi-

cial role of a law-interpreter. However, a judge with 

experience as a prosecuting attorney would also recognize 

the importance that a particular set of circurastances should 

have in mitigating a legal decision, which would suggest an 

orientation toward the judicial decisional role of a 

pragmatist. 

7. A judge who has had prosecuting experience will 

tend to have an unrestricted court-related off-the-bench 

role. Again, accepting the Nagel findings that judges who 

have been prosecuting attorneys tend to differ from judges 

without sirailar pre-judicial careers, there is a rationale 

for the proposition that a judge who has been a prosecuting 

attorney will perceive an unrestricted court-related off-

the-bench role. A judge with such experience has served 

as an elected official of the judiciary before ascending 

the bench. Therefore, he would be expected to recognize 

the importance of a close association with the local bar 

association and with a political party. Further, he would 
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be cognizant of the political expediency of participation 

in community affairs. 

8. A judge serving in rural areas will have a 

decisional judicial role of a pragraatist or an activist. 

Carp and Wheeler, in their study of the socialization of 

federal district judges, found that the comraunity is an 

13 important agent of judicial socialization. Furthermore, 

Richardson and Vines in their study of federal district 

judges contended that the constituency of a judge is a 

variable in decision-making, "not siraply a passive container 

of judicial activity." However, it was Stuart Nagel who 

deraonstrated that there are differences, at least in sen-

tencing those convicted of criminal offenses, between rural 

15 judges and urban judges. The proposition that a judge in 

a rural district will tend toward the pragmatist or the law-

maker orientation toward the judicial decisional role is 

suggested by the isolation of the judge frora interactions 

with his colleagues and frora the sanctions of other judges. 

His contact with other officers of the court is liraited to 

those lawyers and prosecutors who practice before hira. 

13 
Robert Carp and Russell Wheeler, "Sink or Swira: The 

Socialization of a Federal District Judge," Journal of Public 
Law, XXI (1972), p. 385. 

Richard J. Richardson and Kenneth N. Vines, The Politics 
of Federal Courts: Lower Courts in the United States 
(Bostonl Little, Brown, and Company, 1970), p. 93. 

Nagel, The Legal Process frora a Behavioral Perspective, 
pp. 81-112. 
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usually a much smaller number than would be encountered in 

an urban area. In short, the rural judge will be influ-

enced to a greater degree by his iraraediate constituency 

than by other judges or a diverse group of lawyers and 

prosecutors. 

8a. A judge serving in an urban area will perceive 

a judicial decisional role of a restraintist. This expec-

tation follows for the reasons enuraerated above. 

9. A judge serving in a rural district will tend to 

perceive the court-related off-the-bench role as less 

restricted than will a judge in an urban district. In an 

urban area, judges are but one part of a rauch larger politi-

cal elite which is charged with providing political leader-

ship for the coraraunity. However, in rural areas, the judges 

may be a part of a much sraaller elite, and, therefore, have 

expectations of active participation in influencing state 

politics and policies, have active participation in the 

political party, and have active leadership in the bar 

association. Insulation frora the coraraunity is raore diffi-

cult in a rural area and less expected by the judge than in 

an urban area. 

10. A judge having served in other elective non-judicial 

offices will have a less restricted orientation toward the 

court-related off-the-bench role than will a judge without 

such experience. A judge who has served in elective 
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political office, excluding the position of prosecuting 

attorney, will have undergone a particular political 

socialization process which raight incline the judge to 

expect a more active role in political party affairs. In 

addition, a judge may perceive that by virtue of his pre-

vious experience, in conjunction with his judicial office, 

he has attained a degree of expertise that compels hira to 

attempt to influence state politics and to lead his bar 

association. A judge without prior experience in a non-

judicial elective office might be more inclined to perceive 

that a judge should concentrate on the activities of the 

judiciary. 

11. An older judge will tend to perceive the judicial 

decisional role as that of a pragraatist. Kenneth Dolbeare 

and Beverly Blair Cook found that the age of the judge was 

important in determining his decisional responses and his 

role perceptions. That an older judge would be inclined 

to perceive that each case requires a different type of 

decision, sorae very specific and sorae very broad, is sug-

gested by the realization through age that there are pit-

falls in pursuing consistently either a law-interpretive or 

a law-maker role. There is an assumption here that a judge, 

by virtue of his years, will concentrate more on "justice" 

than on stare decisis or activisra. 

^^Dolbeare, "The Federal District Courts and Urban 
Public Policy," p. 387; and Cook, "Role Lag in Urban Trial 
Courts," pp. 247-248. 
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12. A judge presiding over a specialized court, pár-

ticularly a crim.inal court, will have an unrestricted 

orientation toward the non-court-related off-the-bench role. 

The rationale for this expectation lies in the restricted 

nature of the clientele which comes before his court. For 

example, a judge serving on a criminal court would rarely 

encounter a case in which a business or civic interest in 

which he is involved would disqualify hira from trying the 

case non-prejudicially. Furthermore, the merabership of the 

bar association who would practice in the crirainal courts 

would be liraited. Consequently, these liraitations in 

clientele would serve to delirait the instances of conflicting 

interest in the courtroora resulting from his non-court-

related off-the-bench role. 

13. The decisional judicial role, the court-related 

off-the-bench role, and the non-court-related off-the-bench 

role will be interrelated forraing a consistent judicial 

role set. This proposition is based on the findings of 

Wahlke, Eulau, and associates that behavior is not the 

function of a discrete role, but rather that the individual's 

17 role will be interpenetrated. A reasonable expectation, 

therefore, is that the various judicial role sectors will 

affect one another to a degree, resulting in a judicial 

role set. 

•̂  Wahlke, et al. , The Legislative Systera, p. 410. 
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For the purpose of testing these hypotheses, the focal 

position will be the state district judgeship in Texas in 

1972. The position of state district judge was chosen as 

it is the major trial judgeship in the State of Texas. The 

trial judge is responsible for the findings of fact which 

will be binding upon appellate courts reviewing the.case. 

In 1971, the district courts disposed of 272,916 cases, 

whereas, combined, the Courts of Civil Appeals, Court of 

Criminal Appeals, and Texas Supreme Court decided only 

18 3,017 cases in the sarae period. This is not to imply 

that the appellate courts in the state are not functioning 

properly, but rather to indicate that in the overwhelming 

majority of the cases decided in the state, it is the trial 

judge who deterraines ths final disposition of the case. 

In 1972, there were 210 district judgeships in the 

19 State of Texas. Each judge presides over a geographically 

and statutorially defined district. In sorae areas, pri-

marily raetropolitan, the geographical jurisdiction of two 

or more of the district courts are coterrainous or over-

lapping. In these instances, the several courts raay func-

tion to a degree as though they are a single raulti-judge 

20 
court, with each judge sitting separately. Generally 

1 p 

Forty-third Annual Report (Austin: Texas Civil 

Judicial Council, li^'}2) , p. Í88. 

•̂ l̂bid. , pp. 247-251. 

^°Ibid., p. 204. 
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speaking, the district courts exercise both civil and crimi-

nal jurisdiction. However, recently the state legislature 

has created courts which are granted criminal jurisdiction 

exclusively. In some raetropolitan areas, such as Harris 

County, Bexar County, Dallas County, Tarrant County, and 

El Paso County, the judges have by "gentléraen's agreement" 

determined that certain courts will be primarily responsible 

for criminal raatters. This permits a degree of specializa-

tion among the judges in the metropolitan areas. The 

geographic jurisdiction of the district judges ranges from 

one to six counties. 

The Texas Constitution requires that district judges 

be citizens of the United States, licensed lawyers in the 

state, a practicing lavTyer and/or judge with a ra.inimura of 

four years experience, a resident of his district for two 

years, and a resident of.his district during his terra of 

21 office. The district judges are popularly elected on a 

partisan ballot for a terra of four years with the provision 

* that the governor may appoint judges to fill vacancies which 

occur in the middle of a judicial term. The state pays a 

basic annual salary of $22,000 to the judges. However, 

statutes provide that the counties in which the judges pre-

side raay suppleraent this salary in amounts ranging from 

22 
$600 to $12,000 annually. 

21 

Texas Constit-ution, Art. V, sec. 7. . 

^^Art. 6819, V.A.T.C.S. 
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The data for the study were obtained through personal 

interviews with a random sampling of eighty of the 210 

judges in the State of Texas. Sixty-two judges consented 

23 

to be interviewed. The judges to be interviewed were 

selected through the use of a table of random numbers. The 

judges were numbered for selection according to the number 

of the judicial district for which the judge presided. Each 
24 judge was contacted by mail to request an interview. Once 

a judge consented to be interviewed, a mutually convenient 

time for the interview was arranged either by mail or by 

25 telephone. All interviews were conducted in the office of 

the individual judge or in his courtroom between the dates 

December 1, 1972, and April 15, 1973. The interview 

schedule was designed to require approxiraately forty-five 

minutes. However, the length of the interviews varied, with 

23 
Only forty-five judges actually responded to letters 

requesting interviews. However, when contacted by telephone 
or when approached by the interviewer in his office, the 
other judges in the sample consented to the interviews. In 
fact, raost judges approached in this manner apologized for 
not having ansv/ered the letter. The judges complained that 
they had received nuraerous raail questionnaires and were unable 
to answer all such raail inquiries. Only one judge refused 
to be intervievjed and offered no reason for his refusal. 

A copy of the letter is included in Appendix A. 

2 R 
Interviews were conducted personally by this researcher 

with all but seven judges. Three interviews were conducted 
by Philip Nathans, a doctoral candidate at the University of 
Houston, and four interviews were conducted by Elizabeth V. 
Perkins, a doctoral candidate at Texas Tech University. 
Both interviewers were trained by this researcher. 
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the longest interview extending for almost five hours over 

a two-day period. 

The 1972 Judicial Yearbook^^ provides data on all 

judges in the state. Whereas certain important socio-

economic information is not included in the yearbook, other 

relevant data is available. From the Judicial Yearbook the 

following information was obtained on 202 of the district 

judges: district type (urban or rural), mode of initial 

recruitment, level of education, prior judicial experience, 

experience as a prosecuting attorney, other governmental 

positions held, and length of service on the bench. Based 

on this information, it is readily apparent that there are 

differences among the judges serving on the district courts 

Therefore, it is necessary to deterraine how representative 

the saraple obtained is of all judges in the sarae position. 

For this purpose the sixty-two judges interviewed were cora-

pared to the total population of 202 judges on whora informa-

tion was available to determine how representative the 

sample was in these respects. For comparison, the chi-
2 

square test (X ) was used to deterraine confidence intervals 

around the saraple as it relates to the population as a 

27 whole. 

2 fi 

1972 Judicial Yearbook (Austin: Judicial Section of 
the State Bar of Texas, 1972). 

27 
The chi-square distribution should be eriployed when 

variables raeasured on a nominal scale are used to deternine 
if the proportions observed in tbe saraple would hold for the 
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The greatest discrepancies between the sample and the 

population were found on the factors of previous govern-

mental positions held and initial recruitment to the dis-

trict court bench. Other governmental positions include 

elective local government positions such as mayor, city 

council, or school board., elective state governraent posi-

tions such as state senator or state representative or an 

elective position in the executive branch of the state 

government, and elective national governraent positions such 

as serving in Congress. As m.ay be seen in Table II-l, 

there is only an 80 per cent probability that the saraple 

is representative of the population as a whole regarding 

other governraental positions held. 

On the factor of initial recruitraent to the district 

court bench, there is an additional discrepancy. Although 

Texas law provides that district judges are to be elected 

on a partisan ballot every four years, traditionally judges 

retire or resign in the middle of a four-year term in order 

that the governor may appoint the individual who will com-

plete that terra of office. This practice is not peculiar 

to Texas, being coraraon in raost states with an elective 

population. This is an inferential raethod of testing the 
null hypothesis. The null hypothesis in this instance is 
that there are significant differences between the saraple 
and the population of district judges in the State of Texas. 
For a coraplete discussion of the uses of chi-square, see 
Appendix C. 
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PREVIOUS GOVERNMENTAL POSITIONS HELD 
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No Other Governraent 
Positions Held 

Sorae Other Governraent 
Positions Held 

Total 

Sample 

49 (79.0%) 

13 (21.0%) 

62 (100.0%) 

Population 

162 (80.2%) 

40 (19.8%) 

202 (100.0%) 

X = 0.0457, with one-degree of freedora, P-<.0.80 

28 systera of judicial selection. In addition, in recent 

years, the ].egislature has created new courts to alleviate 

overcrowded dockets, with the govc rnor appointing the indi-

vidual to the nev; court for the first terni, As a result 

of these practices, alraost two-thirds of the district 

judges in Texas were appointed to their first terras as difj-

trict judge. The sample reflects this division between 

appointed and elected judges, as raay be seen in Table II-2 

Kov/ever, the probability that the sample is repreccntative 

is only 00 per cent. 

^^Herbert Jacob ana Kenncth r., Vines, Politics in the 
Araerican States (Boston: Little, Brov/n, and Conrpany, 19/1), 
p. 282. 
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TABLE II-2 

INITIAL RECRUITMENT 

Appointed 

Elected 

Total 

Sample 

40 (64.5%) 

22 (35.5%) 

62 (100.0%) 

Population 

132 (65.3%) 

70 (34.7%) 

202 (100.0%) 

X = 0.0282, with one degree of freedom, P'CO.^O 

Prosecuting experience is an iraportant variable since 

the experience which a judge may have had in another judi-

cial capacity is a potential factor affecting his perceptions 

as a judge. The offices of county attorney, city attorney, 

district attorney, and assistant attorney general are con-

sidered to be prosecuting positions. Slightly over half 

of the district judges in the state have had a pre-judicial 

career as a prosecuting attorney. As is illustrated in 

Table II-3, there is a 90 per cent probability that the 

sample is representative of the population of judges in 

the state. 

The level of prior judicial experience is relatively 

low among Texas district judges. Only slightly more than 

one-third of the district judges have served in another 

judicial capacity before ascending the district court 
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TABLE II-3 

PROSECUTING EXPERIENCE 

No Experience 

Some Experience 

Total 

Sample 

27 (43.5%) 

35 (56.4%) 

62 (99.9%)^ 

Population 

87 (43.1%) 

115 (57.0%) 

202 (100.1%)^ 

X = 0.0100, with two degrees of freedom, P<.0.90 

Some percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

bench. As raay be seen in Table II-4, there is a 90 per cent 

probability that the saraple is representative of the total 

population of judges, in this respect. 

TAELE II-4 

PRIOR JUDICIAL EXPERIENCE 

No Experience 

Sorae Experience 

Total 

Saraple 

38 (61.3%) 

24 (38.7%) 

62 (100.0%) 

Population 

125 (61.9%) 

77 (38.1%) 

202 (100.0%) 

0.0150, with one degree of freedora, P-^O.^O 
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The education level of judges varies within the state. 

Because of the five-year program in which one was permitted 

to enter law school without completion of an undergraduate 

degree, many judges do not hold a bachelor's degree. In 

addition, one may be admitted to the State Bar of Texas by 

studying under a lawyer for a specified period of tirae and 

passing the bar exara without undergoing forraal legal educa-

tion. Four district judges in the state hold either advanced 

law degrees or advanced non-law degrees. Thirteen judges 

serving on the district court bench have no forraal legal 

training. The distribution of education levels attained by 

judges is presented in Table II-5. As raay be seen in the 

table, there is a 95 per cent probability that the education 

levels of the judges in the sample are representative of 

the distribution of judges in the population. 

The number of years the judge has served as a district 

judge is another indicator of how representative the saraple 

is. As noted earlier, the findings of Ungs and Baas and of 

Cook suggest the importance of this variable for analysis 

of the judicial role. Table II-6 presents the breakdown 

between those judges having served for only one terra (four 

years) or less and those judges having served for more than 

one full four-year term. Slightly under half of the district 

judges in the sample and in the population have served only 

four years or less on that bench. The variations between 

the sample and the population are such that there is a 
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90 per cent probability that the sample is representative 

of the population in this respect. 

TABLE II-5 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION 

LL.B Only 

B.A. or B.S. 
and LL.B 

Other Non-law 
School Training 

Total 

Saraple 

22 (35.5%) 

36 (58.1%) 

4 (6.5%) 

62 (100.1%)^ 

Population 

74 (36.6%) 

115 (56.9%) 

13 (6.4%) 

202 (99.9%)^ 

X = 0.0598, with two degrees of freedora, P-CO.95 

'Sorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

TABLE II-6 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH 

One Term or Less 

More Than One Term 

Total 

Sample 

28 (45.1%) 

34 (54.8%) 

62 (99.9%)^ 

Population 

92 (45.5%) 

110 (54.5%) 

202 (100.0%) 

X = 0.0051, with one degree of freedora, P CO.90 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 
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A last indicator of the validity of the saraple as 

representative of the population is the distribution of 

judges between urban and rural districts. Classification 

of districts in this manner becomes most difficult as many 

districts cover diverse geographic areas. For example, 

the Thirty-fourth Judicial District encorapasses El Paso 

County with a population of 359,000 and Hudspeth and 

Culberson counties, the corabined population of which is 

6,564. This situation is repeated over the state. Several 

alternatives were considered to solve the urban-rural 

classification dilerama. First, it was thought that one 

should ask the judge how he would classify his district. 

This approach might have some validity for analyzing the 

judge's role perceptions, but it is not a meaningful method 

for coraparing the distribution of the saraple judges and the 

total population of judges in the state. Secondly, the 

Nagel classification was considered. Stuart Nagel classi-

fied all counties as urban if the population was 100,000 or 

29 more and as rural if the population was under 100,000. 

This classification scheme was not applicable per se because 

many districts include counties of both types, such as the 

Thirty-fourth Judicial District. As a result of the prob-

lems or inapplicability of these raethods, the following 

classification scherae was adopted: Each judge was classified 

Nagel, The Legal Process frora. a Behavioral Perspoctive, 
p. 98. 
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as urban or rural based on the population of the county of 

his residence. The Nagel classification was then used for 

distinguishing urban and rural. The rationale for this 

method is that the place of the judge's residence will be 

more likely to affect the perceptions of the judge than 

would the various county seats in which he holds court. 

Information on the residence of the judges was obtained 

30 from the Texas Civil Judicial Council Reoort for 1972. 

Using this method for classification, it becarae 

obvious that the majority of the judges in the state are 

urban. Only 40 per cent of the judges in the state reside 

in counties under 100,000 population. The sample of judges 

reflects this distribution such that we can be 95 per cent 

confident that the saraple is representative of the popula-

tion with regard to district type (see Table II-7). 

The interview schedule was basically that used by 

Kenneth N. Vines and Henry Robert Glick in their study of 

31 state suprerae court judges. The Vines and Glick question-

naire was composed priraarily of open-ended questions. Thus 

great flexibility was perraitted. Becker stated that the 

Inforraation on the place of residence of each judge 
was available for 210 district judges whereas other infor-
raation included here has been available only on 202 of the 
district judges. 

•̂•̂I wish to thank Professor Kenneth N. Vines for 
kindly perraitting me to use the interview schedule and for 
other helpful information he provided. 
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TABLE II-7 

DISTRICT TYPE 

Urban 

Rural 

Total 

„2 . .... 

Sample 

37 (59.7%) 

25 (40.3%) 

62 (100.0%) 

Population 

125 

85 

202 

(59.5%) 

(40.4%) 

(99.9%)^ 

X = 0.0028, with one degree of freedora, P<0.95 

Sorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

flexibility of the Vines' questionnaire had raany desirable 

features, particularly at this stage of inquiry. There is 

a need for sorae hard data frora which to construct categories 

32 for forced-choice questions. Modification of the question-

naire was necessary, priraarily in the deletion of the 

questions used by Vines and Glick which were applicable 

only to collegial or appellate courts. In addition, one 

question used by Theodore Becker in his "Survey Study of the 

Hawaiian Judges" which afforded a forced-choice of factors 

33 influencing decisions was included. 

32 
Theodore L 

The Political Func 

. Becker, Coraparative Judicial Politics: 
::tionings of Courts (Chicago: Rand McNal ly 

and Corapany, 1970) , p . 49. 

•^•^Theodore L. Becker , "A Survey Study of Hawaiian Judges 
The E f f e c t on Dec i s ions of J u d i c i a l Role V a r i a t i o n s , " 
Araerican P o l i t i c a l Sc ience Review, LX (Septeraber, 1966) , 
p . 6"7 8. A copy o í t he complete m t e r v i e w schedule used in 
the p r e s e n t r e s e a r c h i s i nc luded in Appendix B. 
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The interviews were recorded by taking notes on the 

responses of the judges. The use of a tape recorder was 

rejected as this technique might inhibit the judges and 

might be considered a violation of the guarantee of anonym-

ity. The taking of notes proved to be a valuable method 

as this provided time for the judge to expand or elaborate 

his response. Immediately following each interviev:, the 

notes were expanded to better reflect the complete responses 

of the judge. As this was done soon after the interview, 

it is felt that little accuracy was lost. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DECISIONAL JUDICIAL ROLE 

The decisional judicial role has been defined as the 

orientation of the individual judge toward his function in 

the governmental process. In other words, the decisional 

role is the means through which a judge perceives his 

appropriate role for deciding cases in the conversion of 

inputs through the judicial process into policy outputs. 

The decisional judicial role may be defined in terras of 

three factors: the policy-making orientation of the judge, 

the precedent orientation cf the judge, and the mode of 

judicial decision-making to which the judge subscribes. 

There is an underlying assumption that these three factors 

are related. The relationship between the policy-raaking 

orientation of the judge and his perception of the irapor-

tance of precedent in reaching a decision has been deraon-

strated by Glick and Vines. Specifically, they found that 

judges who indicated a law-interpreter or pragmatist orien-

tation toward judicial policy-making were highly precedent 

oriented. Conversely, those judges who were law-makers 

Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. Vines, "Law-making 
in the State Judiciary: A Comparative Study of the Judicial 
Role in Four States," Polity, II (Winter, 1969), p. 151. 

64 
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accorded precedent only a moderate or slight importance in 

the judicial decisional process. One might also expect that 

those judges who indicate a law-maker orientation would not 

feel bound to the mechanical approach to decision-making 

(i.e., they would view their role as other than mechanically 

applying the law to the facts in deciding a case). 'However, 

a law-interpreter would advocate such a mechanistic approach 

to deciding a judicial case. 

The policy-making and decisional role of the judiciary 

has been a focal point of controversy in recent years. 

Central to this discussion has been the "political" or law-

making function of the courts. Politics has been defined 

in the discipline as the "authoritative allocation of values." 

Donald W. Jackson has equated the authoritative allocations 

in that definition with the concept of law. Thus, he has 

defined law as "whatever rule or rules (allocations) that 
2 

officials actually enforce." This position has been 
3 

reiterated in the writings of various judicial scholars. 

Accepting this equation, it is proper to deterraine what 

role the judges perceive as appropriate for the judiciary in 

the process of allocating values through judicial decisions. 

^Donald W. Jackson, "The Incapsulation of the Trial 
Judge—Who Makes the Law?" (Idaho State University, unpub-
lished raanuscript, 1972), p. 1. 

•̂ John C. Gray, The Nature and Sources of the Law (Boston 
Beacon Press, 1963); Karl Llewellyn, The Bran̂ ble Bush: On 
Our Law and Its Study (New York: Oceans Publications, 1951). 
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Therefore, the three factors coraposing the judicial 

decisional role should be analyzed such that a possible 

profile of judges at various positions on the decisional 

role may be defined. 

Policy-raaking Orientations 

Central to a discussion of the policy-making orienta-

tions of judges is the question of whether or not judges 

at the trial court level perceive that a portion of their 

role is to make law. This question has served as the focal 

point of previous research projects on the judicial role. 

For the purpose of determining the judicial policy-

making role, the judges were asked the following question: 

Sometiraes a distinction is raade between judges 
acting as law-raakers and judges acting as inter-
preters of the law. What do you think of this 
distinction? How should a judge act? 

This question was conceived as measuring the basic orienta-

tion of the judge toward the role of the judiciary as a 

whole in policy-making. The responses were easily classi-

fied in the three categories which had been found by Vines 

in his study of state suprerae court judges: law-interpreter, 
5 

law-maker, and pragra.atist. 

Kenneth N. Vines, "The Judicial Role in the Araerican 
States: An Exploration," in Joel B. Grossman and Joseph 
Tanenhaus (eds.), Frontiers of Judicial Research (New York: 
John VJiley and Sons, Inc. , 1969), pp. 461-487; and Glick 
and Vines, "Law-raaking in the State Judiciary." 

Vines, "The Judicial Role in the Araerican States," 
pp. 474-476. 
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The judges indicating a law-interpreter orientation 

seemed to follow one of three separate justifications. 

First, some judges invoked the constitutional separation of 

powers to justify a law-interpreting role. One judge 

enunciated his position this way: 

We are enjoined by the Constitution to follow the 
law and not to change the laws. If the law has 

. never been decided, then it is our duty to deter-
mine what the law is. It would be a chaotic situa-
tion if each judge decided cases as he thought it 
should be. This is a system of law, not of men.6 

Another judge suggested that it is the prerogative of the 

legislature alone to raake the law: 

A judge should be a law-interpreter. Law-raaking 
is a legislative task. I ara a classic believer 
in the systera of checks and balances. 

A second basis for the law-interpreter position sug-

gested by judges was the problera of absence of consistency 

enderaic in law-making at the trial court level. As one 

judge stated: 

Our function as a trial judge is to interpret the 
law. To raake law, one is saying that I know what is 
right and equitabie. There are too raany of us to 
each have his own opinion. There are certain areas 
in which a judge raust exercise discretion. For 
exaraple, a judge has no discretion in determining 
guilt or innocence. Hov/ever, in assessing a penalty, 
wlio knows what is a just penalty? 

c 
This and all succeeding quotations of this type are 

direct quotations from judges interviewed in this research. 
Individual judges will not be identified because of the 
guarantee of anonyraity made as a condition at the tirae of 
the interviews. 
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Another judge stated rather succinctly that for trial judges 

to make law "is unfair to the lawyers and to the litigants." 

A third justification used by judges to validate the 

law-interpreter position was simply a pragmatic considera-

tion of the appellate record. One rural judge in the Texas 

Panhandle enunciated this position simply: "If a judge 

ignores precedent, he'll be reversed 99 per cent of the 

time." 

Those judges vrho expressed a law-raaker orientation 

either specifically stated that law-making was a legitimate 

function of the judiciary or that there v;as no distinction 

between law-making and interpreting the law. The best 

statement of this position was raade by an urban judge in 

central Texas: 

We are law-raakers in the sense that we raake policy. 
We are also soraetiraes law-interpreters. We are not 
tied to any set of laws. One's personal philosophy 
frequently enters into his decisions. 

Another judge eraphasized the absence of a distinction 

between law-raaking and law-interpreting by saying that "In 

interpreting the law, you raake law in fact. You have to 

keep up with the tiraes." 

As stated earlier, the pragraatist orientation contains 

eleraents of both positions. The pragraatist is the judge 

who approaches each decision individually, suggesting that 

each case requires a different type of ruling. Some cases 

should be decided on the narrow specifics of that particular 
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case whereas others require a broad policy decision. This 

orientation was expressed as follows: 

The distinction between law-m.aking and law-interpreting 
depends on the viewpoint of the individual. If the 
decision is to his liking, then the court was obvi-
ously interpreting; if the decision is contrary to 
his personal desires, then the judge was overstepping 
his bounds and raaking law. A judge, in raaking 
decisions should not seek to be grafting social 
changes through his decisions, but one cannot fault 
a judge when he does. 

As would be expected at the trial court level, more 

judges claimed that the appropriate role for judges was to 

interpret the law. However, the majority of the judges 

interviewed indicated either a pragmatic or a law-maker 

orientation, indicating that a majority see their role as 

district judges as extending beyond siraply interpreting the 

law in the case before thera (see Table III-l). 

TABLE III-l 

DISTRIBUTION OF JUDGES ON POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 

Law-Maker 

14 (22.6?>) 

P r a g r a a t i s t 

21 (33.9%) 

L a w - I n t e r p r e t e r 

27 (43.5%) 

T o t a l 62 (100.0%) 

The next step should be the deterraination of which 

factors relate to the various orientations. In Chapter II, 

we postulated that the decision-raaking role of judges would 
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be affected by the prior judicial experience of the judge, 

prior prosecuting experience, the district in which the 

judge served, the age of the judge, the length of service 

on the bench, and the aspirations of the judge for higher 

judicial office. Therefore, each of these relationships 

should now be exara.ined. 

Hypothesis 1 suggested that judges with prior judi-

cial experience would tend toward the pragraatist orientation 

on the decisional role. However, as this relates to the 

policy-making orientation, the data were not supportive of 

this expectation. As is indicated in Table III-2, the 

presence or absence of judicial experience makes no appre-

ciable difference in the policy-making orientation of the 

judges interviewed. The proportional differences ciraong the 

three policy-raaking orientations are raeager. The only 

implication which raight be dravm is that those judges with 

no prior judicial experience are slightly raore prone toward 

a law-raaker orientation. 

Even this slight variation between those judges having 

had previous judicial experience and their colleagues with-

out such experience could be a function of another factor. 

The most logical factor which raight be intervening in this 

relationship is length of service on the bench. The 

rationale for this expectation is that the experience of 

the judge on the district court bench would off-set any 
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TABLE III-2 

PRIOR JUDICIAL EXPERIENCE AND POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Making 
Orientation 

Law-maker 

Pragmatist 

Law-interpreter 

Total 

11 

13 

16 

40 

Prior Judicia 

None 

(27.5%) 

(32.5%) 

(40.0%) 

(100.0%) 

1 Experience 

Some 

3 (13.6%) 

8 (36.4%) 

11 (50.0%) 

22 (100.0%) 

X = 5.7117, with two degrees of freedom, P<.0.10 

differences attributable to prior judicial experience. 

However, as can be seen in Table III-3, the mean length of 

service on the bench is higher for judges with a law-

interpreter orientation than for judges with a pragraatist 

or law-raaker orientation. The raeasure of statistical sig-

nificance indicates that the relationship is significant. 

Therefore, we raay conclude that the longer a judge has 

served on the bench, the raore inclined he will be to per-

ceive his policy-raaking orientation as that of a law-

interpreter. This finding is contrary to the expectation 

suggested in Hypothesis 4. 
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TABLE III-3 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH AND 
POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Making 
Orientation 

Law-Maker/Pragraati st 

Law-Interpreter 

Mean Length 
of Service 

6.115 

7.963 

Standard 
Deviation 

4.924 

5.741 

No. of 
Cases 

35 

27 

t = 2.4818, with 60 degrees of freedora, P<0.01* 

The t-test is a pararaetric statistic used to deter-
mine the level of significance in a relationship. For a 
complete discussion of the use of the t-test, see Appendix 
C. 

Hypothesis 4a of Chapter II stated that a judge who 

aspires to higher judicial office will have a restraintist 

judicial role. As may be seen in Table III-4, there is no 

appreciable difference proportionally araong those judges 

who aspire to higher judicial office and their colleagues 

who expressed no aspirations. Even when considering the 

length of service on the bench in conjunction with aspira-

tions and policy-raaking orientations, no apparent relation-

ship eraerges. 

Further, Hypothesis 11 stated that the age of the 

judge would be a determinant of his decisional role. The 
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TABLE II1-4 

ASPIRATIONS FÔR HIGHER JUDICIAL OFFICE AND 
POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Making 
Orientations 

Law-Maker 

Pragmatist 

Law-Interpreter 

Total 

Aspire for Higher 

No 

11 (25.0%) 

15 (34.1%) 

18 (40.9%) 

44 (100.0%) 

Judicial Office 

3 

6 

8 

17 

Yes 

» 

(17.6%) 

(35.3%) 

(47.1%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 0.4004, with two degrees of freedom, P<.0.80 

expectation was that the older the judge, the more he would 

tend toward the pragmatist orientation. This expectation 

was based on the assuraption that with age, the judge would 

be more cognizant of the pitfalls of following a single 

line of reasoning consistently, whether it be the law-raaker 

orientation or the law-interpreter orientation. The raean 

age of the judges who are pragraatists as corapared with the 

mean age of the judges who are law-raakers and law-interpreters 

are not significantly different enough to support this 

expectation. In fact, the raean age of those judges indi-

cating a pragmatist policy-making orientation is lower than 
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the raean age of judges embracing the other two policy-making 

orientations. As can be seen in Table III-5, the relation-

ship is not statistically significant. Therefore, we should 

consider the possibility that there exists another variable 

which is intervening to obscure the relationship between 

age and policy-making orientations. Possible intervening 

variables are judicial experience, district type, aspira-

tions for higher judicial office, and prosecuting experience 

TABLE III-5 

AGE AND POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Making 
Orientation 

Law-Maker/Interpreter 

Pragmatist 

Mean 
Age 

53.317 

52.619 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.818 

7.060 

No. of 
Cases 

41 

21 

t = 0.7109 

When controlling for district type, the relationship 

between age and policy-raaking orientations was clarified. 

As is illustrated in Table III-6, the raean age of judges in 

urban districts is higher for judges indicating a law-

interpreter policy-raaking orientation than for judges with 

law-raaker or pragraatist orientations. However, araong judges 
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in rural districts, the relationship is reversed. As indi-

cated in Table III-7, the raean age of judges indicating a 

law-maker orientation is higher than for those judges with 

a pragmatist or law-interpreter orientation when considering 

only those judges residing in rural districts. The rela-

tionships found between age and policy-making orientations 

are statistically significant for both district types. 

TABLE III-6 

AGE AND POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 
AMONG JUDGES IN URBAN DISTRICTS 

Policy-Making 
Orientation 

Law-Maker/Pragmatist 

Law-Interpreter 

Mean 
Age 

51.637 

53.600 

Standard 
Deviation 

5.490 

5.950 

No. of 
Cases 

22 

15 

t = 1.7951, with 35 degrees of freedom, P<0.05 

These findings do not confirm our expectation that 

older judges would tend toward the pragmatist orientation. 

However, we are able to conclude that age is a determinant 

of the judicial decisional role, despite the indications 

that the district type of the judge is also a deterraining 

factor. 
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TABLE III-7 

AGE AND POLICY-MAKING ORIENTATIONS 
AMONG JUDGES IN RURAL DISTRICTS 

Policy-Making 
Orientation 

Law-Maker 

Pragraatist/ 
Interpreter 

Mean 
Age 

59.200 

52.750 

Standard 
Deviation 

8.643 

8.406 

No. of 
Cases 

5 

20 

t = 1.910, with 23 degrees of freedora, P<0.05 

Hypothesis 6 stated that a judge with a pre-judicial 

career as a prosecuting attorney will have a judicial 

decisional role of a pragraatist or of a restraintist. This 

would suggest that judges with prosecuting experience would 

perceive a policy-making orientation of a pragraatist or a 

law-interpreter. However, the findings of this study 

indicate that there are no appreciable differences in terras 

of policy-raaking orientations between those judges with 

prosecuting experience and those judges without such experi-

ence. Even when instituting controls to ascertain if there 

exists an intervening variable, no significant relationships 

were found. Therefore, we raust reject the hypothesis that 

prosecuting experience is a deterrainant of the policy-raaking 

orientations of judges. 
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Hypotheses 8 and 8a proposed that the type of dis-

trict in which a judge resides would be a determinant of 

his decisional role. Specifically, the hypotheses stated 

that a judge in a rural district would tend toward either 

a pragmatic or an activist decisional role, whereas their 

colleagues in urban districts would perceive a restraintist 

decisional role. Contrary to our expectations, no appre-

ciable variations were found among the judges in the two 

district types. The proportional differences of the judges 

serving in both types of districts araong the three policy-

making orientations were quite similar. The only important 

relationship, therefore, which has been indicated relating 

to district type is the association of a law-interpreter 

orientation among older judges in urban districts and of a 

law-maker orientation araong older judges in rural districts. 

In this instance, district type raust be regarded as an 

intervening variable rather than as a deterrainant of the 

policy-raaking orientations of judges. 

Before proceeding to consideration of other coraponents 

of the judicial decisional role, a brief suraraary of findings 

is necessary. Certain trends in the developraent of the 

policy-making orientation of district judges in Texas have 

been demonstrated. First, age and policy-raaking orientations 

are related under certain conditions. Specifically, araong 

judges residing in rural districts, there is a definite 
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correlation between the age of the judge and his policy-

making orientation. Similarly, when considering only urban 

judges, age was found to be a determining factor in the 

policy-making predilections of judges. Further, the length 

of service on the bench is a crucial factor in the deter-

mination of the policy-making orientation of a judge. The 

longer the judge has served on the bench, the more likely 

he is to perceive a policy-making orientation of a law-

interpreter. Finally, there is evidence that judges with 

prior judiciál experience are more inclined toward a law-

interpreter orientation. However, this relationship was 

not confirmed at a statistically significant level. 

Precedent Orientation 

Precedent orientation is a second important component 

of the judicial decisional role. The precedent orientation 

of a judge has been eraphasized as an iraportant factor in 

deterraining the judicial role in previous research. At one 

point, Theodore Becker defined the judicial role strictly 

in terms of the propensity of a judge to adhere to existing 

legal precedent. Although Becker modified his position 

substantially to mean that the judicial role raay be defined 

as the propensity of the judge to be law-oriented or to 

Theodore L. Becker, Political Behavioralisra and 
Modern Jurisprudence (Chicago: Rand McNally and Corapany, 
1965), p. 99. 
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abide by existing normative principles,^ there is an indi-

cation that precedent has been revered as an important 

aspect of judicial deci.sion-making. Therefore, any discus-

sion of the judicial decisional role should include a deter-

mination of the importance of precedent as perceived by 

the judge in reaching a decision. 

. To measure the importance of precedent in relation 

to other factors, the judges were asked to respond to the 

following: 

How influential do you believe the following factors 
to be m deciding a case? (Please rank the factors 
on a scale from 4 to 0. The nurabers stand for the 
following: 

4 Extreraely Influential 
3 Very Influential 
2 Influential 
1 Not too Influential at all 
0 Uninfluential) 

a. Highly respected advocate (as a lawyer) 
b. My view of justice in the case 
c. What the public needs, as the tiraes raay deraand 
d. Precedent, when clear and directly relevant 
e. Coraraon sense 
f. Highly respected advocate (as a meraber of the 

comraunity) 

g. What the public deraands 

There was an assuraption at the outset of this research 

that at the trial court level consensus would occur araong 

the judges that precedent should be ranked as "Extreraely 

Influential" by all but the raost "renegade" judge. This 
p 
Theodore L. Becker, Coraparative Judicial Politics: 

The Political Functionings of Courts (Chicago: Rand McNally 
and Corapany, 1970), p. 87. 
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assumption was confirmed. Almost 90 per cent of the judges 

interviewed ranked precedent as "Extremely Influential." 

Table III-8 illustrates the ranking and cumulative scores 

accorded to the seven factors that the judges were asked 

to rank. 

TABLE II1-8 

CUMULATIVE SCORES FOR FACTORS INFLUENCING 
JUDICIAL DECISIONS 

Factor 

Precedent 

Comraon Sense 

Justice 

Public Needs 

Advocate 

Public Demands 

Coraraunity Leader 

Cumulative 
Score 

239 

230 

214 

74 

69 

32 

27 

Ranking 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

To determine a curaulative score for each factor, the 
absolute frequency of each category was multiplied by the 
nuraerical ranking of that category. For exaraple, for the 
factor of highly respected advocate (as a lawyer), 24 judges 
rated its influence as "uninfluential" (a score of 0); 13 
rated it as "Not too Influential at all" (a score of 1); 
19 rated it as "Influential" (a score of 2); and none rated 
it as "Extreraely Influential." Therefore, to ascertain the 
cumulative score, 24 was multiplied by 0, 13 by one, 19 by 
two, and six by three, and the products sumraed. The 
resulting curaulative score on this factor was 69. 
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From this table, one can readily discern that the 

three most important fáctors in rendering a decision are 

precedent, common sense, and the individual judge's view of 

justice in that case. The remaining four factors are con-

siderably lower in the estiraation of the judges interviewed. 

These findings indicate that preoccupation with the irapor-

tance of precedent is not simply a legal scholar's fetish, 

but also a highly important consideration in the rainds of 

judges. The extrerae importance of comraon sense should also 

be noted. 

Therefore, let us analyze the relationships which ra.ay 

exist between the precedent orientation of a judge and 

demographic variables. Following the findings of Beverly 

Blair Cook and those of Thomas Ungs and Larry Baas, one 

would expect that age and years of service on the bench 

would be important deterrainants of the judge's perceptions 

of the iraportance of precedent. Ungs and Baas found that 

among the judges in Ohio, precedent was more strongly 

related to age and length of service on the bench than to 

the level of the court on which the judge was serving. 

•^^Although the factor of "Coraraon Sense" was ranked very 
close to Precedent, analysis of the factor of coraraon sense 
was not related at a significant level to any of the factors 
tested. 

•'••̂Thoraias D. Ungs and Larry R. Baas, "Judicial Role 
Perceptions: A Q-Technique Study of Ohio Judges," Law and 
Society Review, VI (February, 1972), p. 365. 
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Cook's findings that the age and length of service on the 

bench were iraportant variables in the determination of the 

judicial role were applicable to the judicial role in gen-

eral rather than to precedent orientation alone."̂ ^ Conse-

quently, these two factors and their relationship to the 

precedent orientation of the judge will be considered first. 

The findings of this research tend to support the 

findings of Cook and of Ungs and Baas. Both age and length 

of service on the bench proved to be influential determin-

ants of the precedent orientation of judges. As raay be 

seen in Table III-9, the raean age of judges who rated prece-

dent as less than extreraely influential is higher than the 

mean age of judges ranking precedent as extreraely influen-

tial in the decision of a case. The relationship indicated 

here is statistically significant at a level which assures 

us of a high degree of confidence that the two variables 

are not functioning independently. This finding. is sorae-

what consistent with Hypothesis 11 that an older judge will 

tend to perceive the judicial decisional role as that of a 

pragraatist. By definition, the pragraatist is a judge who 

is not tied to any specific set of rules, but reaches each 

decision on a basis attuned to the probleras of that deci-

sion. Consequently, we would not expect the judge who is 

•̂ B̂everly Blair Cook, "Role Lag in Urban Trial Courts," 
Western Political Quarterly, XXV (June, 1972), p. 247. 
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a pragmatist to rate precedent as the most important factor 

in deciding a case. 

TABLE III-9 

AGE AND PRECEDENT ORIENTATIONS 

Precedent Orientation 

Less than Éxtremely 
Influential 

Extremely Influential 

Mean 
Age 

57.750 

52.151 

Standard 
Deviation 

5.798 

7.202 

No. of 
Cases 

8 

54 

t = 2.32488, with 60 degrees of freedom, P<.0.025 

The length of service of a judge on the bench was also 

significantly related to the precedent orientation of the 

judge. As is indicated in Table III-IO, the mean length of 

service on the bench is higher for those judges who indi-

cated that precedent was less than extreraely influential 

than it is for those judges who ranked precedent as the 

most important consideration in the decision of a case. 

This finding is also supportive of our earlier hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 4 suggested that a judge with longer service on 

the district court bench would be a pragraatist or an acti-

vist in his decisional role. Again, we would expect that 

a judge who is either a pragraatist or an activist to rank 
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precedent as less than extreraely influential in the decision 

of a case. 

TABLE III-IO 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH AND 
PRECEDENT ORIENTATIONS 

Precedent Orientation 

Less thaii Extremely 
Influential 

Extremely 
Influential 

Mean Length 
of Service 

8.375 

6.704 

Standard 
Deviation 

3.288 

5.517 

No. of 
Cases 

8 

54 

t = 1.6966, with 60 degrees of freedom, P<,0.05 

We suggested in Chapter II that prosecuting experience, 

prior judicial experience, district type, and aspirations 

for higher judicial office would also be deterrainants of 

the judicial decisional role. However, no significant 

relationships were found between these factors and the 

precedent orientation of judges. Therefore, the obvious 

conclusion is that age and length of service on the bench 

are the priraary factors affecting the precedent orientation 

of a judge. Specifically, we found that the older the 

judge and the longer his service on the bench, the less 

influential precedent will be in deciding a case. This 
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conclusion supports the earlier speculations of Ungs and 

Baas that length of service on the bench is the most impor-

tant variable in the precedent orientation of a judge. 

Further, this would support the contention of Beverly Blair 

Cook that age and length of service on the bench determine 

much of the judicial role of a judge. Also, note should be 

made of the fact that age and length of service on the bench 

13 are also related. Therefore, these two factors are 

probably measuring, in some ways, the same phenomenon. 

Method of Decision-Making 

A third coraponent of the judicial decisional role is 

the method of decision-making. To deterraine the raode of 

decision-making to which each judge adhered, the following 

question was asked: 

How would you describe the way a judge should go 
about reaching a decision in a non-jury case? 

Based on the responses to this question, the judges could 

be classified as following the mechanical approach, the 

equity approach, or the realist approach to decision-making. 

A mechanical approach to judicial decision-making 

implies that the judge envisions the process of reaching a 

decision as a routine procedure. The mechanical approach 

to judicial decision-making was defined by Jerome Frank as 

The relationship between age and length of service 
on the bench is significant at the 0.01 level. 
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R X F = D, or the rule of law by the facts of the case equals 

14 
the decision. In short, the judge perceives that he 

reaches a decision by applying the rule of law to the facts 

of the case. Some judges were more elaborate in their 

explanation of the procedure. One judge enumerated the 

following mechanical steps to be followed in reaching a 

decision: 

The district judge is the trier of facts as well as 
law. The burden of proof is always on the party 
which seeks recovery. One must deterraine the proof 
presented by the plaintiff and weigh the credibility 
of the witnesses for the plaintiff. Then I raust 
deterraine if the defendant has refuted the arguraents 
of the plaintiff and assess the credibility of the 
witnesses for the defense. Finally, I raust deter-
mine the law which is applicable and apply it to the 
facts as presented. 

The equity approach to judicial decision-making is 

characterized by an atterapt on the part of the judge to 

"do what is right," or "try to find justice." One of the 

most enlightening statements of the equity approach was 

offered by a veteran judge of fifteen years: 

I try to decide in the best interest of the parties 
and of the coraraunity. I try to raake an objective 
ruling as to what is equitable. I try to do what 
is right. 

The realist approach raay be defined as deciding a 

case on intuition or on a feeling. The iraplication is that 

a judge at sorae tirae during the trial of a case finds sorae 

•̂ "̂ Jerorae Frank, Courts on Trial: Myth and Reality in 
Araerican Jurisprudence (New York: Atheneura, 1970), p. 41. 
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fact or sorae evidence which will cause him to make up his 

mind at that point. One judge described the realist approach 

as follows: 

I try a case by osraosis. I try to take in all of 
the facts and then decide. I guess I really decide 
on a feeling, a hunch, as to which party is right. 
If I am wrong, I will be reversed. 

There was an assumption at the outset of this research 

that raost judges at the trial level would state that they 

followed the raechanical approach to decision-raaking. This 

expectation was confirraed in that almost four-fifths of the 

judges indicated that the mechanical approach should be 

followed in reaching a decision. Therefore, for purposes 

of analysis, the responses of the judges will be considered 

as "raechanical" and "other." 

Age and length of service on the bench were found to 

be related at a statistically significant level to the mode 

of decision-making to which a judge subscribes. As is 

illustrated in Table III-ll, the mean age for judges sub-

scribing to the mechanical approach to decision-raaking is 

higher than it is for their colleagues indicating another 

approach. This finding is contrary to our original expec-

tation (Hypothesis 11) that a judge who is older will tend 

to be a pragraatist in his decisional role perceptions. One 

would expect that one who is a pragraatist would indicate 

that eitlier the equity or the realist approach to judicial 

decisions is appropriate. 
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TABLE III-11 

AGE AND THE METHOD OF DECISION-MAKING 

Method of Decision-
Making 

Mechanical 

Other 

Mean 
Age 

54.719 

51.333 

Standard 
Deviation 

6.259 

8.417 

No. of 
Cases 

32 

30 

t = 3.1181, with 60 degrees of freedora, P<.0.005 

The relationship between length of service on the 

bench and the raethod decision-making is even raore pronounced. 

As can be seen in Table III-12, those judges with longer 

service on the bench are raore prone toward the raechanical 

approach to judicial decision-raaking. This trend is not in 

keeping with the proposition offered in Chapter 11 (Hypoth-

esis 4) that judges with longer service on the bench will 

be pragraatists or activist. Indeed, the relationships of 

age and length of service on the bench with the raethod of 

decision-raaking are the reverse of the relationships which 

these two factors had with the policy-raaking orientations 

and the precedent orientations of judges. 

To ascertain the reason for the discrepancy between 

the relationships of age and length of service on the bench 
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TABLE III-12 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH AND 
METHOD OF DECISION-MAKING 

Method of Decision-
Making 

Mechanical 

Other 

Mean Length 
of Service 

7.969 

5.800 

Standard 
Deviation 

5.602 

4.859 

No. of 
Cases 

32 

30 

t = 4.8730, with 60 degrees of freedora, P<0.0005 

to the raethod of decision-raaking, other possible intervening 

variables should be explored. Araong the variables which 

might be intervening in these relationships are district 

type, aspirations for higher judicial office, and prior 

judicial experience. When considering length of service 

on the bench and the raethod of decision-raaking and control-

ling for district type, one possible explanation was found. 

Araong urban judges, the mean length of service on the bench 

was higher for those judges subscribing to the mechanical 

approach to judicial decision-making than the raean for 

judges adhering to another raethod of decision-raaking. The 

difference in the raeans was sufficient to be regarded as 

statistically significant (see Table III-13). 
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TABLE III-13 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH AND METHOD OF 
DECISION-MAKING AMONG URBAN JUDGES 

Method of Decision-
Making 

Mechanical 

Other 

Mean Length 
of Service 

8.000 

3.867 

Standard 
Deviation 

5.425 

2.264 

No. of 
Cases 

• 

22 

15 

t = 4.0623, with 35 degrees of freedora, P<0.0005 

However, among rural judges there were no major dif-

ferences between the mean length of service of the judges 

ascribing to the mechanical approach as opposed to another 

approach to judicial decision-making. 

Another possible intervening variable was the aspira-

tion of the judge for a higher judicial office. However, 

when coraparing the length of service on the bench with the 

raethod of decision-making and controlling for aspirations, 

the relationship remained the sarae. Those judges with 

longer experience on the bench, whether aspiring for higher 

judicial office or not, indicated a preference for the 

mechanical approach to judicial decision-making. However, 

the aspirations of the judge for higher judicial office 

did eraerge as an iraportant variable in the deterraination of 
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the method of decision-making when considered in conjunction 

with age. Specifically, the mean age of judges subscribing 

to the mechanical approach who also aspired to higher judi-

cial offices was considerably higher than the raean age of 

those judges who aspired to a higher office, but used 

another method of decision-making. The variation in the 

means is presented in Table III-14. A sirailar difference 

in the mean ages of judges subscribing to either method of 

decision-making ŵ as not observed when considering only those 

judges who expressed no aspirations for a higher judicial 

post. 

TABLE III-14 

AGE AND METHOD OF DECISION-MAKING 
AÍ-IONG JUDGES WITH ASPIRATIONS 

Method of Decision-
Making 

Mechanical 

Other 

Mean 
Age 

56.444 

47.000 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.161 

7.928 

No. of 
Cases 

9 

8 

t = 5.8921, with 15 degrees of freedora, P<0.0005 
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Whereas we may conclude that the method of decision-

making to which a judgé will ascribe is primarily a function 

of his age and of his length of service on the bench, the 

type of district in which the judge presides and the aspira-

tions of the judge for higher judicial office must be 

acknowledged as compounding factors. In our analysis of 

the method of decision-making of a judge, we have found 

that the older the judge, the more inclined he will be to 

view decision-making as a raechanical process. This trend 

is even raore pronoimced when considering only those judges 

who expressed a desire for a higher judicial position. 

Further, judges with longer service on the bench tend to 

view the judicial decisional process as a raechanical pro-

cedure. In the urban districts, this trend is quite pro-

nounced. However, length of service on the bench is 

apparently not of raajor iraportance in the deterraination of 

the method of decision-making to which a rural judge will 

subscribe. 

Suramary of the Judicial Decisional Role 

Thus far only the individual components of the judi-

cial decisional role have been considered. As was stated 

at the first of this chapter, there is an assumption that 

these components are interrelated. However, specific 

significant relationships araong the three coraponents cannot 
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be demonstrated statistically. This phenomenon is the 

result of individual variations among the sample of judges. 

To demonstrate this variation, each judge was given a 

cumulative score on the judicial role based on his inter-

view responses to questions relating to each of the com-

ponents of the decisional role. The scale varies from 

15 four to nine. A judge with a score of four or five will 

be referred to as a judicial activist. The judicial acti-

vist is one who has indicated a preference for the law-

making position in the policy-making orientation, who is 

not highly precedent oriented, and who does not adhere to 

the mechanical approach to judicial decision-making. Those 

judges with scores of eight or nine are the judicial 

restraintists, indicating a law-interpreter policy-raaking 

orientation, being highly precedent oriented, and adhering 

to the mechanical approach to judicial decision-making. 

1 5 
To determine each judge's position on the scale, the 

following procedure v/as used. On the question of policy-
making orientation, a judge was given a score of one for 
being a law-ra.aker, two for being a pragmatist, and three 
for being an interpreter. For deterraination of the score 
for precedent orientation, each judge was given a score 
equivalent to the rank which he assesses precedent (4— 
"Extreraely Influential," 3—"Very Influential," etc). 
Finally, each judge was given a score of one if he indicated 
the use of an approach to decision-raaking other than the 
mechanical approach. The scale provided that the judges 
with the highest scores were law-interpreters, highly prece-
dent oriented, and subscribed to the mechanical approach to 
decision-raaking. Those judges with the lowest scores would 
represent law-raakers, less precedent orientation, and 
adherence to an approach other than the raechanical process 
of decision-raaking. 
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Their colleagues with scores of six or seven are the prag-

matists, those judges who are a combination of the activists 

and the restraintists, but fall into neither carap. 

Table III-15 illustrates the distribution of judges 

among these three categories. Notably, only one judge may 

be classified a judicial activist. The reraainder of the 

judges are either pragraatists or restraintists. 

TABLE III-15 

piSTRIBUTION OF JUDGES ON THE JUDICIAL 
DECISIONAL ROLE 

Activists 

1 (1.6%) 

Pragraatists 

30 (48.3%) 

Restraintists 

31 (50.0%) 

Total 62 (99.9%)^ 

Sorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

When atterapting to analyze the judicial decisional 

role in terras of the hypothesized factors relating to the 

various positions on the decisional role, no significant 

relationships are apparent. Although the length of service 

on the bench and the age of the judge have been related to 

each of the coraponents of the decisional role, no relation-

ship can be demonstrated when coraparing either of these 

factors to the decisional role as a whole. As is illus-

trated in Table III-16, there is no appreciable difference 
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in the mean age of judges who are restraintists and those 

who are pragmatists. Although the single judge who meets 

the criteria of an activist is considerably younger than the 

judges in the other two categories, we cannot draw any 

conclusion about the nature of the activist judge based on 

one individual. 

TABLE III-16 

AGE AND THE JUDICIAL DECISIONAL ROLE 

Decisional Role 

Restraintist 

Pragmatist 

Activist 

Mean 
Age 

53.194 

53.233 

45.000 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.363 

7.886 

Similarly, there are no significant differences in 

the length of service on the bench between restraintists 

and pragraatists. As raay be seen in Table III-17, there is 

only a slight tendency for those judges with longer tenure 

on the bench to favor the restraintist role. 

No conclusions could be drawn frora the coraparison of 

aspirations for higher judicial office, prior judicial 

experience, prior prosecuting experience, or district type 

with the judicial decisional role. Even when considering 
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TABLE III-17 

LENGTH OF SERVICE ON THE BENCH AND THE 
JUDICIAL DECISIONAL ROLE 

Decisional Role 

Restraintist 

Pragmatist 

Activist 

Mean Length 
of Service 

7.064 

6.900 

3.000 

Standard 
Deviation 

5.580 

5.235 

these factors as intervening variables between age or length 

of service on the bench and the decisional role, no signifi-

cant relationships were evident. 

Despite the absence of significant relationships 

between the judicial decisional role perceived by a judge 

and the various factors which were expected to be influ-

ential in the determination of the decisional role, certain 

findings are worth noting. Analysis of the various compo-

nents of the decisional role has suggested that a judge's 

role is influenced by certain background and deraographic 

variables. The age of a judge and the length of service 

on the bench were found to be related to each of the three 

components of the decisional role. Specifically, older 

judges were found to be inclined toward the law-interpreter 

orientation in urban districts and toward the law-maker 
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orientation in rural districts. Older judges were also 

found to adhere to the mechanical approach to decision-

making. This relationship was even more pronounced when 

considering only those judges with aspirations for higher 

judicial offices. However, older judges tended to regard 

precedent as less than extreraely influential in the deci-

sion of cases. Similarly, those judges with longer service 

on the bench were found to indicate a preference for a law-

interpreter orientation and for the mechanical approach to 

decision-making. However, those judges with longer tenure 

on the bench, as with older judges, tended to regard prece-

dent as less than extreraely influential. 

Despite the absence of significance in the relation-

ship of age or length of service on the bench to the 

decisional role as a whole, there is evidence that these 

two factors are the priraary deterrainants of the coraponents 

of the decisional role. The precedent orientation of older 

judges and of judges with longer tenure on the bench is 

reversed frora the expected relationship to the other corapo-

nents of the decisional role. This is the apparent reason 

for the absence of any significant relationship to the 

judicial decisional role as a whole. 

This research does, in sorae respects, confirm the 

findings of Cook and of Ungs and Baas that age and length 

of service on the bench will influence the perceptions of 
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a judge on the appropriate role which he should assume in 

the process of converting inputs through the judicial process 

into policy outputs. 



CHAPTER IV 

COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

Texas district judges, like raost judges, obviously do 

more than decide legal cases. We are interested in all that 

judges do that is politically relevant, or, more precisely, 

how Texas district judges perceive they should act \7hen 

doing any poiitically relevant activity. Thus, v/e have no 

theoretical interest in knowing what rausic judges prefer, 

how they like their eggs cooked, or whether they like to 

play bridge. 

We are interested in how judges perceive they should 

undertake politically-relevant activity. Such politically-

relevant behavior can be divided into three categories: 

(1) disposition of cases, or decisional activity, (2) 

court-related off-the-bench activity, and (3) non-court-

related off-the-bench activity. Role perceptions of Texas 

Of course, judges are, generally, expected to raain-
tain a level of personal conduct raore reserved than other 
citizens. They are expected, as the sav; has it, to be 
"like Caesar's wife," above suspicion. Judges who reflect, 
actively or passively, raore lenient perceptions of how they 
should conduct their personal affairs are, of course, 
theoretically interesting, precisely because the ensuing 
behavior may gain political relevance by prompting adverse 
attitudes toward the judge or judges. As a type, though, 
such personal behavior role perceptions are beyond the 
scope of this study. 
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judges regarding the first category of behavior were 

analyzed in Chapter III. Role perceptions regarding the 

second category will be" analyzed in this chapter, and role 

perceptions relating to the third category of behavior will 

be analyzed in the next chapter. 

A judge's court-related off-the-bench behavior may be 

defined as the perceived role of a judge in his official 

but non-decisional relationships. These relationships 

grow out of activity that judges raay, and are often expected 

to undertake, in their official capacity. Specifically, 

they are a judge's relationships with the other agencies of 

governraent, with his coraraunity, with his local bar associa-

tion, and with his political party. This court-related 

off-the-bench behavior is distinguished frora non-court-

related off-the-bench behavior, which is behavior that any 

individual might undertake as a political actor. 

The perceived relationship with the other agencies of 

government is the policy-influencing orientation. The 

policy-influencing orientation of a judge reflects the 

propensity of a judge, acting as a judge rather than an 

ordinary political actor, to attempt to influence policy 

outcoraes through raeans other than a judicial decision. The 

coraraunity obligations orientation refers to those duties 

to the coraraunity that a judge feels are incurabent on hira 

as a judge. The third component of the court-related 
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off-the-bench role is the bench-bar orientation of the 

judge. The role which a judge chooses to maintain with his 

local bar association is indicative of his perception of 

the appropriate relationship for a judge to maintain with 

this unique clientele sector. The final component of the 

court-related off-the-bench role is the political party 

orientation of the judge. In analyzing this orientation, 

we are atterapting to measure the way in which a judge as 

an elected public official responds to the party under v/hose 

banner he seeks election. 

Policy- nfluencing Orientations 

As we noted in our discussion of the decisional role, 

judges may seek to initiate policy changes through judicial 

decisions. However, a judge raay also influence policy 

changes through other channels. The perceptions of a judge 

regarding the propriety of atterapting to influence state 

politics through his relationship with other governraent 

agencies is the policy-influencing orientation. To deter-

mine the policy-influencing orientation of a judge, each 

judge was asked to respond to the following: 

We hear a lot of talk about judges and policy-making. 
Should state judges exercise an influence on state 
politics or in any way influence policy-making? 

The responses of the judges to this question fell into 

three well-defined categories: those who indicated that 

the judiciary should stay out of policy-making, those who 
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indicated that such actions were appropriate only in matters 

of direct concern to the judiciary, and those who felt that 

judges should influence state policy-making through any 

means possible. These categories may be ranked as no 

activity, restricted activity, and unrestricted activity. 

The responses of those judges who advocated the posi-

tion that judges should not be involved in state policy-

making were generally characterized by statements such as, 

"Judges should stay out of politics." The concept of 

separation of powers was also raentioned frequently by those 

judges who suggested this position. One judge state that, 

"If the judiciary gets into politics, the judiciary is the 

loser because the people lose respect for the judiciary." 

Among the judges who indicated a restricted role for 

the judiciary in influencing policy outcomes in the state 

was the common response that, "Who knows more about the 

proper administration of justice in the state than the 

judges," "This is our area of expertise," or "Who knows 

better than we?" Perhaps the most coraplete stateraent of 

this position was raade by a veteran judge in East Texas: 

Every judge has a responsibility to atterapt to 
improve respect of people generally for the rule 
of law. A judge raust, therefore, take an interest 
in iraproveraent of the judicial process as exeraplified 
in court proceedings. Judges have a role in policy-
raaking only as long as the policies they influence 
pertain to the courts. 
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The expertise of judges on law, generally, and the 

perceived dictates of serving in an elective political 

position were the basic justifications expressed by those 

judges stating a belief in an unrestricted role by judges 

in deterraining state policies. For exaraple, one judge 

claimed, "Who is going to know better than we do? I am 

not just referring to 'judicial matters', because every 

law will end up in the courts." The stateraents of judges 

who justified their unrestricted role in influencing state 

policies are "best suraraarized as follows: 

In all areas a judge should let his legislator or 
senator know how he feels about irapending legisla-
tion. He is a spokesraan to all other branches of 
governraent for the constituency which elects hira. 
I should lobby for good laws. 

And, 

We are part of the Texas partisan political systera. 
Maybe we shouldn't be there, but since we are, we 
might as well act like it. As an elected official, 
it is my duty to influence state law through any 
means possible. 

In Chapter II, we stated the expectation that the 

court-related off-the-bench role would be affected by 

prosecuting experience, by the type of district in which 

the judge presides, and by experience in other elective 

non-judicial offices. Hovv̂ ever, with respect to the policy-

influencing orientations of judges, none of these factors 

was found to be significantly related to the perceptions 

of the judge. 
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Hypothesis 10 stated that judges having served in 

other elective non-judicial offices will have a less 

restricted orientation toward the court-related off-the-

bench role than will a judge without such experience. Con-

trary to this expectation, those judges having held elective 

political offices prior to serving as a district judge did 

not differ substantially in their orientation toward judi-

cial influence in state politics frora their colleagues who 

had not served in such capacities. As illustrated in 

Table IV-1, á slightly larger proportion of those judges 

having experience in other elective governraental positions 

did indicate that they viewed atterapts to influence state 

policies to be an appropriate role for a district judge. 

However, the difference is not sufficient to iraply that 

such experience is a deterrainant of the policy-influencing 

orientation of the judge. 

Similarly, no significant differences were observed 

between those judges who had pre-judicial careers as prose-

cuting attorneys and those judges without such experience. 

In fact, such raeager variations were found that no credence 

can be given to the proposition that judges, as a result 

of prosecuting experience, are inclined toward a less 

restricted policy-influencing orientation. Further, an 

exploration of possible intervening variables which raight 

be obscuring a relationship between prosecuting experience 
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and policy-influencing orientations indicated that prose-

cuting experience is not a determinant of this orientation. 

TABLE IV-1 

EXPERIENCE IN ELECTIVE GOVERNMENTAL POSITIONS 
AND POLICY-INFLUENCING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Influenc 
Orientation 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

ing 

Total 

Experience 

5 

21 

22 

48 

None 

(10.4%) 

(43.8%) 

(45.8%) 

(100.0%) 

in Elective Position 

1 

5 

8 

14 

Some 

(7.1%) 

(35.7%) 

(57.1%) 

(99.9%)^ 

X = 0.57344, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.7507 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

Hypothesis 9 suggested that a judge serving in a 

rural district will tend to perceive the court-related 

off-the-bench role as less restricted than will a judge in 

an urban district. As may be seen in Table IV-2, only a 

small proportion of judges in either type of district con-

ceived that there is no policy-influencing orientation. 

However, there are differences in the degree of activity 
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believed to be appropriate. A substantially larger pro-

portion of the judges in rural districts indicated that an 

unrestricted role by the judiciary in influencing state 

policies was appropriate than did their counterparts in the 

urban districts. However, the variations in evidence here 

are not sufficient to support our hypothesis that district 

type is a major factor in the determination of the judge's 

perceptions of this aspect of the court-related off-the-

bench role. 

TABLE IV-2 

DISTRICT TYPE AND POLICY-INFLUENCING ORIENTATIONS 

Policy-Influencing 
Orientation 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Urban 

4 (10.8%) 

18 (48.6%) 

15 (40.5%) 

37 (99.9%)^ 

Rural 

2 (8.0%) 

8 (32.0%) 

15 (60.0%) 

25 (100.0%) 

X = 2.2748, with two degrees of freedora, P< 0.3205 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 
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One factor did emerge as a relevant variable in the 

determination of the policy-influencing role of the judges. 

Membership and non-membership in the Am.erican Bar Associa-

tion appeared to be significantly related to the policy-

influencing orientation of judges. As Table IV-3 illus-

trates, there are marked differences on this orientation 

between those judges who are members of the A.B.A. and 

those who are not. Only a sraall proportion of those judges 

who are raerabers of the A.B.A. stated that as a judge they 

should assurae an unrestricted role in atterapting to influ-

ence state policies. At the sarae tirae, alraost two-thirds 

of the non-raeraber judges stated that an unrestricted role 

is appropriate. This apparent relationship raerits further 

coraraent on two points. First, this relationship is con-

sistent with the Code of Judicial Conduct of the Araerican 

Bar Association. The Code provides that judges raay appear 

at public hearings of the other branches of governraent and 

may consult \7ith thera on raatters of state law. However, 

the Code is explicit in the restriction that those activi-

ties are perraitted "only on raatters concerning the adminis-
2 

tration of justice." However, we should not assume that 

merabership is sufficient to corapel corapliance with the 

stated ethics. 

^Code of Judicial Conduct (Chicago: Araerican Bar 
Association, 1972), p. 18. 
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TABLE IV-3 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND 
POLICY-INFLUENCING ORIENTATIONS 

Merabership in the A.B.A. 

No Yes 

Policy-Influencing 
Orientation 

Nbne 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

• 

2 

8 

22 

32 

(6.3%) 

(25.0%) 

(68.8%) 

(100.1%) 

4 

18 

8 

30 

(13.3%) 

(60.0%) 

(26.7%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 10.99307, with two degrees of freedora, P< 0.0041 

Larabda-b = 0.3125^ 

Sorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

Larabda-b is an asyraetrical raeasure of association for 
use when at least one of the variables in a table is norainal 
level. For a coraplete discussion of the use of larabda-b, 
see Appendix C. 

Rather, as Eulau and Sprague suggested, professional 

ethics are a forraalization of the standards of professional 

conduct which "represent the application of generally 

accepted ethical rules of behavior to the particular spheres 
3 

of the profession's corapetence." In other words, corapli-

ance with a code of ethics is probably an indication of 

"̂ Heinz Eulau and Donald Sprague, Lawyers in Politics: 
Studv in Professional Convergence (New York: Bobbs-Merrill 
Corapany, 1964), p. 137. 
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professionalism rather than mere conformity which results 

from paying one's dues .to an organization. Finally, note 

should be made of the relatively weak association of the 

two variables. The absence of a strong level of associa-

tion is further indication that membership in the American 

Bar Association is not, in and of itself, a major deter-

minant of the perceptions of the judges on the policy-

influencing orientation. 

With the exception of the relatively weak relationship 

suggested between membership in the Araerican Bar Association 

and policy-influencing orientations, no significant rela-

tionsliips were found to explain the derivation of the 

policy-influencing orientation of judges in Texas. Conse-

quently, we raust conclude that rauch of the activity which 

is viewed by the judges as appropriate in atterapting to 

influence state policy outcoraes in the result of randora, 

individual background and preferences which could not be 

measured or determined through this research. 

Comraunity Obligations Orientation 

A second coraponent of the court-related off-the-bench 

role is the orientation of the judges toward the obligations 

to the comraunity that accorapany the position of state dis-

trict judge. What does a judge feel that he owes the 

coraraunity while serving in a judicial capacity? To 
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determine the orientations of judges on comraunity obliga-

tions, each judge was asked: 

What obligations to the public go along with a 
position on the bench? 

The responses of the judges included: (1) an obligation 

only in the courtroom, (2) an obligation to maintain high 

standards of personal conduct, and (3) an obligation to be 

an active participant in coraraunity affairs. 

The responses of those judges who viewed courtroora 

work as their sole obligation to the community were typi-

fied by comraents such as, "do the best you can," "provide 

an objective forura," "give the public a full day's work," 

and "try to be fair and impartial." 

Many judges stated that high raoral conduct was a 

judicial obligation. For exaraple, one judge said that as 

a judge, 

I have to set an exaraple for others in the coraraunity. 
I can't go speeding down the streets or spend my 
Saturday nights out honky-tonking. 

Another judge stated that the priraary obligation which a 

judge has to the public is, "conducting yourself with pro-

priety and sobriety, and seeing that your faraily does also." 

Contrary to the dictates of the past that a judge 

must lead a somewhat secluded existence, sorae judges view 

their primary obligation to be in the realra of service as 

an active raeraber of the community. Leadership in coraraunity 

affairs \v'as raost often mentioned. Sorae judges suggested 
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specific community activities in which the judiciary should 

take an active part. Âmong these were religious activities, 

Boy Scouts and other similar youth organizations, and 

speeches to community groups on the law and the judiciary. 

Prior to a consideration of possible factors which 

might be determinants of the community obligations orien-

tation of a judge, note should be made of the nature of the 

categories under analysis here. First, the categories of 

courtroora obligations, high personal conduct, and community 

activities are not continuous as were the previous classi-

fications (restricted, unrestricted, etc). However, the 

nature of the obligations which a judge perceives may be 

indicative of a restricted or unrestricted role orientation. 

The conception that the only judicial obligations of one on 

the bench has toward the coraraunity are courtroora work and 

maintaining high standards of personal conduct are more 

traditional views of the judiciary. Therefore, we may 

regard these two perceptions as somewhat restricted. Con-

versely, the idea that judges have an obligation to be 

active participants in the comraunity is indicative of a 

less restricted court-related off-the-bench role perception. 

Again we would expect, based on the earlier hypotheses, 

that the coramunity obligations orientation of a judge would 

be affected by prosecuting experience, experience in 

elective non-judicial positions, and by the district type 
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in which the judge presides. No evidence was found to 

support the expectation that a judge's experience in an 

elective non-judicial position is related to his comraunity 

obligations orientation. Hov/ever, an interesting relation-

ship was noted when comparing perceived comraunity obliga-

tions between judges who had prior prosecuting experience 

and those v̂ ho did not. As is shown in Table IV-4, those 

judges who had been prosecuting attorneys placed a preraiujn 

on personal conduct. However, the largest proportion of 

those judges without prosecuting experience indicated that 

courtroora work was the only obligation which a judge owed 

to his constituency. The emphasis of both groups of judges, 

those with or without prosecuting experience, is on comraunity 

obligations of a restricted nature. Only approxiraiately 

one-fifth of the judges in either group suggested that a 

judge should be an active participant in coraraunity affairs 

because he is a judge. 

No statistically significant relationship was found 

between coramunity obligations orientations and the type of 

district in which the judges preside. However, an inter-

esting trend is worth noting in this relationship. As is 

seen in Table IV-5, the rural judges are almost evenly 

divided araong the three categories of coraraunity obligations. 

However, of the urban judges, only approxiraately one-tenth 

stated that participation in coraraunity activities are 



TABLE IV-4 

PROSECUTING EXPERIENCE AND COMMUNITY 
OBLIGATIONS ORIENTATIONS 

113 

Coramunity Obligations 
Orientation 

Courtroom 

Personal Conduct 

Community Activities 

Total 

Prosecuting 

None 

14 (48.3%) 

9 (31.0%) 

6 (20.7%) 

29 (100.0%) 

Experience 

Some 

9 (27.3%) 

18 (54.5%) 

6 (18.2%) 

33 (100.0%) 

X = 3.8449, with two degrees of freedora, P< 0.1462 

obligatory for a judge. Our earlier hypothesis that judges 

in rural districts will tend to perceive the court-related 

off-the-bench role as less restricted than will his urban 

counterpart cannot be confirraed on the basis of the cora-

munity obligations orientation. However, the trend 

demonstrated here is at least consistent with that expec-

tation. 

However, merabership in the T^erican Bar Association 

was found to be an iraportant factor relating to the per-

ceived comraunity obligations of judges. Large proportions 

of those judges who are not raerabers of the American Bar 
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TABLE IV-5 

DISTRICT TYPE AND COMMUNITY OBLIGATIONS ORIENTATIONS 

Community Obligations 
Orientations 

Courtroom 

Personal Conduct 

Community Activities 

Total 

District Type 

Urban Rural 

15 (40.5%) 

18 (48.6%) 

4 (10.8%) 

37 (99.9%)^ 

8 (32.0%) 

9 (36.0%) 

8 (32.0%) 

25 (100.0%) 

X = 4.30236, with two degrees of freedom, P<0.1163 

^Some percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 

Association indicated that the only obligations of a judge 

to the community are his courtroom work and the maintenance 

of high standards of personal conduct. A significantly 

larger proportion of the raeraber judges recognized an obli-

gation for coraraunity participation. However, as one will 

note in Table IV-6, the relationship is relatively weak. 

There is apparently little explanation which can be offered 

for the eraergence of a relationship between A.B.A. raeraber-

ship and the orientation of the judge toward coraraunity 

obligations. Even if one chose to accept the rather 
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legalistic argument that the Code of Ethics of the A.B.A. 

does mold the perceptions of the judges who are members, 

nothing in the Code relates to this type of behavior. 

Consequently, we may speculate that there is an underlying 

factor which compels judges to join the American Bar Associa-

tion and to view their obligations as a judge to the 

community in a particular way. Whatever these factors may 

be, they could not be isolated in this research. 

TABLE IV-6 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND 
COMMUNITY OBLIGATIONS ORIENTATIONS 

Membership in the A.B.A. 

No Yes 

Community Obligations 
Orientations 

Courtroom 

Personal Conduct 

Community Activities 

Total 

16 (50.0%) 

13 (40.6%) 

3 (9.4%) 

32 (100.0%) 

7 (23.3%) 

14 (46.7%) 

9 (30.0%) 

30 (100.0%) 

X = 6.50102, with two degrees of freedom, P<0.0388 

Lambda-b = 0.15385 
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At this point, there is not much which can be said 

about the derivation and determination of the orientation 

of a judge toward community obligations. The overwhelming 

majority of the judges stated that courtroom work or per-

sonal conduct were the obligations which a judge owed to 

his constituency. This would indicate a somewhat restricted 

perception of judicial obligations. 

Some trends have been found which are suggestive of 

possible explanations for the variations in perceptions of 

the judges on what they, as judges, owe to the coraraunity. 

Although the relationship was not statistically significant, 

there were apparent differences in the perceptions of rural 

judges and those of their urban counterparts. Specifically, 

larger proportions of rural judges were prone to regard 

participation in community activities as an obligation than 

were urban judges. The variations here are worthy of 

further research. 

The only significant relationship found was between 

merabership in the Araerican Bar Association and perceptions 

of coraraunity obligations. However, we do not believe that 

the evidence is sufficient to iraply that raerabership in the 

A.B.A. corapels judges to view their role in a particular 

light. Rather, there are probably other variables which 

would account both for raerabership in the A.B.A. and the 
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perceptions of the judges on this component of the court-

related off-the-bench role. 

Bench-Bar Orientations 

A third coraponent of the court-related off-the-bench 

role is the orientation of a judge toward his local bar 

association. The bar association is in raany locales an 

important political organization, particularly with refer-

ence to judicial and prosecuting positions. For exaraple, 

in many counties of Texas a "bar poll" is conducted when a 

vacancy occurs in a judgeship or when a judicial race is 

contested. Through the use of the bar poll, the local 

bar association is able to raake an endorsem.ent of an indi-

vidual for the judgeship v̂ hich raay be influential in deter-

mining the gubernatorial appointment or in determining the 

outcorae of the election. 

In other areas of the state, the bar association is 

little raore than a social organization. However, even in 

these instances, the relationship which a judge raaintains 

with the local bar association is an indicator of his 

court-related off-the-bench role perceptions. 

Therefore, each judge was asked: 

One hears a lot about the relationship between bar 
and bench. What kinds of relationships should exist 
between judges and their bar association? 

The responses of the judges were classified according to 

the degree of association that the judge viewed as 
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appropriate. Some judges indicated that a judge should not 

associate with the local bar once he has ascended the bench. 

One of the judges who indicated that judges should not be 

close to the bar stated, "I cannot forget that I am a judge, 

not a lawyer; I don't need the bar anymore." Another judge 

suggested that working with the bar is detrimental to the 

judge's ability to act impartially on the bench: "Famili-

arity breeds contempt." 

Other judges indicated that a judge should be a mem-

ber of the local bar, but that his relationship with the 

bar should be restricted. For exaraple, one judge stated 

that: 

I attend the raonthly raeetings. That is strictly 
for appearance's sake, a tacit support of the bar. 
However, I feel that I should not take part in any 
of the proceedings. I do not even vote, for that 
might influence a lawyer with a case before my 
court. 

Other judges stated that judges should maintain a social 

relationship with the bar, but should not participate in 

any of the deliberations or activities of the association. 

The majority of the judges, however, indicated that 

a judge should have an unrestricted relationship with his 

local bar association, including active participation in 

bar association activities and, in sorae instances, should 

provide forraal leadership for the local bar. Many judges 

said that they felt they were "still lawyers first." Otlier 
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judges indicated a belief that professional leadership for 

the bar should come from the judges. One judge stated his 

feelings as follows: 

It is like a general and his men. Why, every year 
I invite all of the lav̂ yers in my district to my 
lodge in New Mexico for a few days. It gives us 
all a chance to let our hair down. When all of the 
bar works well together, it raakes ray job easier. I 
can sort of direct the goals of the bar this way, 
which helps me in the courtroom. 

In attempting to determine which factors may influence 

the orientation of a judge toward his local bar association, 

we should first consider the hypothetical determinants: 

prosecuting experience, experience in elective non-judicial 

offices, and district type. Little variation was found in 

the perceptions of judges with prosecuting experience as 

opposed to those judges who had not served as prosecuting 

attorneys. Slightly larger proportions of those judges 

with prosecuting experience indicated an unrestricted orien-

tation toward dealings with the local bar, than did the 

judges without such experience. This would be consistent 

with our speculation (Hypothesis 7) that a judge who had 

been a prosecuting attorney would favor a less restricted 

court-related off-the-bench role. However, the statistical 

significance of this relationship is not sufficient to 

assert that there is a definite correlation between experi-

ence as a prosecuting attorney and one's bench-bar orien-

tation. 
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Similarly, the presence or absence of experience in 

an elective non-judicial position did not appear to be a 

determining factor in the orientation of a judge toward 

the appropriate bench-bar relationship. 

When considering the bench-bar orientations of urban 

judges as opposed to rural judges, a statistically signifi-

cant relationship was not found. However, the proportional 

variations between the tv70 types of districts are worth 

noting. As may be seen in Table IV-7, larger proportions 

of rural judges than urban judges perceive that an unrestric-

ted role is appropriate in dealing with the local bar associ-

ation. Also, almost one-third of the urban judges indicated 

that judges should not associate with the local bar. Whereas 

no definitive conclusions raay be dravm from this distribu-

tion, these findings are consistent with our earlier 

hypothesis. 

No other variables were found to be related at a 

statistically significant level to the bench-bar orienta-

tions of a judge. As a result, there is little which can 

be said regarding the determination of the orientation of 

a judge on this coraponent of the court-related off-the-bench 

role. The only trend suggested that is worthy of further 

research is the tendency of rural judges to be less 

restricted in their bench-bar orientations than urban 

judges. 
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TABLE IV-7 

DISTRICT TYPE AND BENCH-BAR ORIENTATIONS 

Bench-Bar 
Orientations 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Urban 

12 

8 

17 

37 

(32.4%) 

(21.6%) 

(45.9%) 

(99.9%)^ 

Rural 

5 

5 

15 

25 

(20.0%) 

(20.0%) 

(60.0%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 1.4307, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.4890 

Some percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 

There is a possibility that bench-bar orientations 

are formulated on the basis of past experiences of a judge 

with the bar association, i.e., place in the bar poll when 

seeking a judicial office. Further, if a judge has no 

aspirations for higher judicial office and/or feels secure 

in his present position, he may not view the bar association 

as a raeans to aid his own career. These propositions 

reraain purely speculative as the factors raentioned cannot 

be measured on the basis of the present research. 
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Political Party Orientations 

As district judges in the State of Texas are elected 

on a partisan ballot, the political party orientation of a 

judge must be considered as a component of the court-related 

off-the-bench role. Further, the State Bar of Texas places 

no restrictions on partisan political activity by judges. 

The political party orientation of a judge may be considered 

to be an integral part of the court-related off-the-bench 

role, just as this orientation would form an integral part 

of the role of other elected government officials. At the 

sarae tirae, judges are soraewhat different from other politi-

cal office-holders in that, "To insure impartiality, judges 

are expected to insulate theraselves frora potential extra-
4 

judicial influence." These counter-balancing influences 

provide for considerable variation regarding what a judge 

will perceive as an appropriate political party orientation. 

To ascertain the political party orientation of each 

judge, the judges were asked to respond to the following: 

It is generally recognized that political parties 
are iraportant for the operation of deraocratic 
governraent. What kinds of relationships should 
judges raaintain with a political party? 

Again, the responses to this question feil into categories 

based on the degree of the relationship—none, restricted, 

or unrestricted. 

^Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. Vines, State Court 
Systeras (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1973), 
p. 65. 
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Only a small proportion of the judges indicated that 

a judge should have no relationship with his political 

party. The primary justification offered by the judges 

adhering to this position was, "Judges should be out of 

politics." 

A similar feeling that ideally the judiciary should 

not be partisan was voiced by many judges who advocated a 

restricted relationship with one's political party. For 

example, repeatedly judges prefaced their responses v/ith 

stateraents such as, "We shouldn't be in politics, but as 

long as we have to run on the party ticket," or "as long 

as Texas is going to treat us like partisans." The best 

stateraent of the restricted political party orientation 

was: 

I run under the banner of the Deraocratic Party. 
Therefore, I should be loyal to its principles, 
vote for its other candidates in state elections, 
and support the party. But, I do not have to 
becorae partisan in any given race. 

Even sorae of the judges who advocated an unrestricted 

political party orientation stated that the judiciary 

should be apolitical. These judges generally stated, 

however, that so long as they were expected to run on a 

partisan ticket, they felt justified in actively partici-

pating in all activities of their party. Other judges who 

did not perceive restrictions on their relationship with 

their political party eraphasized that they were still 
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citizens with all of the rights of others, regardless of 

their position on the bench. 

Earlier we had suggested that the court-related 

off-the-bench role would be affected by one's prosecuting 

experience, experience in other elective non-judicial 

offices, and the type of district in which the judge 

served. Comparisons between judges with prosecuting 

experience and those without such experience suggested 

that there were no significant differences. However, a 

slight variation was noted. Specifically, a larger pro-

portion of judges without prosecuting experience favored 

an unrestricted relationship v/ith the political party than 

did their colleagues v/ithout such experience. Hypothesis 

7 had suggested that the reverse would be true. Hov/ever, 

the variations were slight and could not be regarded as 

statistically significant. 

No statistically significant relationships were 

found when comparing district type or experience in elec-

tive non-judicial positions with political party orienta-

tions. The variations between judges without experience 

in another elective position and those with such experience 

were miniraal. Alraost two-thirds of both groups of judges 

stated that a judge should raaintain a restricted relation-

ship with his political party. A similar absence of 

variation w^as found between rural judges and urban judges. 
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Again, the bulk of both groups of judges indicated a 

restricted political party orientation. 

However, a significant relationship was revealed 

when comparing the perceptions of judges without prior 

judicial experience and those judges who had served on 

other benches. As may be observed in Table IV-8, half 

of the judges without prior judicial experience indicated 

that a judge should have a restricted orientation toward 

his political party. A much larger proportion of judges 

having prior judicial experience indicated that a judge 

should be restricted in his relationship \7ith his politi-

cal party. Only one judge who had served on another 

bench suggested tliat judges should not sustain any rela-

tionship V7ith his party. Prior to attempting an explana-

tion as to why judges with prior judicial experience would 

be more restricted in their political party orientation 

than judges serving on their first bench, the degree of 

association betv̂ een the two variables should be noted. 

There is an obvious absence of strength in this relation-

ship. Therefore, although judicial experience and the 

political party orientation are not acting independently, 

as indicated by the level of significance, these findings 

would not support the contention that prior judicial 

experience is a determinant of the orientation of a judge 

toward his political party. In other words, chances are 
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that there is another underlying factor which is associated 

with prior judicial experience and with the perceptions of 

judges regarding the proper relationship to be maintained 

with one's political party while serving on the bench. 

The nature of this factor would be purely speculative. 

TABLE IV-8 

PRIOR JUDICIAL EXPERIENCE AND POLITICAL 
PARTY ORIENTATIONS 

• 

Political Party 
Orientation 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Prior Judicial Experience 

None Sorae 

8 (20.0%) 

20 (50.0%) 

12 (30.0%) 

40 (100.0%) 

1 (4.5%) 

18 (81.8%) 

3 (13.6%) 

22 (99.9%)^ 

X^ = 6 . 2 5 0 7 6 , w i t h two d e g r e e s of freedora, P < 0 . 0 4 3 9 

Larabda-b = 0 .0 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 
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Age was also found to be significantly related to 

the orientations of a judge to his political party. As 

may be seen in Table IV-9, the mean age of judges indi-

cating an unrestricted political party orientation is lower 

than the mean age of judges favoring a restricted orienta-

tion. Despite the close relationship of age and length of 

service on the bench, a similar relationship was not 

observed when comparing length of service on the bench with 

political party orientations. V7e could speculate that age 

is the underlying factor explaining the relationship 

between prior judicial experience and political party 

orientations. However, when considering age and political 

party orientations, controlling for prior judicial experi-

ence, a significant relationship \7as not indicated. 

TABLE IV-9 

AGE AND POLITICAL PARTY ORIENTATIONS 

Political Party 
Orientation 

None/Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Mean 
Age 

53.809 

50.800 

Standard 
Deviation 

7.144 

7.803 

No. of 
Cases 

47 

15 

t = 1 .6718, wi th 60 degrees of freedom, P < 0 . 0 5 
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Summary of the Court-Related 
Off-The-Bench Role 

Explanation of the determination of the individual 

components of the court-related off-the-bench role has been 

somewhat elusive. The policy-influencing orientation of 

the judges was found to be related to raerabership in the 

American Bar Association, as was the comraunity obligations 

orientation. However, we concluded that raerabership or 

nonmembership was not the determining factor, but rather 

that these relationships are more likely to be a reflection 

of the professionalisra of the judges. Age and prior 

judicial experience were found to be related at a signifi-

cant level to political party orientations. An obvious 

conclusion would be that age and prior judicial experience 

are functioning together to forra the perceptions of a 

judge toward the appropriate relationship to be raaintained 

with the political party. However, we were unable to con-

firm this expectation statistically. None of the variables 

that we considered offered a clue to the determination of 

the bench-bar orientation of judges. 

Despite our conspicuous inability to explain the 

determination of the individual components of the court-

related off-the-bench role, the coraposite perception of 

the judge toward his court-related role is of priraary 

iraportance in this research. Therefore, a scale was con-

structed in which the variations on the individual 
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components of the court-related off-the-bench role have 

been considered and which presents an overall picture of 

the court-related role of district judges in Texas.^ 

Table IV-10 illustrates the breakdown of judges on the 

court-related off-the-bench role. Note should be taken 

that almost two-thirds of the judges in Texas perceive 

that this aspect of their role should be restricted. 

TABLE IV-10 

COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE PERCEPTIONS 

None 

7 (11.3%) 

Restricted 

39 (62.9%) 

Unrestricted 

16 (25.8%) 

Total = 62 (100.0%) 

Each judge was given a score based on his responses 
to questions on each component of the court-related off-
the-bench role. These scores were then classified as none, 
restricted, and unrestricted perceptions of the court-
related off-the-bench role. The following raethod was used 
to derive the curaulative score for each judge: A judge who 
indicated that there was no appropriate relationship for 
judges to maintain with each of the groups mentioned was 
given a score of zero. A score of one v/as given to each 
response indicated a restricted orientation, and a score 
of two for each response which indicated an unrestricted 
orientation. This was done for each of the four coraponents 
of the court-related off-the-bench role. The scores varied 
frora zero to eight. Scores of zero to t\-70 were classified 
as "no court-related role"; scores of three to five, as 
"restricted court-related role"; and scores of six to eight, 
as "unrestricted court-related role." 
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What is the cause of these variations in the percep-

tions of the court-related off-the-bench role? Earlier, 

we had postulated that those judges who had prosecuting 

experience would tend toward a less restricted court-

related off-the-bench role (Hypothesis 7). However, based 

on the findings presented in Table IV-11, this hypothesis 

cannot be confirmed. Only minimal differences were 

observed between those judges who had prosecuting experi-

ence and those who did not. A sraaller proportion of the 

TABLE IV-11 

PROSECUTING EXPERIENCE AND THE COURT-RELATED 
OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench 
Role 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Prosecuting Experience 

None Sorae 

5 (17.2%) 

17 (58.6%) 

7 (24.1%) 

29 (99.9%)^ 

2 (6.1%) 

22 (66.7%) 

9 (27.3%) 

33 (100.1%)^ 

^ 

X = 1.92669, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.3816 

Ŝome percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 
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judges who had been prosecuting attorneys than judges who 

had not suggested that there is no court-related role for 

a judge. However, two-thirds of the judges with pre-

judicial careers as prosecuting attorneys indicated a per-

ception of a restricted court-related off-the-bench role. 

Hypothesis 10 suggested that a judge having served 

in elective non-judicial positions would have a less 

restricted orientation toward the court-related off-the-

bench role than will a judge without such experience. This 

proposition was based on the expectation that a judge who 

had served in elective office would have undergone a par-

ticular political socialization which would incline him 

to perceive that active participation in the comraunity, 

the bar, and the political party was obligatory. However, 

this hypothesis was not substantiated by the present 

findings. As may be noted in Table IV-12, half of the 

judges who have served in elective non-judicial offices 

indicated that a restricted court-related off-the-bench 

role was appropriate. In addition, a larger proportion of 

the judges with such experience, rather than the judges 

without such experience, did not recognize the existence 

of a court-related off-the-bench role for the judiciary. 

Consequently, we must reject the hypothesis that govern-

mental experience is a deterrainant of the court-related 

off-the-bench role. 
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TABLE IV-12 

EXPERIENCE IN ELECTIVE NON-JUDICIAL OFFICE AND THE 
COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench 
Role 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Experience 

None 

5 (10.4%) 

32 (66.7%) 

11 (22.9%) 

in Elective Office 

Sorae 

48 (100.0%) 

2 (14.3%) 

7 (50.0%) 

5 (35.7%) 

14 (100.0%) 

X = 1.31021, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.5194 

We suggested in Hypothesis 9 that a judge serving in 

a rural district would tend to perceive the court-related 

off-the-bench role as less restricted than would a judge 

in an urban district. A coraparison of district types on 

this perception indicates that there are differences which 

are marginally significant between judges in urban districts 

and judges in rural districts. A much larger proportion 

of the judges in rural districts than those in urban 

districts indicated that an unrestricted court-related 

role is appropriate for a judge (see Table IV-13). Even 

so, over half of the rural judges indicated that a 
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restricted role was appropriate. Despite the apparent 

differences on perceptions between the urban judges and 

rural judges, the measure of association would indicate 

that district type is not a determinant of the court-

related off-the-bench role. 

TABLE IV-13 

DISTRICT TYPE AND THE COURT-RELATED 
OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

• 

Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench 
Role 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

6 

25 

6 

37 

District 

Urban 

(16.2%) 

(67.6%) 

(16.2%) 

(100.0%) 

Type 

1 

14 

10 

25 

Rural 

(4.0%) 

(56.0%) 

(40.0%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 5 . 5 5 9 6 8 , w i t h two d e g r e e s of f reedom, P < 0 . 0 6 2 0 

Larabda-b = 0 .00 

Merabership in the Araerican Bar Association was found 

to be a relevant factor in the deterraination of individual 

components of the court-related off-the-bench role. There-

fore, we would expect that this factor might be related to 
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the overall court-related role. Certain trends were evi-

dent in the relationship between the perceptions of the 

judges on this role sector and merabership or non-membership 

in the American Bar Association. However, as is indicated 

in Table IV-14, the relationship is not statistically 

significant. Even so, we may note the tendency of member 

judges to be more restricted in their perceptions of the 

court-related off-the-bench role than non-meraber judges. 

TABLE IV-14 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AIvlERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND THE 
COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench 
Role 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Meraber of A.B.A. 

No Yes 

4 (12.5%) 

18 (56.3%) 

10 (31.3%) 

32 (100.1%)^ 

3 (10.0%) 

21 (70.0%) 

6 (20.0%) 

30 (100.0%) 

'? = 1.31048, with two degrees of freedora, P< 0.5193 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 
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The variations are not sufficient, however, to infer that 

membership in the American Bar Association, or even a 

factor underlying a tendency to join the organization, is 

a determining factor in the perceptions of judges of the 

court-related off-the-bench role. 

One other interesting trend was noted in our attempt 

to explain the derivation of the court-related off-the-

bench role. The relationship between age and perceptions 

of the court-related role is illustrated in Table IV-15. 

TABLE IV-15 

AGE AND THE COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

• • . • n 

Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench 
Role 

None/Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Mean 
Age 

52.133 

55.000 

Standard 
Deviation 

6.667 

8.922 

No. of 
Cases 

45 

16 

t = 1.14086, with 60 degrees of freedora, P<0.10 

The mean age of judges indicating that an unrestricted 

court-related off-the-bench role is higher than the mean 

age of judges favoring more restricted perceptions. 

Although this relationship could be referred to only as 
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bordering on statistical significance, the trend suggested 

here is worthy of further research. 

Despite our inability to explain the determination 

of the court-related off-the-bench role in terms of factors 

related to various perceptions, certain trends are worth 

noting. First, membership in the American Bar Assqciation 

was found to be related to a more restricted policy-

influencing orientation and to a less restricted coraraunity 

obligations orientation. However, we suggested that these 

relationships are raost likely to be indicators of profes-

sionalism. We would not imply that being a raeraber of an 

organization is sufficient to deterraine the perceptions of 

a judge. Further, age and prior judicial experience were 

indicated as iraportant factors affecting the political 

party orientation of a judge. No significant relationships 

were indicated which would aid in an explanation of the 

bench-bar orientation of a judge. 

When considering the overall court-related off-the-

bench role of judges in the State of Texas, we found that 

a sraall percentage of judges did not recognize the exis-

tence of such a role. Moreover, the raajority of the judges 

in the state viewed such a role as restricted. 

Although we had set forth the hypothesis that a 

pre-judicial career as a prosecuting attorney and that 

experience in elective non-judicial offices would be 
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related to the court-related off-the-bench role perceptions 

of judges, there was no evidence to confirra such an expec-

tation. However, the type of district in which the judge 

presides and the age of the judge eraerged as potentially 

important variables in the overall perceptions of judges 

on this role sector. Specifically, rural judges appeared 

to be less restricted in their perceptions of the court-

related off-the-bench role than were urban judges. Despite 

the fact that this relationship would be consistent with 

Hypothesis 9, the level of statistical significance was 

not sufficient to confirm this expectation. Sirailarly, 

older judges were found to indicate a less restricted 

court-related off-the-bench role. Yet this relationship 

was not statistically significant either. 

Variations in the perceptions of judges of the court-

related off-the-bench role raay be a function of variables 

other than those considered here. Araong these possible 

determinants are political socialization, judicial sociali-

zation, individual preferences, and personality types. At 

the same tirae, there is a possibility that these variations 

are the result of randora individual irapressions which can-

not be raeasured. Nevertheless, the court-related off-the-

bench role is an important, and frequently ignored, sector 

of judicial behavior which merits further research. 



CHAPTER V 

THE NON-COURT-RELATED OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

This chapter deals with Texas judges' role perceptions 

of politically relevant non-court-related off-the-bench 

behavior. These role perceptions are parallel to what 

other political role studies have labelled the "incidental" 

role sector, i.e., role perceptions toward behavior of a 

role actor that raay be undertaken by any political actor. 

However, the incidental role sector is possibly even 

more important to the study of the judicial role than to 

the roles of other political actors. As Glick and Vines 

indicate, there is an expectation that judges are to be 

impartial and objective and, consequently, insulated from 
2 

outside deraands and influences. Other political actors 

are not considered subject to the sarae rigorous expectations, 

Therefore, this research includes the orientations of 

judges toward civic and service organization raerabership 

^John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, Williara Buchanan, and 
LeRoy C. Ferguson, The Legislative Systera (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 13. 

^Henry Robert Glick and Kenneth N. Vines, State 
Court Systeras (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc , 1973), p. 65. 

138 
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and leadership, and participation in business, political 

and public affairs. 

Therefore, the non-court-related off-the-bench role 

has been defined for purposes of this study as political 

activity and as other relevant role relationships including 

those created by civic organization raerabership, business 

undertakings, public stateraents, and public affairs. 

In Chapter II we suggested that the non-court-related 

off-the-bench role would be related to the length of ser-

vice on the bench, prior judicial experience, raerabership 

in the Araerican Bar Association, and the type of juris-

diction over which the judge presides. Specifically, 

Hypothesis 2 stated that judges with prior judicial experi-

ence would perceive an unrestricted non-court-related 

off-the-bench role. Hypothesis 6 suggested that an 

unrestricted perception \̂ 70uld also be found araong judges 

presiding over specialized courts, particularly crirainal 

courts. However, Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 5 suggested 

that restricted perceptions of the non-court-related off-

the-bench role \>7ould be found araong judges with longer 

service on the bench and araong judges who are raerabers of 

the Araerican Bar Association. 
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Public Affairs Orientation 

One component of the non-court-related off-the-bench 

role is the public affairs orientation of a judge. This 

includes the relevant role relationships created by civic 

organization membership, business undertakings, public 

affairs, and public stateraents. There are two forces 

which tend to forra societal expectations of what is appro-

priate behavior for a judge in his non-court-related public 

affairs role. One expectation is that judges should be 

insulated frora outside pressures which raight affect his 

perforraance and irapartiality on the bench. However, 

simultaneously, there is evidence that a judge is expected 

to be a comraunity leader and to participate in various 

civic and social events. Glick and Vines state that this 

latter expectation steras "frora the special character of a 

judicial post and personal qualities attributed to judges."' 

Another expectation of the role of judges in public 

affairs is that advocated by the Araerican Bar Association. 

The A.B.A. states that "A judge should regulate his extra-

judicial duties." However, the specific restrictions on 

a judge in the area of public affairs, according to the 

Araerican Bar Association, are not excessive. The Code 

^lbid. 

^Code of J u d i c i a l Conduct (Chicago: Araerican Bar 
A s s o c i a t i o n , 1972) , p . 20. 
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provides that a judge should not: (1) serve in an organi-

zation which might be involved in litigation before his 

court, (2) solicit funds for any organization, or (3) 

serve as a director, officer, or advisor for a business, 

although he may have investments and engage in other 
5 

financial dealings. The State Bar of Texas requires 

similar, though less restrictive, ethics of its judges. 

Whereas public expectations and codes of ethics are 

not necessarily controlling factors of judicial behavior, 

these expectations are indicative of the emphasis which 

has been placed on the non-court-related off-the-bench 

behavior of judges. Further, these expectations and the 

canons of ethics provide for considerable discretion on 

the part of a judge to forra his own perceptions of what 

is the appropriate role for a judge in public affairs. 

To ascertain the perceptions of the judges on various 

non-court-related activities in the realra of public affairs, 

each judge was asked a series of questions: 

1. Now, what about civic participation?—Can a 
judge in your position feel free to participate 
in public affairs? (To \s'hat extent? Why not?) 

2. What about retaining raerabership in civic organi-
zations? 

3. What about participation in business affairs? 

^lbid., pp. 20-25 
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4. (If relevant) How about leadership. Can a 
judge accept the duties and responsibilities of 
leadership in a civic organization? 

5. What about speaking out on public issues? Can 
a judge speak his raind on these? 

The judges were permitted to qualify their answers rather 

than simply supplying an affirmative or a negative response. 

As may be seen in Table V-1, there is considerable 

disagreement among judges on the appropriate level of 

participation in public affairs. Participation in busi-

ness affairs and speaking on public issues were perceived 

as the most controversial activities by the judges. 

TABLE V-1 

LEVEL OF PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
PERCEIVED AS APPROPRIATE 

Level of 
Permissible 
Activity 

None 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Civic 
Organ. 

1.6% 

19.7% 

78.7% 

100.0% 

Business 
Affairs 

11.3% 

67.7% 

21.0% 

100.0% 

Leadership 
in 

Organ. 

27.4% 

17.7% 

54.8% 

99.9%^ 

Speaking 
on Public 
Issues 

32.3% 

41.9% 

25.8% 

100.0% 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 
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Most of the judges who indicated a restricted role in 

civic organization or leadership in such organizations 

stated that restrictions were necessary in view of the 

time away from judicial duties, of fund-raising, or of 

potential political overtones. 

However, rather varied responses were encountered on 

the questions regarding participation in business affairs 

and speaking out on public issues. Many of the judges 

who indicated that judges should be restricted in their 

business affairs specifically stated that the canons of 

ethics prohibited unrestricted activity. Others cited 

the potential for a conflict of interest as a justification 

for restricted business dealings. Some of the judges 

indicating that they perceived no restrictions on their 

business activities suggested that, "I can't pauperize 

my family just because I am a judge." Others took direct 

exception to the canons of ethics on participation in 

business affairs. One judge stated bluntly, "I can par-

ticipate in anything; the A.B.A. is all wet on its ethics 

on that point." Another judge suggested that the canons 

of ethics were irapractical and that, as such, the canons 

"keep raany good men frora seeking positions on the bench." 

When asked about the propriety of speaking on public 

issues, raost of the judges who indicated that there were 

no restrictions on a judge said that to inforra the public 
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of their views was obligatory. The justifications for a 

restricted role in speaking on public issues were varied, 

including such reasons as, "It is politically unwise" 

or "I might be prejudicing myself on a case." Some judges 

indicated that they should restrict their public comraents 

to strictly judicial raatters, while others felt judges 

should be restricted to "questions of morality and Chris-

tianity." 

Despite the varying reasons and varying perceptions 

of appropriate actions for judges in public affairs, we 

are most interested in the overall public affairs orienta-

tion of the judges. Therefore, a scale was constructed 

which took the various responses on each question into 

account. Using the scale scores of the judges, we see 

that the overv^helming majority of the judges in Texas have 

a restricted or unrestricted public affairs orientation 

(see Table V-2). 

Construction of a scale of public affairs orientations 
was based on a similar scale created by Kenneth Vines and 
Henry Glick, State Court Systeras, p. 66. Glick and Vines 
used the sarae questions to derive their scale. A weight of 
one was given to responses to questions on general public 
affairs and civic organization participation. A weight of 
two was assigned to the other three questions as these items 
were considered to relate to more controversial and extensive 
participation. A judge was given a score of zero on each 
question if he indicated that no participation was appro-
priate, a score of one if he indicated that restricted par-
ticipation was appropriate, and a score of t\7o for unre-
stricted participation. The scores ranged frora 1 to 16. 
The scores were categorized as follows: 0 to 5—miniraal; 
6 to 10—restricted; and 11 to 16—unrestricted. Glick and 
Vines called their parallel categories a little, sorae, and 
much. 
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TABLE V-2 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS ORIENTATIONS 

Minimal 

8 (12,9%) 

Restricted 

25 (40.3%) 

Unrestricted 

29 (46.8%) 

Total = 62 (100.0%) 

The next focus of our attention should be analysis 

of the validity of the hypothesized relationships of length 

of service on the bench, prior judicial experience, meraber-

ship in the American Bar Association, and the type of 

jurisdiction of the judge with public affairs orientations. 

First, let us consider Hypothesis 3, that a judge v7ho has 

served on the bench for a longer period of tirae will be 

inclined toward a restricted public affairs orientation. 

The Spearraan's rank order correlation coefficient for 

length of service on the bench and public affairs orienta-

tions is 0.0363 (P 0.390)."^ This indicates that there is 

no statistically significant relationship betv/een the tv7o 

variables. Thus, we raust reject the proposition that length 

"̂ Spearraan's rank order correlation coefficient is a 
non-pararaetric statistic used to deterraine correlation 
between two ordinal or interval level variables. A cora-
plete discussion of the use of this correlation coeffi-
cient is found in Appendix C. 
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of service on the bench is a determinant of the public 

affairs orientation of a judge. 

Hypothesis 5 stated that a judge who is a member of 

the American Bar Association will tend to view the non-

court-related off-the-bench role as restricted. Therefore, 

we would assinne that meraber judges would also have -a 

restricted public affairs orientation. However, this 

expectation was not supported by the findings presented in 

Table V-3. In fact, the proportional variations in public 

affairs orientations between judges who are members of the 

A.B.A. and those who are not, are not substantial. This 

would suggest that being a meraber of the Araerican Bar 

Association does not result in acquiescence to the stan-

dards of the association. The absence of a significant 

relationship between raerabership in the A.B.A. and the 

public affairs orientations of judges suggests, again, that 

codes of ethics are raerely a codification of the standards 
o 

of proper professional conduct. In other words, the 

standards of conduct set forth in the Code of Judicial 

Conduct are the recognized role expectations of profes-

sional judges, rather than standards that are unique to 

raember judges. 

^Heinz Eulau and Donald Sprague, Lawyers in Politics: 
Study in Professional Convergence (New York: Bobbs-
Merr'ill Corapany, IÍÍO4), p. 137. 
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TABLE V-3 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION AND 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS ORIENTATIONS 

Public Affairs 
Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Membership in A.B.A. 

No Yes 

3 (9.4%) 

12 (37.5%) 

17 (53.1%) 

32 (100.0%) 

5 (16.7%) 

13 (43.4%) 

12 (40.0%) 

30 (100.0%) 

X = 1.33895, with two degrees of freedom, P< 0.5120 

Hypothesis 6 said that judges presiding over speci-

alized courts (civil or criminal) will have a less 

restricted non-court-related off-the-bench role than will 

judges serving on courts of general jurisdiction. In 

addition to not finding a statistically significant rela-

tionship when testing this hypothesis, the trend which was 

indicated was opposite frora our expectations. As raay be 

seen in Table V-4, a larger proportion of judges presiding 

in specialized courts had a rainiraal public affairs orien-

tation than did the judges in courts of general juris-

diction. Sirailarly, a larger proportion of judges in 
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TABLE V-4 

TYPE OF JURISDICTION AND PUBLIC 
AFFAIRS ORIENTATIONS 

Public Affairs 
Orientation 

Miniraal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

General 
Jurisdiction 

2 

13 

17 

32 

(6.3%) 

(40.6%) 

(53.1%) 

(100.0%) 

Specialized 
Jur 

6 

12 

12 

30 

isdiction 

(20.0%) 

(40.0%) 

(40.0%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 2.84142, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.30 

courts of general jurisdiction had an unrestricted public 

affairs orientation than did the judges in specialized 

courts. 

Possibly the distribution of public affairs orien-

tations among judges of general jurisdictions and judges 

of specialized jurisdictions is a result of the type of 

district in which a judge serves. All rural districts are 

courts of general jurisdiction. The specialized courts 

are found only in the urban centers of the state. There-

fore, we should corapare the public affairs orientations 
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of urban judges with those of rural judges. Table V-5 

illustrates this distribution. Only a small difference 

TABLE V-5 

DISTRICT TYPE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS ORIENTATIONS 

Public Affairs 
Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

• 

6 

14 

17 

37 

Urban 

(16.2%) 

(37.8%) 

(45.9%) 

(99.9%)^ 

Rural 

2 

11 

12 

25 

(8.0%) 

(44.0%) 

(48.0%) 

(100.0%) 

X = 0.93450, with two degrees of freedora, P<0.6267 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding. 

may be seen in the orientations of judges in rural districts 

and those in urban districts. The rural judges do appear 

to be less restricted in their public affairs orientations 

than are their colleagues in the urban districts; however, 

the differcnces are not sufficient to iraply that district 

type is a deterraining factor. 

Further, no significant relationship was deraonstrated 

when testing Hypothesis 2 which states that judges with 

prior judicial experience would perceive an unrestricted 
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non-court-related off-the-bench role. In fact, although 

the differences in proportions were slight, judges with 

prior judicial experience actually tended to be raore 

restricted in their perceptions of appropriate participa-

tion in public affairs than were their colleagues without 

such experience. 

Reviewing the above analysis of the public affairs 

orientation of judges, there is little which we can state 

conclusively regarding the deterrainants of the individual's 

perceptions of the appropriate public affairs orientation 

for a judge. However, certain patterns have been sug-

gested and sorae of our earlier expectations have been 

refuted. Contrary to our stated expectations, raerabership 

in the Araerican Bar Association apparently did not corapel 

judges to assurae a raore restricted public affairs orien-

tation. Neither did the findings support the expectation 

that judges with longer service on the bench would per-

ceive a raore restricted public affairs orientation. 

Our stated hypotheses had also suggested that judges 

with prior judicial experience and judges serving on 

specialized courts would tend to perceive their public 

affairs orientations as unrestricted. However, no signifi-

cant differences were found in the orientations of judges 

with judicial experience as opposed to those without such 

experience. Further, contrary to our expectations, those 
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judges serving on specialized courts tended to be more 

restricted in their public affairs orientation than were 

judges serving on courts of general jurisdiction. The 

possibility was raised that these orientations could be 

a function of the urban or rural nature of the district 

in which a judge served since all of the specialized 

courts are located in urban areas. Although our findings 

on this point were not statistically significant, the 

apparent trend was for judges in rural districts to be 

slightly less restricted in their orientations than were 

their urban counterparts. 

Political Orientation 

The political orientation of a judge is distinguished 

from the political party orientation in that the foinner is 

the orientation of a judge, as a political actor, toward 

participation in political activities. The political 

party orientation is the orientation of a judge in an 

official capacity as one elected to a government position 

under a party label to that party. The political party 

orientation raay be regarded as soraewhat obligatory whereas 

the political orientation is the perception of the judge 

regarding what political activities are permissible. 

Further, the political orientation does not refer only to 

the activities related to the political party. 
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Considerable latitude is permitted a judge in formu-

lating his orientation toward political activities. The 

American Bar Association and the State Bar of Texas impose 

few specific formal restrictions on the political activity 

of judges. The Code of Judicial Conduct of the American 

Bar Association enjoins its raeraber judges from acting as 

a leader or holding any office in a political organization 

or making "speeches for a political organization or candi-

date" or publicly endorsing "a candidate for public 

9 
office." The State Bar of Texas notes the inevitability 

that "Suspicion of being warped by political bias will 

attach to a judge who fails to exercise proper judicial 

restraint in his political activities." However, the 

sole restriction which the State Bar of Texas places on 

the political activities of judges is that these activi-

ties be limited to the political party as opposed to specific 

candidates for other political office. 

To deterraine the orientation of a judge toward appro-

priate political activities for judges, each judge V7as 

asked: 

Which of these things may a judge properly do: 

(1) Give campaign contributions? 
(2) Work for other candidates? 

^Code of Judicial Conduct, p. 28. 

^^Canons of Judicial Ethics (Austin: The State Bar of 
Texas, 1963), p. 7. 
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(3) Display campaign buttons or bumper stickers? 
(4) Attend political meetings? 
(5) Give public endorseraents? 

(6) Recoramend a candidate to a friend? 

The judges were permitted to qualify their responses rather 

than simply answering yes or no. 

As may be seen in Table V-6, there is considerable 

disagreement araong judges on which political activities are 

appropriate for participation by a judge. Giving public 

endorseraents was viewed as the raost controversial activity. 

However, large proportions of the judges indicated that 

working for other candidates and displaying carapaign 

buttons or buraper stickers were also inappropriate. These 

activities are all very overt and public There was 

general consensus that giving campaign contributions and 

attending political meetings are perraissible activities. 

Only three judges suggested that a judge should be 

restricted in recomraending a candidate to a friend. 

As our interest is not in the attitudes of the judges 

on each of these political activities, but rather in the 

general orientation of a judge toward political activities, 

an index sirailar to the one constructed on public affairs 

orientations \̂ âs corapiled. This index was constructed 

to consider the attitudes of each judge on the individual 

activities listed. Based on this scale we deterrained that 

alraost two-thirds of the district judges in the state felt 
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that a minimal partisan political orientation is appro-

priate (see Table V-7).^-^ 

TABLE V-7 

POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Minimal 

38 (61.3%) 

Restricted 

10 (16.1%) 

Unrestricted 

14 (22.6%) 

Total = 62 (100.0%) 

Hypothesis 2 stated that judges with prior judicial 

experience would perceive an unrestricted non-court-related 

off-the-bench role as appropriate. Therefore, we would 

expect these judges to have an unrestricted political 

orientation. Although a significant relationship was not 

found between prior judicial experience and public affairs 

Construction of a scale of political orientations 
was based on the same reasoning as Glick and Vines' scale 
of public affairs orientations. A weight of one was given 
to responses to questions on giving carapaign contributions, 
attending political ra.eetings, and recoramending candidates 
to friends. A weight of two was assigned to the responses 
to the other three questions as these iteras related to raore 
controversial activities. A judae was given a score of zero 
on each question if he indicated that no participation was 
appropriate, a score of one if he indicated that restricted 
participation was appropriate, and a score of two for unre-
stricted participation. The scores ranged frora 1 to 18. 
The scores were categorized as follows: 0 to 6—rainiraal; 
7 to 12—restricted; and 13 to 18--unrestricted. 
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orientations, our hypothesis was confirmed somewhat with 

reference to the political orientations of the judges. 

As is illustrated in Table V-8, the two factors are 

related at a statistically significant level. However, 

the relationship is reversed from that which we had 

anticipated. Actually, those judges with prior judicial 

experience tended to be restricted in their view of politi' 

cal activity by judges. In fact, a sraaller proportion of 

judges who had served on another bench indicated that an 

unrestricted political orientation was appropriate. The 

vast majority of the judges with prior judicial experience 

indicated that a miniraal or restricted role in political 

activities should be observed by judges. 

TABLE V-8 

PRIOR JUDICIAL EXPERIENCE AND 
POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Political Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Prior Judicial Experience 

Sorae None 

27 (67.5%) 

3 (7.5%) 

10 (25.0%) 

40 (100.0%) 

11 (50.0%) 

7 (31.8%) 

4 (18.2%) 

22 (100.0%) 

—5 
X = 6 . 2 0 5 5 1 , w i t h t\70 d e g r e e s of f reedora , P < 0 .044 9 
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Further, we had stated an expectation that judges 

serving on specialized courts would tend to be less 

restricted in their non-court-related off-the-bench role. 

This expectation was based on the limited clientele, both 

in terms of lawyers and litigants, of the specialized 

courts. However, as may be seen in Table V-9, the rela-

tionship is reversed from what was expected. A consid-

erably larger proportion of the judges in specialized 

courts indicated a restricted political orientation than 

did those judges serving on courts of general jurisdiction. 

TABLE V-9 

JURISDICTION OF COURT AND POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Political Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Jurisdiction of Court 

General Specialized 

17 (53.1%) 

7 (21.9%) 

8 (25.0%) 

32 (100.0%). 

21 (70.0%) 

3 (10.0%) 

6 (20.0%) 

30 (100.0%) 

X ̂  = 2 . 2 4 3 3 7 , w i t h two d e g r e e s of f reedom, P < 0 . 5 0 
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One potential explanation for this distribution is that 

the judges presiding over specialized courts are all in 

urban districts whereas all judges in rural districts 

preside over courts of general jurisdiction. This possible 

explanation will be considered later. 

Another explanation, in addition to the possibility 

that district type is an intervening variable, raay be 

offered for the unexpected relationship between the type 

of jurisdiction of a judge and his political orientation. 

Perhaps classifying both civil and crirainal jurisdiction 

together is fallacious. There is an obvious difference 

between the litigants of a crirainal court and that of a 

civil court. The distributions are clearer when coraparing 

general, crirainal, and civil courts (see Table V-10). 

There are decided differences between the perceptions of 

criminal judges and the perceptions of civil judges on 

this point. Even so, the differences in proportions araong 

the three types of jurisdictions are not sufficient to 

infer statistical significance. Further, we cannot draw 

any definitive conclusions regarding the perceptions of 

criminal judges based on such a sraall saraple. Yet the 

variations in perceptions of political orientations do 

point to an interesting trend worthy of further research. 

As noted earlier, a second possible explanation for 

the absence of a statistically significant relationship 
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TABLE V-10 

GENERAL, CRIMINAL, AND CIVIL JUDGES AND 
POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Political 

Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

Type of Jurisdiction 

General Criminal Civil 

17 (53.1%) 

7 (21.9%) 

8 (25.0%) 

32 (100.0%) 

5 (55.6%) 

0 (00.0%) 

4 (44.4%) 

9 (100.0%) 

16 (76.2%) 

3 (14.3%) 

2 (9.5%) 

21 (100.0%) 

X = 6.88167, with four degrees of freedom, P<0.1423 

between the type of jurisdiction in which a judge presides 

and his political orientation is the type of district in 

which he presides. Therefore, district type was corapared 

with political orientations to ascertain if the district 

type was a deterraining factor. As is deraonstrated in 

Table V-11, there are variations between urban judges and 

rural judges in the degree of political activity perceived 

as appropriate. A rauch larger proportion of urban judges 

than rural judges perceived a restricted political orien-

tation. However, based on the raeasure of statistical 
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significance, we cannot conclude that district type alone 

is a determining factor. 

TABLE V-11 

DISTRICT TYPE AND POLITICAL ORIENTATIONS 

Political Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Total 

District Type 

Urban Rural 

26 (70.3%) 

4 (10.8%) 

7 (18.9%) 

37 (100.0%) 

12 (48.0%) 

6 (24.0%) 

7 (28.0%) 

25 (100.0%) 

X = 3.36123, with two degrees of freedom, P<0.1863 

Hypothesis 3 stated that judges with longer service 

on the district court bench would be restricted in their 

perceptions of what political activity is appropriate for 

a judge. However, the Spearman's rank order correlation 

coefficient coraparing these two factors indicated that 

there was no apparent relationship between political orien-

tations and length of service on the bench (^^=0.0381, 

P 0.384). A second relationship, however should be con-

sidered in conjunction with length of service on the bench, 
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As noted earlier, length of service on the bench and age 

are closely related. When coraputing the rank order corre-

lation coefficient for age and political orientations, a 

significant relationship was suggested (P 0.046). Further, 

the direction of the relationship, which was relatively 

weak, would indicate that older judges tend to be raore 

restricted in their views of proper political activities 

for judges (r = -0.2153). 

The political orientations of judges do not appear 

to yield to simple explanations. Few significant rela-

tionships were evident; yet sorae intriguing trends were 

suggested. For exaraple, we found that judges on special-

ized courts are not necessarily less restricted in their 

political orientations than were the judges on courts of 

general jurisdiction. Yet when considering judges on 

criminal courts separately from those on civil courts, we 

found that the crirainal judges were less restricted in 

their political orientations than were the judges on 

either civil or general courts. Although we cannot draw 

any conclusions based on a saraple of only nine crirainal 

judges, the variations should be explored further. 

Another interesting trend was found in the differ-

ences between urban and rural judges on political orien-

tations. Even though the relationship was not statisti-

cally significant, V7e found an apparent tendency for urban 
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judges to have more restricted political orientations than 

did their rural counterparts. 

Only two significant relationships were found which 

aid in the explanation of the political orientations of 

district judges in Texas. First, prior judicial experi-

ence was found to relate to political orientations at a 

statistically significant level. However, the relationship 

was the reverse of what had been expected. We had sug-

gested that judges with prior judicial experience would 

have unrestricted political orientations. In fact, our 

findings suggested that those judges who had served on 

other benches were actually raore restricted in their views 

of appropriate political activity than were their colleagues 

serving on their first judicial bench. 

The second relationship is that between age and 

political orientations. An inverse relationship was found 

between age and political orientations. Although the 

relationship was relatively weak, the iraplication was that 

the older the judge, the raore restricted his political 

orientation. 

Suramary of the Non-Court-Related 
Off-the-Bench Role 

Whereas the political orientations and public affairs 

orientations of judges are both part of the non-court-related 

off-the-bench role, the two coraponents cannot be merged 
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into a single factor as was possible with the components 

of the decisional and court-related off-the-bench roles. 

The variations between political orientations and public 

affairs orientations are such that an atterapt to corabine 

the two orientations would skew the actual perceptions of 

the judges. For example, almost two-thirds of the-judges 

indicated a minimal political orientation, but only 13 

per cent were found to have miniraal public affairs orien-

tations. As a result of these variations,.the two corapo-

nents of the non-court-related off-the-bench role should 

be considered distinct variables. 

The preceding discussion is not intended to iraply 

that there is no relationship between a judge's political 

orientation and his public affairs orientation. Upon 

computing a Spearraan's rank order correlation coefficient, 

it is apparent that the two coraponents of the non-court-

related off-the-bench role are indeed related (r = 0.2406, 
s 

P 0.030). The two orientations are related at a statis-

tically significant level, although the relationship is 

relatively weak. 

At the same time, that there are variations between 

the two orientations raay be a significant finding in itself. 

As may be seen in Table V-12, only a small proportion of 

the judges indicated extreme orientations on both factors, 

extrerae referring to restricted perceptions of both 
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orientations or unrestricted perceptions of both. The 

interesting question which this distribution raises relates 

to the tendency toward- low political orientations and high 

public affairs orientations. A likely expectation would 

be that in a state where judges are elected on a partisan 

ballot, there would be a greater tendency toward an 

unrestricted political orientation. As this was obviously 

not the case, some explanation appears to be in order. 

TABLE V-12 

DISTRIBUTION OF JUDGES ON THE NON-COURT-RELATED 
OFF-THE-BENCH ROLE 

Public Affairs 
Orientations 

Minimal 

Restricted 

Unrestricted 

Political Orientations 

Minimal 

11.3% 

25.8% 

24.2% 

Restricted Unrestricted 

1.6% 

6.5% 

8.1% 

0.0% 

8.1% 

14.5% 

Total = 62 (100.1%) 

Ŝorae percentages do not equal 100 due to rounding 

There are two possible explanations for this phenoraenon, 

and the two are not rautually exclusive. First, there is 

the possibility that the one-party nature of the state 
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political system negates any necessity for a judge to 

actively participate in politics. A second possible 

explanation lies in the nature of a judicial office. The 

judiciary has been regarded, generally, as an apolitical 

branch of government. Consequently, there exists a 

possibility that the judges place greater eraphasis on 

maintaining the image of the judiciary as apolitical than 

on political activities. 

Another noteworthy trend is indicated by the large 

proportion of judges who perceived either restricted or 

unrestricted public affairs orientations. Only a sraall 

percentage of the judges stated that a judge should have 

minimal participation in public affairs. This finding 

would tend to support the contention of Glick and Vines 

that judges, because of the special nature of the judicial 

office, are expected to assurae coraraunity leadership. 

Also, the two coraponents of the non-court-related 

off-the-bench role appear to be affected by different 

factors. Although we found no significant relationships 

to explain the public affairs orientations of judges, the 

distinction between urban and rural districts suggested 

a meaningful clue to the variations in perceptions. A 

similar relationship was found in our exploration of the 

political orientations of judges. However, the derivation 

of the political orientations of judges was clarified 
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somewhat by our findings relating to judicial experience, 

age, and the type of jurisdiction. Although none of these 

factors bore a strong relationship to the political orien-

tations of the judges, perhaps some partial explanations 

may be implied. 

Perhaps the non-court-related off-the-bench role is 

a function of other factors which have been considered 

here. Despite our failure to offer much insight into the 

derivation of the non-court-related off-the-bench role, 

some trends were indicated by the findings of this research 

which should be explored further in future efforts. Much 

of a judge's non-court-related behavior is politically 

relevant and may offer an additional avenue for the under-

standing of judicial behavior, both on- and off-the-bench. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE JUDICIAL ROLE SET 

Our intention at the outset of this research was to 

analyze the complex of role sectors comprising the judicial 

role set and to explore the interrelationships among the 

various sectors of the judicial role set. This objective 

is consistent with the Wahlke, Eulau, Buchanan, and 

Ferguson definition of role, that an actor's role in a 

given position is "a coherent set of 'norras' of behavior 

which are thought by those involved in the interactions 

being viewed to apply to all persons who occupy [that] 

position." For this reason, three broad role sectors 

comprising the judicial role set have been considered. 

These include the decisional role, the court-related off-

the-bench role, and the non-court-related off-the-bench 

role. 

The decisional role was defined as the raeans that a 

judge perceives to be appropriate for deciding cases in 

the conversion of inputs through the judicial process into 

policy outputs. The decisional role was defined in terras 

^John C. Wahlke, Heinz Eulau, Williara Buchanan, and 
LeRoy C. Ferguson, The Legislative Systera (New York: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1962), p. 8. 

167 
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of the policy-making orientation of the judge, the prece-

dent orientation of the judge, and the method of decision-

making to which the judge subscribes. The policy-making 

orientation referred to the perceptions of a judge toward 

the function of the judiciary as a whole in policy-making. 

The policy-making orientations found were the law--

interpreter, pragmatist, and law-maker. The orientations 

of the law-interpreter and the law-maker are rather self-

evident. The pragmatist is the judge who adheres to 

neither view, but approaches each decision individually, 

suggesting that each case requires a different type of 

ruling. The precedent orientation of a judge referred to 

the perceived iraportance of precedent in deciding cases. 

The last coraponent of the decisional role was the raethod 

of decision-raaking, or whether a judge perceived that a 

judicial decision is reached siraply by applying the 

applicable law to the facts of the case (the raechanical 

approach) or that a judicial decision should be based on 

concepts of justice and equity or even on intuition. 

Based on these three orientations, we were able to classify 

judges as perceiving a decisional role of an activist (one 

who perceives a law-raaker orientation, is not highly prece-

dent oriented, and does not believe in the raechanical 

approach to judicial decision-raaking), of a restraintist 

(one who perceives a law-interpreter orientation, is 
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highly precedent oriented, and subscribes to the mechanical 

approach to decision-making), or of a pragmatist (one 

who perceives that portions of both the activist and 

restraintist positions as appropriate). 

In Chapter II, we offered several hypotheses 

regarding the decisional role. At this point, we should 

briefly recount our findings regarding these hypotheses. 

A judge with prior judicial experience will tend to 

be a pragraatist in his decisional role. No appreciable 

differences were found between those judges with prior 

judicial experience and those without such experience on 

the policy-raaking orientation, precedent orientation, or 

method of decision-raaking. Consequently, this hypothesis 

is not supported by the research. 

A judge with longer service on the district court 

bench will tend to be a pragraatist in his decisional role. 

We found that judges who perceived law-interpreter orien-

tations had a higher raean length of service than those 

judges who perceived either pragraatist or law-raaker orien-

tations. However, we found that the mean length of service 

of judges who were less precedent oriented \̂7as higher than 

the mean length of service of judges who were highly prece-

dent oriented. Finally, on the method of decision-raaking, 

the raean length of service was higher for those judges 

subscribing to the raechanical raethod of decision-making 

than to other modes of decision-raaking. When looking at 
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the overall decisional role, a significant relationship 

was not found. Even so, the tendency deraonstrated was for 

judges who have been on the bench longer to be judicial 

restraintists rather than pragraatists as had been supposed. 

Therefore, this hypothesis cannot be confirraed. However, 

note should be taken that the raean length of service of 

judges who were restraintists was only slightly higher 

than the mean for judges who were pragmatists. 

A judge who aspires for higher judicial office will 

tend to be a restraintist on the decisional role. No 

significant differences were found between those judges 

who aspired for higher judicial office and those judges 

who did not. This was found to be the case with the policy-

making orientations, precedent orientations, and methods 

of decision-making as well as with the overall decisional 

role. We raust conclude, therefore, that aspiration for 

higher judicial office is not a deterrainant of the 

decisional role perceptions of judges. 

PJI older judge will tend to perceive his decisional 

role as that of a pragraatist rather than a restraintist 

or an activist. The age of a judge was found to be sig-

nificant deterrainant of each of the three coraponents of 

the decisional role. On the policy-raaking orientation, 

older judges were found to be either law-makers or law-

interpreters. However, when controlling for district type, 
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we found that older judges respond differently in urban 

districts than in rural districts on the policy-making 

orientation. Specifically, we found that among urban 

judges, the mean age was higher for those judges who were 

law-interpreters. Yet in rural districts the mean age of 

judges was higher for the judges who were law-makers. 

Further, we found that older judges were less precedent 

oriented than the younger judges and that there was a 

tendency for older judges to adhere to the mechanical 

method of decision-raaking. When considering the relation-

ship between age and the decisional role, there were 

essentially no differences between the raean age of judges 

who were restraintists and those who were pragraatists. 

Consequently, on the basis of these findings, we are not 

able to confirm this hypothesis. 

A judge who has served as a prosecuting attorney 

will tend to viev/ the decisional role as a pragraatist or 

a restraintist rather than as an activist. In our con-

sideration of prosecuting experience in relation to the 

policy-raaking orientation, precedent orientation, raethod 

of decision-raaking, and the decisional role, no significant 

relationships were found. Further, the differences between 

judges with a pre-judicial career as a prosecuting attorney 

and those without such experience were so sraall that there 

is no evidence to support the contention that prosecuting 

experience is a deterninant of the decisional role. 
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Judges serving in rural districts will tend to be 

activists; judges serving in urban districts will tend to 

be restraintists. The district type of the judge becarae 

important in this analysis only when considered in con-

junction with the age of the judge. In that relationship, 

we found that older judges in rural districts had law-

maker policy-orientations, whereas older judges in urban 

districts had law-interpreter orientations. However, no 

significant relationships were found relating district 

type to precedent orientations or the method of decision-

making. This hypothesis raust, therefore, be rejected. 

The raajor deterrainants of the coraponents of the 

decisional role v/hich \̂e found were age and length of 

service on the bench. This finding is soraewhat supporta-

tive of the earlier conclusions of Beverly Blair Cook and 

of Thomas Ungs and Larry Baas in their studies of the 

judges in Kansas and Ohio, respectively. 

The court-related off-the-bench role was defined as 

the perceptions of the judge toward his role in politi-

cally relevant activities which he might undertake in his 

official but non-decisional relationships. These rela-

tionships are those which a judge maintains with other 

agencies of governraent, with his coraraunity, with his bar 

association, and with his political party. Therefore, the 

court-related off-the-bench role has been designated in 
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terms of the perceived restrictions, or absence thereof, 

which a judge should recognize in the following orientations 

the policy-influencing orientation, the comraunity obli-

gations orientation, the bench-bar orientation, and the 

political party orientation. 

At this point, we should consider the findings on 

the court-related off-the-bench role with relation to the 

hypotheses offered in Chapter II. 

A judge who has served in an elective non-judicial 

office will perceive the court-related off-the-bench role 

as less restricted than \7ill a judge who has not served 

in such a position. There were no findings in this research 

to substantiate this expectation. No variations were 

found between judges who had served in other elective 

offices and those who had not on any of the coraponent 

orientations of the court-related off-the-bench role or 

on the overall role. 

A judqe who had a pre-judicial career as a prosecuting 

attorney will have a less restricted view of the court-

related off-the-bench role than will a judge without such 

experience. The findings of this study are in no way 

supportive of this expectation. We did not find a rela-

tionship between prosecuting experience and the policy-

influencing orientation, the coraraunity obligations orien-

tation, the bench-bar orientation, or the political party 
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orientation. Therefore, this hypothesis cannot be con-

firmed. 

A judge presiding in a rural district will tend to be 

less restricted in his court-related off-the-bench role 

than will a judge serving in an urban district. This 

hypothesis cannot be confirraed with any confidence/ but, 

at the same time, there is sufficient evidence to prevent 

our rejecting it completely. The district type of a judge 

was not related to any coraponent of the court-related 

off-the-bench role or to the overall court-related role 

at a statistically significant level. Kowever, the trends 

found in certain instances were supportive of our hypoth-

esis. In our consideration of the policy-influencing 

orientation and the coraraunity obligations orientation, 

judges in rural districts were less restricted in their 

orientations than were urban judges. No iraportant varia-

tions were found between the two district types and the 

bench-bar orientation or the political party orientation. 

However, district type was related to the overall court-

related off-the-bench role at a level which raight be 

terraed raarginally significant. Again, the indications 

were that judges in rural districts were less restricted 

than were their urban counterparts. 

However, other factors were found to be related to 

certain coraponents of the court-related off-the-bench role. 
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Membership or non-membership in the American Bar Associa-

tion was related at a statistically significant level with 

the policy-influencing orientation and with the community 

obligations orientation. Member judges were found to be 

more restricted in their policy-influencing orientation 

and less restricted in their comraunity obligations orien-

tation. We suggested, however, that membership or non-

membership was not necessarily the factor which was 

affecting the orientations of the judges. Rather, the 

orientations which were observed araong raeraber judges may 

be an indication of professionalism. 

Judicial experience and age were also found to be 

factors related to certain aspects of the court-related 

off-the-bench role. Specifically, both of these factors 

were related at a significant level with the political 

party orientations of judges. Those judges with prior 

judicial experience v/ere found to be raore restricted in 

their orientations on this point as were older judges. 

Conseguently, we were only able to approach an 

explanation of the court-related cff-the-bench role in a 

pieceraeal fashion. No single variable was consistently 

found to be a deterrainant of any aspect of this role sector. 

The non-court-related off-the-bench role was defined 

as role perceptions of judges toward activities which 

might be undertaken by any political actor. However, the 
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non-court-related off-the-bench role refers only to those 

politically relevant activities which judges might under-

take. Specifically, we are interested in the relevant 

role relationships created by civic organization meraber-

ship, business affairs, political affairs, and public 

affairs. 

The non-court-related off-the-bench role v/as con-

ceived as political affairs orientations and public affairs 

orientations. The political affairs orientation of a 

judge refers to those activities which a judge perceives 

to be appropriate that relate to political carapaigns as 

distinct frora purely political party activities. The 

public affairs orientation of a judge refers to the rele-

vant role relationships created by raembership or leader-

ship in civic and service organizations, business under-

takings, and public statements. Although these two 

orientations are both a part of the non-court-related 

off-the-bench role, the two should be considered as 

separate and distinct orientations. 

The hypotheses offered in Chapter II relating to the 

non-court-related off-the-bench role suggested that the 

role orientations of judges would be affected by the length 

of a judge's service on the bench, prior judicial experi-

ence, merabership in the T^erican Bar Association, and the 

type of jurisdiction over which the judge presides. 
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Briefly, we will review our findings regarding these postu-

lated relationships. 

A judqe with prior iudicial experience will tend to 

view the non-court-related off-the-bench role as unre-

stricted. This hypothesis was not confirmed by the 

findings of this study. Essentially no differences were 

found to exist between judges with prior judicial experi-

ence and those without such experience on public affairs 

orientations. However, a significant relationship was 

found between prior judicial experience and political 

orientations. The noteworthy point, though, is that the 

relationship was the opposite of that which we had thought. 

Judges with prior judicial experience were actually more 

restricted in their political affairs orientations than 

were judges without such experience. Therefore, our 

hypothesis cannot be confirmed. 

Judges presiding over courts of specialized juris-

dictions (crirainal or civil) will tend to be less restricted 

in their non-court-related off-the-bench role than will 

judges on courts of general jurisdiction. Significant 

relationships were not indicated between the type of 

jurisdiction over which a judge resided and either the 

political orientation or the public affairs orientation 

of the judge. However, certain trends were suggested in 

relation to each of these orientations. In both cases. 
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the judges presiding over specialized courts were actually 

more restricted in their orientations than were the judges 

on courts of general jurisdiction. However, in our con-

sideration of political orientations, marked differences 

were indicated between judges on crirainal courts and 

judges on civil courts.. The crirainal judges were far less 

restricted in their perceptions than were the judges on 

the civil or general courts. However, based on the infor-

roation available, this hypothesis cannot be confirraed. 

Judges with longer service on the district court 

bench will tend to be raore restricted in their perceptions 

of the non-court-related off-the-bench role than will 

judges with less service on the bench. The length of 

service on the bench was not found to be significantly 

related to the public affairs orientations of judges. 

However, the length of a judge's service on the bench was 

related to the political orientation of the judges. 

Although the relationship was relatively weak, indications 

were that the older the judge, the raore unrestricted his 

political orientation. This relationship is contrary to 

that which we had suggested. Therefore, we are unable 

to confirm the above hypothesis. 

A iudqe who is a raeraber of the Araerican Bar Associa-

tion will tend to have a restricted perception of the 

non-court-related off-the-bench role. Despite our 
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expectations and the findings with relation to the court-

related off-the-bench role, no appreciable differences on 

either orientations were found betv/een judges who were 

members of the A.B.A. and those judges who were not merabers. 

Therefore, this hypothesis has not been confirmed. 

In addition to the variables which we supposed would 

be related to the non-court-related off-the-bench role, 

age was also found to be a relevant factor. Specifically, 

we found a slight tendency for older judges to be more 

restricted in their political orientations. However, the 

correlation between the two variables was very weak. Age 

was not found to be a determining factor in the public 

affairs orientations of judges. 

There remains one further hypothesis which has not 

yet been considered in this research. In Chapter II, 

the following hypothesis was offered: The decisional role, 

the court-related off-the-bench role, and the non-court-

related off-the-bench role will be interrelated forraing a 

coherent role set. This hypothesis suggests that there 

should be an eleraent of agreeraent or coherence araong the 

three role sectors. To test the validity of this hypoth-

esis, Spearraan's "r " was coraputed for each pair of role 

sectors to ascertain the level of agreeraent. 

The decisional role was not found to be correlated 

at a statistically significant level with the other sectors 
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of the judicial role set (see Table VI-1). This indicates 

that the decisional role, which a judge perceives, probably 

is based on a somewhat different set of assumptions from 

those affecting his perceptions of the court-related and 

non-court-related off-the-bench roles. In other words, 

whereas a judge may perceive his decisional role to be 

that of a restraintist, he does not necessarily perceive 

his role in extra-judicial activities to be sirailarly 

restricted. This does not iraply, necessarily that the 

role sectors are not interrelated. Rather, indications 

TABLE VI-1 

RELATIONSHIPS BETV7EEN SECTORS OF THE 
JUDICIAL ROLE SET 

Role 
Sectors 

Deci-
sional 

Court-
Related 

Public 
Affairs 
Orien. 

Political 
Orien. 

Political 
Orientations 

Public 
Affairs 
Orientations 

Court-
Related 

0.1416 
(P 0.136) 

0.1235 
(P 0.169) 

0.0783 
(P 0.273) 

0.2724 
(P 0.016) 

0.3903 
(P 0.001) 

0.2406 
(P 0.030) 

are that a judge's perceptions of his decisional role are 

not totally reliant on his perceptions of the other sectors 

of the judicial role. 
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As may also be seen in Table VI-1, the court-related 

off-the-bench role was found to be related at a statisti-

cally significant level with both aspects of the non-court-

related off-the-bench role. The correlation coefficients 

were not indicative of a strong level of agreement between 

the court-related off-the-bench role and either the 

political orientation or the public affairs orientation. 

Kowever, the level of significance does confirm that these 

role sectors are interrelated. There was a greater expec-

tation that the off-the-bench role sectors would be 

related due to the similarity of the orientations being 

measured. Both the court-related and non-court-related 

off-the-bench roles refer to the perceptions of judges 

as to the appropriate role for a judge to assurae in 

politically relevant activities. The distinction was the 

relation of these activities to the judge's official 

capacity. 

Based on these findings, we cannot state conclu-

sively that our hypothesis that the three sectors of the 

judicial role set are interrelated and interpenetrated is 

confirraed. However, we are confident that the perceptions 

of judges on the off-the-bench role sectors are consistent 

in many respects. In fact, we raight suggest that at the 

very least, there is a consistent off-the-bench role as 

indicated by perceptions of the court-related off-the-bench 
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role and the political and public affairs orientations of 

judges. 

At the same time, there is no apparent justification 

for refuting the contention that there is a consistent 

judicial role set. Rather, we may suggest that a judge's 

perceptions of the decisional role may be founded on some-

what different assumptions from those on which he bases 

his perceptions of the off-the-bench roles. This does not 

imply that the decisional role is a distinct aspect of the 

judicial role set, separate and apart frora the other role 

sectors. We find it doubtful that a judge formulates his 

expectations in a compartraentalized fashion, totally 

separating his role on the bench frora other aspects of 

his role as a judge. 

This research has succeeded in isolating certain 

factors which raay affect the role perceptions of trial 

judges and in exploring aspects of the judicial role here-

tofore not treated analytically. Even so, there are 

several liraitations inherent in this study which should 

be noted. In selecting appropriate questions for inclusion 

in the interview schedule, one iraportant aspect of the 

court-related off-the-bench role was excluded. This 

factor was the adrainistrative orientation of judges. A 

question should have been included which would raeasure 

the perceptions of a judge in his role as an adrainistrator 
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in the judicial process. With increased case loads and 

deraands for moving cases through the courts more rapidly 

and efficiently, the role of a judge in handling adminis-

trative procedures and managing a growing staff of admin-

istrative assistants must be recognized as an iraportant 

component of the court-related off-the-bench role. 

In attempting to analyze the findings of this research, 

several variables were suggested as potential determinants 

of the judicial role which could not be raeasured with the 

present interview data. Had we had knowledge of these 

factors, raany explanations which raust now reraain specu-

lative could have been considered erapirically. Araong these 

factors are the actual nuraber of years of experience which 

a judge had obtained as a prosecuting attorney or as a 

judge on another court. Further, knowledge of a judge's 

political socialization and, raore particularly, judicial 

socialization would have enhanced our ability to explain 

certain orientations. Another useful variable would have 

been the place of the judge in the bar poll at the tirae 

he was seeking a judgeship. This variable raight have 

aided in the explanation of the bench-bar orientation of 

a judge. A sirailarly helpful variable raight have been 

the amount of opposition the judge had faced in party 

priraaries and in general elections vhen seeking his present 

office. Future research along these lines should consider 
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these variables as potential deterrainants of judicial role 

perceptions. 

Considerable research remains before students of 

judicial politics will be able to explain judicial behavior 

in a scientific and definite manner. Role analysis may 

prove to be a valuable tool in this endeavor as it offers 

the unique capability of uniting institutional, functional, 

and behavioral analysis. Role analysis in its broadest 

context may be beneficial in the explanation of behavior. 

The present analysis of the judicial role set as a whole 

was intended as an attempt to bridge the gap created by a 

segmented approach to the judicial role. 

The most proraising avenue for role analysis in the 

explanation of judicial behavior is the use of all three 

levels of role analysis—the personal level, cultural or 

societal level, and actual behavior. In other words, one 

should ascertain the individual judge's perceptions of 

his role, the societal perceptions of the role of its 

judges, and the actual role behavior of a judge. This 

approach would enable an integrated approach to judicial 

roles. One would be able to deterraine the degree of 

consensus between the public and the judges on how a judge 

should act in his role as a judge. But, raore iraportantly, 

this approach would enable students of judicial politics 

to treat role as an independent variable and deterraine if 
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a judge's role perceptions (and societal expectations)"are 

in fact related to actual behavior. 

Role analysis remains a fertile field for research 

on judicial behavior and promises to offer insight to the 

judicial process. At this point, role analysis cannot be 

considered as a predictive device. However, rigorous 

exploration of the judicial role may eventually provide 

the basis for a coherent theory of judicial decision-

making and judicial behavior. 
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Texas Tech Universily 
Department oí Political Science P.O. Box 4290 Lubboci<. Texas 79409 Phone (806) 742 3121 

February 26, 1973 

Honorable John Doe 
Judge, OOOth J u d i c i a l D i s t r i c t 
County Courthouse 
Aust in , Texas 

Dear Judge Doe: 

This letter is in connection with sorae research in which I 
am engaged regarding the present-day role and activities of 
state district judges. Specifically, I would appreciate an 
opportunity to interview you. 

Please permit me to tell you raore about ray research goals. 
I ara aware of the growing concern for reforraing judicial 
administration and am interested in discovering the major 
problems confronting state trial judges. Political scien-
tists have heretofore been too narrowly concerned with the 
United States Suprerae Court, the federal judiciary, and the 
state appellate courts to realize that the state district 
judge carries a substantial portion of the workload of the 
judicial systera. 

I am attempting to interview as raany state district court 
judges as possible in the State of Texas. I would like very 
much to interview you. I can, of course, assure you coraplete 
anonymity. The information and opinions which you give rae 
will be tabulated along with those of all the other judges. 
No names will be used, and what you tell rae will be entirely 
off the record. 

I ara reluctant to discuss a tirae for an interview without 
first learning whether or not you are willing to talk with 
me. If you are willing to be interviewed, I would appre-
ciate your suggesting an appropriate date. 

I look forward to hearing frora you. 

Sincerely, 

Mary L. Volcansek 
Part-tirae Instructor 

...Rsu ̂  MLV:pjw 

i 



APPENDIX B 

INTERVIEW SCKEDULE 

Judicial Role Perceptions in State Trial Courts 

First, I V70uld like to ask sorae questions about your 
background. 

1. Where were you born? (City, county, state) 

a. And in what year? 

2. Where did you live while growing up? (If not a raajor 
city--How would you describe that—as largely urban 
or rural?) 

3. What was your father's occupation? 

4. With which political party do you identify? 

5. Now, would you tell rae about your education? (location 
of public schools, college, and law school) 

6. After leaving law school, what did you do? (What was 
your occupation before taking office?) 

7. As a lâ ATyer could you describe your practice? (How 
long were you in practice? VJhat sort of legal organi-
zation were you part of? What kind of legal practice 
did you have?) 

195 
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8. Are you a member of any service or social organizations 
or civic groups? (Give names, positions held, and dates) 

a. Any professional organizations? (Give names, posi-
tions held, and dates) 

9. Have you ever held any previous judicial posts? (Which 
ones were they? and when?) 

10. Have you held any other governmental position? (Which 
ones?) 

11. Have you ever held any political party posts? (Which 
ones?) 

a. How about now? 

12. How political do you consider the position of district 
court judge? 

13. Have any raembers of your faraily ever held political 
office? (Who, When?) Any judicial offices? (Who? 
When?) 

14. Are any of your relatives lawyers? Have théy ever 
been? (Who? When?) 

15. In la\>7 school were you involved or interested in 
politics? (In what ways?) 

16. What about as a lawyer? Did the practice of law bring 
you into politics? (How is that?) 

17. Could you tell rae ho\'7 you first becarae interested in 
service on the judiciary? (Why is that?) 

a. How long have you served on the bench? 
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Now, some questions about the job of being a judge. 

18. First, how would. you describe the job of a state 
district judge? 

19. How does being a trial judge differ from the job of 
an appellate or supreme court judge? 

20. There are, of course, many aspects of forraal behavior 
that must be followed in the court. But are there 
any informal or custoraary rules of behavior, any do's 
and don'ts that a judge raust adhere to? (What are 
they?) (What are sorae of the ways judges might 
violate these "rules of the game"?) 

21. Sometiraes a distinction is raade between judges acting 
as law-raakers and judges acting as interpreters of 
the law. VJhat do you think of this distinction? 
How should a judge act? 

22. We hear a lot of talk about judges and policy-raaking. 
Should state judges exercise an influence on state 
politics or in any way influence policy-making? 

a. Do they in fact exercise such an influence? 

23. The statement is soraetiraes raade that judges should 
incorporate the iraportant values of the coraraunity in 
their work. V7hat do you think about this? (EXPLANA -
TION IF NEEDED—For example, values concerning faraily 
unity, raorality, or coraraunity race relations.) (Why 
is that?) 

24 Some people think that judges should act as a conserva-
tive force in state politics. v:hat do you think? 
Should judges bring conservative values to bear on 
his activities on the court? (I raean such things as 
conservative social and econoraic values.) 

25. Could you tell rae how iraportant each of these roles 
is for the judges in a state trial court? 
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a. Guardian of the coramunity? 

b. Objective arbiter of disputes? 

c. Applier of the law? 

d. Protector of the liberties of people? 

e. Policy-maker in the state political 
system? 

[WRITE VI (VERY IMPORTANT), MI (MODERATELY IMPORTANT), 
NI (NOT IMPORTANT)] 

Are there any others not on this list v/hich are 
important? (What are they?) 

26. How would you describe the way a judge should go about 
reaching a decision in a non-jury case? 

27. How influential do you believe the following factors 
to be in deciding a case? (Please rank the factors 
on a scale from 4 to 0. The nuiribers stand for the 
following: 

4 - Extreraely influential 
3 - Very influential 
2 - Influential 
1 - Not too influential at all 
0 - Uninfluential 

a. Highly respected advocate (as a lawyer) 

b. My view of justice in the case 

c. What the public needs, as the tiraes deraand 

d. Precedent, when clear and directly relevant 

e. Coraraon sense 

f, Highly respected advocate (as a raeraber 
of the coraraunity) 

g. What the public deraands 

h. Other (Please specify and rank each 
factor) 
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28. In what ways should a judge prepare and keep up with 
his job? 

29. What kinds of materials do you think a judge ought to 
read and study? 

a. In particular, what kinds of legal materials? 

b. Any non-legal -materials? (What?) 

Now, a few questions about the courts in the coraraunity. 

30. What obligations to the public go along with a posi-
tion oh the bench? 

31. Now, what about civic participation? Can a judge in 
your position feel free to participate in public 
affairs? (To what extent? Why not?) 

a. What about retaining raerabership in civic organi-
zations? 

b. What about participation in business affairs? 

c. (IF RELEVANT) How about leadership? Can a judge 
accept the duties and responsibilities of leader-
ship in a civic organization? (Which ones? How 
is that?) 

32. What about speaking out on public issues? Can a judge 
speak his raind on these? 

33. It is generally recognized that political parties are 
iraportant for the operation of deraocratic governraent. 
What kinds of relationships should judges raaintain 
with a political party? 
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a. Which of these things raay a judge properly do? 

1) Give carapaign contributions? 

2) Work for other candidates? 

3) Display carapaign buttons or 
bumper stickers? 

4) Attend political meetings? 

5) Give public endorsements? 

6) Recoraraend a candidate to a friend? 

34. Judges are selected in quite a few different ways in 
the various states. What do you consider the best 
method of selection? (Why?) 

a. Does this apply to appellate judges as well as to 
lower court judges? 

b. Does the raethod of selection raake any difference 
in the kind of judges selected? (How is that? 
Why not?) 

35. What do you think about carapaigning for office? 
(Are there any conflicts between political necessities 
and judicial ideals? What are they?) 

36. What should an individual do in order to get appointed 
to a judicial post? (I ara referring to appointraent 
to fill a vacancy. Why is that?) 

37. One hears a lot about the relationship between bar 
and bench. What kinds of relationships should exist 
between judges and their bar association? (Why is 
that?) 

38. What about the selection of judges? Should the bar 
association have a lot to do with judicial selection 
(Why is that?) 
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39. What would you say are the chief probleras that the 
courts in the state face in doing an adequate job? 
(Both supreme and lower courts) 

This concludes our formal questionnaire. I would like very 
much to hear what you think about it. Are there things 
I've missed about the courts which should be studied? 
(What are some of these?) 



APPENDIX C 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 

The object of sampling a number of persons to repre-

sent a particular population group is to generalize about 

the population as a whole cn the basis of the saraple. 

Sampling procedures were developed for the purpose of 

enabling a researcher to state with a degree of confidence 

that those persons included in the sample are representa-

tive of the population as a whole in certain specific 

respects. Kowever, because sarapling is subject to certain 

types of errors which raight distort the researcher's view 

of the population, statistical procedures have been estab-

lished to deterraine the araount of confidence which raay be 

placed in relationships between variables found in the 

sample when inferring that these relationships would also 

occur in the population. The level of confidence which 

may be placed in the findings based on the sample is 

referred to as statistical significance. For this reason, 

chi-square was used in Chapter II as an inferential raethod 

of testing the null hypothesis that there were differences 

between the saraple and the population as a whole. 

Statistical significance also refers to the proba-

bility that there actually is a relationship between two 
202 
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variables. Therefore, statistical significance should be 

computed for each relationship in research. Different 

levels of data require the use of different statistics to 

compute significance. The two measures of statistical 

significance used in this study are chi-square and the 

t-test. 

Chi-Square Test of Statistical Significance 

The chi-square test is most frequently used in the 

social sciences to determine the significance of contingency 

tables in which norainal data has been used. To deterraine 

the probability that the relationship in a contingency 

table did not occur by chance, the chi-square test com-

pares the frequencies which were observed in the saraple 

with the expected frequencies. The forraula used to cora-

pute chi-square is: 9 
^(O - E)^ 

where 0 represents the observed frequencies (the frequen-

cies in the saraple) and E represents the expected frequen-

cies (the frequencies which would occur were there no 
2 

relationship between the variables being considered. 

^Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Corapany, 1972), p. 275. 

^Dennis J. Palurabo, Statistics in Political and 
Behavioral Science (New York; Appleton-Century-Crofts, 
1969), p. 14y. 
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Chi-square yields the best results when the sample 

is large. By definition, the chi-square formula has a 

sampling distribution that approximates the distribution 

given in a table when the sample size is large."̂  There-

fore, when the sample size is small or when the expected 

frequency of a cell is lower than five, a correction should 

be made for continuity. The correction will inevitably 

make the size of the chi-square smaller. A correction is 

usually made by adding or substracting 0.5 in each cell 

prior to computing chi-square. However, if raost of the 

cell frequencies are relatively large, with only a few 

being five or below, a correction is not necessary. 

A raw chi-square figure has no raeaning by itself. 

Consequently, statisticians have coraputed the probability 

of a frequency occuring which is generally presented in a 

table in the appendix of raost statistics texts. To use 

this table to deterraine the probability that the distri-

bution \̂ 70uld occur by chance, one raust know the degrees of 

freedora in the table. The degrees of freedora for a table 

are found by the forraula: 

df = (r - 1) (c - 1). 

^Blalock, p. 278. 

^Norman Nie, Dale H. Bent, and C. Hadlai Hull, 
Statistical Package for tha Social Sciences (New York 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970), p. 275. 
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where r is the number of rows and c is the number of 

columns. 

By convention in the social sciences, a significance 

level of 0.05 is necessary to infer statistical signifi-

cance. A significance level of 0.05 means that there is 

a probability of less than 5 per cent that the distribution 

in question could have occurred by chance. If a signifi-

cance level of 0.05 or less is obtained, one may conclude 

that there is a high probability that the variables being 

considered are related. 

T-Test of Significance 

The t-test was introduced by VJ. S. Gossett for 

testing hypotheses through sample raeans and proportions. 

It is a pararaetric statistic based on the t-distribution 

which does not assurae that either the standard deviation 

or the actual raean of the population is known. Rather, 

the t-distribution is based on the saraple standard devi-
— 6 

ation (s) and the saraple raean (X) . The t-test raay be 
7 

validly used only with interval level data. The Z-test 

is a statistic sirailar to the t-test, but should be used 

with large samples. There is sorae controversy over the 

Ŵilliara Buchanan, Understanding Political Variables 
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, Í969), p. 113, 

^Blalock, pp. 188-189. 

"̂ G. David Garson, Handbook of Political Science 
Methods (Boston; Holbrook Press, Inc, 1971), p. 143. 
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upper limit of sample size for the use of the t-test. 

Palumbo states that t-tests should be used „ith samples 

smaller than 30,« whereas Blalock considers 120 to be the 

breaking point. 

The formula for deriving the t-score in a one-tailed 

test is: 

Xj - x^ 

t = 
A. 
O 

X - X 

where 

2 
^2 

N, - 1 N^ - 1 

The determ.ination of the level of significcince of t 

is based on the degrees of freedora of the distribution. 

The degrees of freedora are equivalent to n, + n -2,^^ 

Knowing the degrees of freedora, one raay use a table of 

t-distributions, which is usually found at the end of 

most statistics books, to ascertain the level of signifi-

cance. 

Lambda-b, A Measure of Association 

Essentially, statistical significance indicates only 

that the researcher raay have confidence in the relationship 

o 

Palumbo, p. 137. 
9 
Blalock, p. 223. 

Palurabo, p. 140. 
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which has been found. Measures of association are neces-

sary to determine the strength of the relationship. 

Whereas significance levels are dependent upon the size 

of the sample, measures of association are not."̂ ^ The 

lambda-b measure of association was the only measure of 

association appropriate for use in this study. 

Lambda-b is an asymmetric measure of association for 

use when at least one of the variables in a table is 

nominal level. This statistic is referred to as asyraraetric 

in that it raeasures the association betv/een a defined inde-

pendent variable and a defined dependent variable. 

Larabda-b is a raeasure for calculation of the "proportional 

reduction in error" such that cne is able to calculate 

the accuracy with v;hich the dependent variable can be 

12 predicted with knowledge of the independent variable. 

Lambda-b is an nonpararaetric statistic \<7hich varies 

between zero and one. A larabda-b of one indicates a per-

fect correlation. Conversely, a larabda-b of zero suggests 

13 that there is no relationship. For the purposes of this 

study, a lanbda-b score of 0.50 or better will be necessary 

to infer a raoderately strong relationship. 

Buchanan, p. 107. 

•^^Blalock, p. 302. 

•̂ P̂alurabo, p. 162. 
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Lambda-b may be calculated by using the formula: 

max f. - max f . 
^3 O 

Lambda-b = 

n - max f . 

where max f̂  . are the maxiraum frequencies in the cells in 

each of the rows and max f . is the maxiraura frequency in 
• J 

the row marginals. 

Correlation Coefficients 

Correlation refers to the value found by a statistical 

operation which measures the relationship between two 

variables. Two correlation coefficients, Spearraan's or 

Kendall's rank order correlation coefficients, are possible 

for use with the data in this research. Both of these 

statistics are nonpararaetric The priraary distinction 

between the two is that Kendall's tau is raore appropriate 

15 when there are a large nuraber of tied rankings. In 

addition, Spearraan's rho is considered to be raore appro-

priate when there is a small ratio of cases to categories. 

Therefore, Spearraan's rank order correlation coefficient 

(r ) has been used in this research. 
s 

Spearraan's coefficient is appropriately used with 

ordinal or interval data. However, the data raust be ranked 

rather than absolute values. The logic behind the use of 

l^Ibid. 

15.,. Nie, etal., p. 153 
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Spearman's measure, as explained by Blalock, is that it 

compares "the rankings on two set of scores by taking the 

differences of ranks, squaring these differences and then 

adding, and finally manipulating the measure." Spearman's 

rank order coefficient varies between +1 and -1, with +1 

indicating perfect agreement and -1 indicating absolute 

disagreement. 

The formula for the computation of Spearman's r is: 

£''i: 
r = s 

N (N̂  - 1) 

re^D.^ is the sum of the difference between any pair whe 

of ranks. 

•^^Blalock, p. 416. 

•'•'^lbid. 
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